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Critical Issues Facing Durban Climate Conference
work that is currently being taken under the Ad-hoc
Working Group on Longterm Cooperative Action
(AWG-LCA) under the Convention track.
The EU at the Panama climate talks in October
said that the SCP under the KP would be the last
time (its) mitigation obligations are set out separate
from other major economies as the single legally
binding agreement will cover all major economies
after the second commitment period of the KP.
The US on the other hand has made clear in
Panama that it will not agree to any new treaty which
is not on its terms. Among the US demands are that
the agreement must bind all major economies in a
symmetrical fashion (meaning that it must have
the same legal character) with respect to their
mitigation actions and such actions should not be
conditioned on the provision of finance (which is
contrary to the provisions of the UNFCCC).
In addition, the US wants a revision of the
Annex I, Non-Annex I categories to reflect todays
and tomorrows economic realities, and not that of
1992", a demand which is also echoed by all other
developed countries, including the EU.
There is some belief that given the current
political conditions in the US, with the stand-off
between the Republicans and Democrats in
Congress, it is unlikely that the US will be able to
agree to any legally binding treaty on climate change.
Many developing countries view the demands
of developed countries under a new treaty as a rewriting of the Convention where historical
responsibility and the principles of equity and
common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities are disregarded.
Further, many developing countries are also
concerned that a new legally binding treaty being
envisioned, especially by the US and other developed
countries, would be much weaker than the existing
KP regime, with a voluntary and domestic pledge
and review system that would replace a top-down,

Durban, 28 November (Meena Raman)  Critical
issues face the Durban climate talks under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol (KP) which begin
on 28 November and are scheduled to end on 9
December 2011.
Second commitment period of the KP
A key issue for decision is whether there will
be any agreement by Annex I Parties to reduce their
emissions under a second commitment period (SCP)
of the KP without any pre-conditions, as mandated
under the work of the Ad-hoc Working Group on
Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the
KP (AWG-KP).
The first commitment period of the KP expires
in 2012 and there will definitely be a legal gap before
the SCP gets ratified by Parties if further
commitments for emission reductions are made in
Durban, and that is a very big IF.
Developing countries have been calling for at
least a 40% emission reduction cut compared to 1990
levels by Annex I KP Parties for the period 20132020.
Russia, Japan and Canada have already
expressed that they will not make any further
commitments under the Kyoto Protocol.
The European Union, Norway, Australia and
New Zealand have all conditioned their SCP
commitments under the KP on a decision for a new
single treaty on mitigation, with all Parties, including
major economies or major emitters undertaking
legally binding obligations for emission reductions,
that include the United States and other advanced
developing countries, mainly targeting China, India,
Brazil and South Africa.
They want to secure in Durban a mandate for
negotiating a new mitigation treaty that would
replace the Kyoto Protocol, as an outcome of the
3

the financial mechanism. Some countries want to
see the AC having a more hands-on role in how
finance is allocated, including criteria and
prioritization, while other developing countries fear
that giving the AC a role could become another layer
to access finance. The developed countries on the
other hand do not want the AC to have any role in
decisions on finance.
Another sticky issue has been the composition
of members of the AC, with a divergence of views
among developing countries. While all developing
countries support an AC comprised of a majority of
developing countries, there are different views on
how the developing countries are to be represented
with options including (i) five regional groupings,
(ii) inclusion of special seats for LDCs and (iii)
special seats for particularly vulnerable developing
countries.
The US wants the AC to have equal distribution
of Annex I and Non-Annex I countries.

science- and equity-based approach to determining
the aggregate targets for Annex I countries, upon
which the individual Annex I commitments are
based.
The outcome of the AWG-KP negotiations will
be very keenly watched to see if the Annex I Parties
will deliver on their legally binding obligations to
undertake further commitments for emission
reductions without any delay and pre-conditions.
AWG-LCA issues
Under the AWG-LCA, many issues remain to
be resolved under the various elements of the Bali
Action Plan (BAP) and the Cancun decision adopted
last year.
Shared vision
From the Panama talks, a non-paper has been
prepared. One major issue that remains to be resolved
is the scope of the shared vision. Developed countries
want the focus to be only on the issue of determining
the long-term global goal for emission reductions
and the time frame for global peaking in terms of
the specific numbers. This view is also shared by
some developing countries.
Many developing countries on the other hand
want the shared vision to also operationalise the
principles of equity and historical responsibility,
including through having a fair sharing and equitable
allocation framework in relation to emission
reductions, and the establishment of global goals for
finance, technology transfer, adaptation, and capacity
building. In addition, developing countries also want
the issue of unilateral trade measures and intellectual
property rights to be addressed as part of the shared
vision.
On the long-term global goal for emission
reductions by 2050, the suggestions on the global
emission reduction goal include a range from there
being no number to at least 95% by 2050 compared
to 1990 levels and more than 100% by 2040.
On the timeframe for global peaking,
suggestions include a range from there being no
number to peaking only for Annex I countries by
2012 and global peaking by 2015 or 2020.

Mitigation of developed countries
Following the Panama talks, a non-paper has
been prepared by the co-facilitators on possible
elements of draft guidelines for biennial reports; a
non-paper on possible elements of modalities and
procedures for International Assessment and Review
(IAR) and a co-facilitators summary of the
discussions also held on the pledges of developed
countries, their ambition level and the accounting
framework (relating to paragraphs 36-38 of the
Cancun decision) has been produced.
Many Parties recognize the existence of an
ambition gap in relation to the pledges of developed
countries and the need to raise their ambition level.
However, in Panama, developed countries insisted
on the consideration of this issue in the context of
encompassing all Parties, including developing
countries with a significant share of emissions.
Developing countries on the other hand were
opposed to the attempts by developed countries to
link their ambition level to that of developed
countries.
Mitigation actions of developing countries
In Panama, Parties had discussions on biennial
update reports (BURs); international consultations
and analysis (ICA); the registry to record the
nationally appropriate mitigation actions (NAMAs)
seeking international support; and the pledges of
developing countries including the assumptions
underlying them (which related to paragraphs 48 to
51 of the Cancun decision).

Adaptation
Following the discussions in Panama, a draft
decision text was prepared by the facilitator relating
to the Adaptation Committee. Among the substantive
issues in the adaptation negotiations were (i) the
relationship of the Adaptation Committee (AC) to
4

Four non-papers have been produced on the
possible elements of draft guidelines for biennial
update reports, possible elements of modalities and
procedures for international consultations and
analysis,; the registry and a co-facilitators summary
of the discussion related to paragraphs 48-51.
Developing countries have expressed concerns
that as developed countries seek to weaken their
mitigation and financial commitments, more and
more obligations are placed on developing countries
as regards the production of BURs, for measuring,
reporting and verification of their mitigation actions
(MRV) and the conduct of ICAs.

agriculture and international aviation and shipping
while others did not want any decision in this regard.

Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation in developing countries (REDD-plus)

Economic and social consequences of response
measures

According to the report back by the facilitator
of the informal group in Panama, Parties had
explored financing options for results-based actions
in implementing forest-related activities and
considered what results-based actions were. A vast
majority of Parties wanted a decision on REDD-plus
finance for its full implementation.
The facilitator was able to produce a non-paper
 a placeholder text which was an outline rather
than a negotiating document. The facilitator asked
Parties to submit views and proposals which the
Secretariat would compile so that Parties could begin
work in having a full text for negotiations in Durban.
The key issues under discussion are (i) diversity
of sources for REDD-plus finance  with countries
supporting a range of options including public and
private; (ii) the definition and scope of result-based
activities and actions and (iii) the linkage with the
Green Climate Fund (GCF).
It is instructive to note that the draft instrument
for the Green Climate Fund (which will be
considered in Durban), did not provide for a separate
window for REDD-plus.
Many countries also stressed that results-based
activities should not only be confined to looking at
forest carbon stocks but also encompass the role
forests played including in adaptation, biodiversity
conservation and the provision of ecological services.

In Panama, the informal group on economic
and social consequences of response measures saw
deep divisions over issues raised by a large number
of developing countries especially on unilateral trade
measures (UTMs). Developed countries were
opposed to any texts for negotiations and did not
even want the submissions of developing countries
to be compiled into a document. Developed countries
and Singapore insisted that the UNFCCC was not
the proper forum to discuss UTMs but the WTO was.

Various approaches including market- and nonmarket-based mechanisms
A draft text was produced from the Panama
talks which contained a compilation of submissions
from Parties which, according to the facilitator,
provided ingredients for negotiations. One major area
of disagreement among Parties is whether offsets
should be allowed in relation to market-based
mechanisms.

Finance
The co-facilitators reported in Panama that
Parties discussed long-term finance and the
Standing Committee on Finance. As a result of
time constraints for further discussions, the cofacilitators said they would incorporate Parties
comments in the meetings along with additional
submissions into a draft text, which will be presented
for negotiations.
There were different views on long-term
finance. Some developed countries, including
Australia, Japan and Canada, were initially opposed
to any text on long-term finance, but relented after
insistence by developing countries. The US has also
tabled a submission on long-term finance, which is
bound to draw the flak of developing countries, given
the emphasis of the submission on core public funds
being used to leverage private investments. The US
submission also calls on developing countries to also
provide financing.
Another related finance issue under the agenda
of the Conference of Parties (COP) is the GCF. The
Transitional Committee which was tasked to prepare
the operational documents for the GCF concluded
its work in Cape Town, South Africa in October. A

Cooperative sectoral approaches
The informal group in Panama discussed the
general framework of the cooperative sectoral
approaches, agriculture and international aviation
and shipping. A consolidated text was produced in
which the options reflected captured a divergence
of views. Some Parties wanted decisions on
5

Review to define its scope and development of its
modalities

report containing the draft instrument of the GCF
was not adopted as there was no consensus, given
objections raised by the US and Saudi Arabia. The
report and the draft instrument has been transmitted
to the COP for its consideration and a key issue here
is whether the instrument would be adopted as it is
or if it will be opened for further changes.

A non-paper was produced from Panama but
Parties were divided on the scope of the review as
the Alliance of Small Island States wanted the review
to only be confined to a review of the adequacy of
the long-term global goal in relation to the
temperature goal while a large number of developing
countries were in favour of a review of the adequacy
of the implementation of commitments under the
Convention as a whole.

Technology development and transfer
Based on the submissions of the G77 and
China, the European Union and the joint submission
by Japan and the United States, a draft decision text
for negotiations was produced in Panama and Parties
engaged in a first reading of the text and there was a
good exchange of views on the governance structure
of the Climate Technology Centre and Network
(CTCN) and on the criteria for the host of the CTCN.
There were divergences of views over the role
of the Technology Executive Committee (TEC) in
governing the host of the CTCN and this was an
issue that will need resolution in Durban. Developing
countries want the CTCN to be governed by the TEC
while this was opposed to by developed countries.
Japan, the US and the EU, supported by Norway
and Switzerland, want the CTCN to be independent
but accountable to the COP and for it to be governed
by the board of whatever institution that may be
selected to host the Centre.
On the process for the selection of the host of
the CTCN, the issue is whether it will be done
through a 6-man panel (proposed by the US and
Japan) or through the UNFCCC Secretariat
(proposed by the EU) or by the TEC (proposed by
the G77 and China).
Other outstanding issues relate to the details
of the request for proposal for the host of the CTCN,
the time-line for the work of the CTCN, technology
assessment for new and emerging technologies and
intellectual property rights.
The UNFCCC Secretariat has also prepared an
analysis of possible gaps in the procedure for the
call for proposals and criteria to be used to evaluate
and select the host of the CTCN and sample
documentation for the call of proposals.
A related matter is that of the TEC which is on
the agenda of the COP, for the adoption of the
modalities and procedures for the working of the
TEC.

Legal options
On the legal options for the agreed outcome of
the work of the AWG-LCA, the facilitator in Panama
reported a divergence of views on the matter. Parties
are to continue discussions on the menu of options.
This issue was one of the hottest issues in Panama,
as some Parties wanted Durban to launch a new
mandate and process for a new legally binding
instrument under the Convention while other Parties
wanted the content of the outcome to be agreed to
first before determining the legal form of the
outcome.
This is expected to be a major controversial
issue in Durban.
COP Agenda
In June 2011, India made a submission for the
inclusion of 3 new agenda items for the consideration
of the COP. These agenda items were for the
inclusion of the following issues viz. (i) accelerated
access to critical mitigation and adaptation
technologies and related intellectual property rights
(IPRs), (ii) equitable access to sustainable
development and (iii) unilateral trade measures
(UTMs).
These new items are now on the provisional
agenda of the COP as agenda items 11, 12 and 13
and are expected to draw strong resistance from
developed countries on the first day of the meeting
when the provisional agenda will be considered for
adoption. Developed countries have over the years
staunchly opposed discussion of these matters,
especially IPRs and UTMs, despite repeated calls
by developing countries to address them.
In a further submission made to the UNFCCC
on 7 October, India stated that it was essential for
Parties in Durban to identify a forum and process to
address these issues, as well as ensure that these
remain on the agenda for subsequent meetings of
the COP.

Capacity building
A draft decision text has been compiled for
further discussions.
6
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Durban to Decide Fate of Green Climate Fund
The Transitional Committee, tasked by the COP to design the Green Climate Fund, could
not adopt its report containing the draft instrument for the Fund by consensus following
objections from the United States and Saudi Arabia at its final meeting held on 18 October in
Cape Town. Many members of the TC had also expressed mixed reactions and concerns over the
draft instrument. The non-consensus report has been transmitted to the COP for its consideration
to take a decision. Following is a report of what transpired at the final meeting.
A number of TC members from both developed
and developing countries also expressed concerns
over the governing instrument of the GCF, which
was appended as an annex to the report of the TC,
but they did not block consensus. It is learnt that had
the US chosen to adopt the report with reservations
and not block the consensus, some developing
countries would have also put in their reservations.
The final decision was for the submission to
COP 17 for its approval of the report with the
governing instrument in the annex without adoption,
as it did not enjoy the consensus of all TC members.
The fourth and final meeting of the TC held
from the afternoon of 16 to 18 October saw intense
negotiations on the governing instrument of the GCF.
The TC, which comprised 40 members (15 members
from developed countries and 25 members from
developing countries), was mandated by the Cancun
decision last year to design the GCF.
On the evening of the final day of the TC
meeting at around 8 pm, TC members were presented
with a draft report by the co-chairs. The draft report
included recommendations of the TC to COP 17 in
the main part of the report and the draft governing
instrument for the GCF in an annex to the report.
Manuel, in presenting the draft report for
adoption, said that the governing instrument
document was a compromised document and invited
members to give their general comments. Many TC
members expressed their views including the US and
Saudi Arabia.
At this session, the US expressed its concerns
in some areas and wanted further work to be done.

Durban, 28 November (Meena Raman)  In a night
of drama at the meeting of the Transitional
Committee (TC) to design the Green Climate Fund
(GCF) under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) held in
Cape Town, South Africa on 18 October, the United
States withheld consensus to the adoption of the
report of the Committee which was transmitted to
the 17th meeting of the Conference of Parties (COP
17) to be held in Durban, South Africa in late
November this year for its approval. Saudi Arabia
also did not give its consent for the adoption of the
report.
Despite several attempts by the co-chairs of
the meeting and pleas by several countries in the
final hours to persuade the US to not withhold
consensus to the adoption of the report, the US
remained firm in its position.
Several senior negotiators and observers, in
response to the US withholding of consensus,
commented after the meeting along the corridors that
the US was not prepared to agree to a deal in Cape
Town until the overall deal in Durban was done, as
the GCF issue was a key bargaining chip in the
negotiations in South Africa.
Germany expressed frustration and
disappointment and said that anything short of
sending a report of the TC by consensus to COP 17
is a failure and will likely result in not having the
GCF this year or the next.
Mr. Trevor Manuel of South Africa, who cochaired the meeting with Mr. Ketjil Lund of Norway,
called the outcome sub-optimal.
7

Saudi Arabia said that it could not endorse the
text on the governing instrument as the views of
developing countries were not reflected and its
reservations expressed during the negotiations were
not taken into account. It said that its call for language
on the impact of response measures was ignored. It
expressed concern as regards paragraph 14 of the
instrument on decision-making (which states that
Decisions of the Board will be taken by consensus
of the Board members. The Board will develop
procedures for adopting decisions in the event all
efforts at reaching consensus have been exhausted).
Saudi Arabia said that the language was inconsistent
with the UNFCCCs procedures on decisions by
consensus. It was also concerned about paragraphs
29 and 30 of the instrument on financial inputs which
did not reflect that contributions from public sources
from developed countries were supposed to be the
primary source of financing, while contributions
from the private sector were supplementary. It was
also concerned about references to alternative
sources of funding and preferred the use of
innovative sources instead.
When co-chair Manuel wanted to move the
report for adoption, the US said that it took objection
to the document moving forward as it wanted more
work done and Saudi Arabia said the document did
not enjoy consensus.
Brazil said that at least two members of the
TC had shown reluctance to give consensus and
suggested to the co-chairs that the only way to move
forward was to send the document to the COP and
say that there was no consensus.
Finally, following various attempts in finding
a way forward, the TC members agreed to an
amendment to paragraph 14 of the report which reads
as follows: The draft report was discussed at the
fourth meeting of the TC in Cape Town, South Africa,
and the text contained in Chapter III below was
considered on 18 October 2011. It is submitted by
the TC to COP 17 for its consideration and
approval . This was agreed to by members. (The
earlier version of this paragraph had the word
adopted in place of considered.)
The report also made the following
recommendations in Chapter III to the COP that it
(a) take note of the report of the TC as mandated by
decision 1/CP16; (b) approve the governing
instrument of the GCF contained in the annex of this
report; (c) request the Executive Secretary (of the
UNFCCC) to invite regional groups and
constituencies to nominate their Board members; (d)
request the Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC to
invite Parties to submit expressions of interest to host
the GCF; (e) invite voluntary contributions for the

Among the issues raised was the relationship
between the COP and the GCF. It referred to
paragraph 15(h) of the main report which contained
a recommendation by the TC to COP 17 to consider
the process for selection of trustee of the GCF and
questioned the role of the COP in relation to the
selection of the trustee. (This refers to the permanent
trustee as in Cancun, it was agreed that the World
Bank would be invited to serve as the interim trustee.
Throughout the Cape Town meeting, the US wanted
the COP to have a very minimal role in relation to
the GCF and wanted the Board of the GCF to have a
greater role.)
The US also referred to paragraph 22 of the
governing instrument and said that this paragraph
undoes the Cancun agreement and was a problem.
(Paragraph 22 states that The selection of the host
country of the Fund will be an open and transparent
process. The selection of the host country will be
endorsed by the COP.) It also referred to paragraph
72 of the instrument and said that this paragraph also
went beyond what was agreed to in Cancun as
regards the involvement of the COP. (Paragraph 72
states that Termination of the Fund will be approved
by the COP based on a recommendation of the
Board.)
As regards the legal status of the GCF (as
contained in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the instrument),
the US said that the essential technical issues needed
to be addressed. (Paragraph 7 states that In order to
operate effectively internationally, the Fund will
possess juridical personality and will have such legal
capacity as is necessary for the exercise of its
functions and the protection of its interests.)
On the operational modalities, the US said that
the provisions were too heavily weighted on direct
access (by recipient countries to the Fund) and
restricted the ability of private sector engagement in
transformational activities. (The instrument in
paragraph 41 provides that The Fund will have a
private sector facility that enables it to directly and
indirectly finance private sector mitigation and
adaptation activities at the national, regional and
international levels. Paragraph 42 states that The
operation of the facility will be consistent with a
country-driven approach.)
Another key concern that the US had was with
paragraph 29 of the instrument, which states that
The Fund will receive financial inputs from
developed country Parties to the Convention. The
US said that this was a restriction of financial inputs
from only developed countries. (The US wanted
developing countries to also contribute to the Fund.)
The US wanted further work to be done to complete
the document.
8

Among the issues of concern raised by
developing countries were the limited role of the COP
in relation to the GCF; the Funds role in promoting
coherence at the national level when this was the
job of the national entities; the watering down of the
role of the national designated authority (NDA) of
the recipient countries in not approving all funding
proposals; the private sector facility having direct
access to the Fund for financing activities at the
national level without the approval of the NDA; lack
of clarity on the voting procedure to be adopted by
the Board in decision-making in the event of no
consensus among Board members and leaving this
to the Board to decide; the authority of the Board to
remove or modify funding windows without the
approval of the Parties and the absence of providing
the procedure for the selection of the permanent
trustee and leaving this to the COP to resolve.
Dr. Omar El-Arini of Egypt said that he
would like the COP to confirm the selection of the
GCFs Board members. (Paragraph 9 of the
instrument does not provide any role for the COP in
confirming or endorsing the composition of the
Board, which was what many developing countries
had called for.) He also wanted the appointment of
the Executive Director of the secretariat to be
confirmed by the COP. (Presently, this is not the case
and it is the Board that appoints the ED and there is
no role for the COP.) He also wanted the selection
of head of the evaluation unit to be confirmed by the
COP. (The instrument does not provide for any role
for the COP in this regard and leaves it to the Board
to do the appointment.)
El-Arini was also concerned that there was no
provision for voting as regards decision-making by
the Board. (The instrument in paragraph 14 states
that decisions of the Board will be taken by
consensus of the Board members. The Board will
develop procedures for adopting decisions in the
event all efforts at reaching consensus have been
exhausted. The earlier version of the instrument in
this regard had a provision for voting in the event
effort at reaching a consensus was exhausted. It
provided that  decisions will be taken by a twothirds majority of the Board members present and
voting, representing a two-thirds majority of Board
members from developed country Parties and a twothirds majority of Board members from developing
country Parties. Developing country members of
the TC had been concerned about a proposal by Japan
which was supported by Germany for the voting
procedure to be similar to that of the World Bank
Board, the Climate Investment Funds and the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) which is a weighted

start-up of the GCF; (f) request the UNFCCC
Executive Secretary to set up an interim secretariat
immediately after COP 17 to provide technical,
administrative and logistical support to the Board,
in particular in the preparation of materials for and
organization of Board meetings until an independent
secretariat of the GCF is fully operational. The
interim secretariat should be composed of staff with
the relevant expertise and be fully accountable to
the Board and function under its guidance; (g) set
the date for the first meeting of the Board; and (h)
consider the process for selection of trustee of the
GCF.
Mixed reactions to Green Fund design
Members of the TC of the GCF expressed
mixed reactions and concerns over the design of the
GCF.
Late evening of the final day of the TC meeting
on 18 October, TC members were presented with a
draft report by the co-chairs, Mr. Trevor Manuel of
South Africa and Mr. Ketjil Lund of Norway.
The report included recommendations of the
TC to COP 17, which was in the main part of the
report and the governing instrument for the GCF,
which was annexed to the report. The governing
instrument sets out the design of the GCF.
Manuel, in presenting the draft report for
adoption, said that the governing instrument
document was a compromise document and invited
members to give their general comments but called
on them to be brief, repeatedly saying that the
meeting room needed to be vacated to prepare for
another function. While many countries took the
floor to give their views, when Moroccan delegate
Mr. Rachid Firadi raised his flag during the session,
Manuel did not allow him to speak, saying that the
list of speakers was closed and time was running
out.
It was learnt from several developing country
members of the TC that they were under the
impression that changes to the document could be
entertained and this was not a take-it-or-leave-it
document. However, following the general
comments, Manuel proposed the report with the
annex to be adopted and it was then that delegates
realized that there was no opportunity for further
changes.
It was then that the US and Saudi Arabia
withheld consensus in the adoption of the report. It
is learnt that had the US chosen to adopt the report
with reservations and not block consensus, some
developing countries would have also put in their
reservations.
9

also wanted the NDA role to be strengthened in
approving funding proposals. India supported Egypt
on the issue of decision-making by the Board
(referring to the issue of voting).
Mr. Wu Jinkang of China said that the
instrument was balanced in some areas but was less
balanced in others. He referred to paragraphs 2 and
36 of the where there were references to lowemission development strategies and plans and said
that China had insisted that the language must be
consistent with the Cancun decision which refers to
low-carbon development strategies or plans in the
context of sustainable development.
On the issue of decision-making by the Board,
he said the final text took a step backward, as he
thought that there was agreement among members
to have the earlier language in the text referring to
the need for a double majority in the event the Board
did not have consensus. This issue was too important
to leave to the Board and the principle of onecountry-one-vote was important. If the Board could
not reach agreement on this issue, the Fund would
be in trouble.
On the funding windows, Wu said that there
was no agreement to have a private sector facility
and as a compromise and in the spirit of cooperation,
he could support the facility if there were separate
windows for capacity building and for technology
transfer as this was important for developing
countries. (The instrument does not provide for
separate windows for capacity building and
technology transfer but in paragraph 38, it provides
that the Board shall also ensure adequate resources
for capacity building and technology development
and transfer.)
Ambassador Sergio Serra of Brazil said that
he was unhappy with the instrument but recognized
that it was a big effort on the part of the co-chairs
and vice-chairs in the preparation of the document.
He pointed out some areas of unhappiness where
he said there was compromise. On the legal
personality, he said there was no firm position
reached. On some aspects of accountability between
the COP and the Board, there was compromise (as
Brazil and several other developing countries wanted
the COP to play a role in the endorsement of Board
members, in the selection of the head of the
secretariat and the head of the evaluation unit). On
the private sector facility, he said Brazil was very
hesitant as regards this proposal and had
compromised on that too. He also referred to
reference to low-emission development strategies
and plans and said that this was not the correct
wording (in the Cancun decision) and the previous

system of voting based on the contributions of
countries to the Fund.)
On the issue of the national designated
authority (NDA), he wanted the approval of the
authority for all funding proposals before they are
submitted to the Fund. (Paragraph 46 of the
instrument provides that the NDA recommends to
the Board on funding proposals in the context of
national climate strategies and plans, but the NDA
will only be consulted on other funding proposals
for consideration prior to submission to the Fund to
ensure consistency with national climate strategies
and plans.)
In relation to the private sector facility, El-Arini
preferred to have a window for the private sector
instead of a facility. He also wanted to add further
recommendations by the TC to the COP as he said
that this was missing in the instrument viz. (i) the
process to confer an international juridical
personality on the GCF and (ii) the procedure for
the selection of the permanent trustee of the Fund.
Ms. Carol Mwape Zulu of Zambia on behalf
of the LDCs said that in this process, members would
not get all that they want and expressed satisfaction.
She expressed concern over the power of the Board
to modify or remove funding windows especially
that for adaptation, adding that Parties should be
consulted prior to any modification, removal or
addition of funding windows. (Paragraph 37 of the
instrument provides that the Fund will have windows
for adaptation and mitigation and paragraph 39
provides that the Board will consider the need for
additional windows and will have the authority to
add, modify and remove additional windows and
substructures/facilities as appropriate.) Mwape also
supported Egypt in relation to concerns over the
NDA, which she said must approve all funding
proposals.
Mr. Dipak Dasgupta of India said that there
was a need for further balance in the instrument as
regards the national entities at the country level. In
relation to paragraph 34, which provides that the
Fund will promote coherence in programming at the
national level through appropriate mechanisms,
Dasgupta said that it is not the Fund that promotes
coherence at the country level but that was the job
of the national authorities. He said that the same was
the case with paragraph 36 in relation to supporting
programmatic approaches in accordance with climate
change strategies and plans . In relation to the
private sector facility that enables it to directly and
indirectly finance private sector mitigation and
adaptation activities , he said that this must be
subject to the approval of the national entities. He
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Mr. Tosi Mpanu-Mpanu of the Democratic
Republic of Congo said that there were many issues
of importance to the African Group which had not
been taken into account in the instrument, but he
was happy to live with it as it was a good illustration
of finding middle ground. Given that the Durban was
an African COP, there was a need for a concrete
deliverable on the GCF.
Ambassador Aliioaigi Elisaia of Samoa,
representing the Alliance of Small Island States,
said that it would be naïve to expect all our issues to
be reflected in totality in the document and as
imperfect as it may be, he was prepared to live with
the report and not disappoint his constituency.
Mr. Manfred Konukiewitz of Germany
expressed unhappiness with a few provisions. He
regretted that there was no window for reducing
emissions from deforestation and forest degradation
in developing countries (REDD-plus) and was not
happy that carbon capture and storage could be
eligible for funding by developing countries. He also
was concerned that financial inputs for the Fund were
restricted to only be from developed countries and
was contradictory with indications of interest from
various countries that are not developed countries
to contribute to the Fund. He said this ignores major
changes in the world where a lot of wealth has moved
to new regions and urged for this restriction to be
lifted.
Mr. Jan Cedergren of Sweden said that the
document was balanced with a lot of compromising.
He did not like the reference in the selection of the
staff for the secretariat to take into account
geographical balance. He also said that the need for
geographical balance in paragraph 52 on the
allocation of resources for adaptation contradicted
the need to take into account the urgent and
immediate needs of developing countries that are
particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of
climate change, including LDCs, SIDS and Africa.
Mr. Nick Dyer of the UK congratulated the
co-chairs for the document. He was however not in
agreement with paragraph 22 that the selection of
the host country of the Fund would be endorsed by
the COP.
Mr. Per Callesen of Denmark said that
paragraphs 41 and 45 are inconsistent as paragraph
41 provides for the private sector to directly access
the Fund while paragraph 45 states that access to
the Funds resources would be through entities.
Mr. Bruno Oberle of Switzerland said that
the document was not perfect but he appreciated the
balance in the text.
Mr. Hyung-Hwan Joo of the Republic of
Korea also said that the provisions restricted
donations from developing countries.

provision in the earlier text for a multi-year
replenishment process for financial inputs had gone
down the drain.
In the light of the compromises made, Serra
supported India and wanted changes to be made as
regards paragraphs 34 and 36 of the instrument as it
was unacceptable for the Fund to promote coherence
at the national level as this was for the national
governments to do so. He said that for the private
sector to have direct access at the national level, the
funding proposals must be approved by the NDA.
Mr. Jorge Ferrer of Nicaragua expressed
concern that the private sector could have direct
access to funding without the endorsement of the
NDA. In relation to paragraph 43, he said that the
private sector facility should support private sector
involvement from and not in SIDS and LDCs.
He was also concerned with paragraph 46 where the
NDA will only be consulted on other funding
proposals and not to give its approval. He was also
concerned that the Board has powers independent
of the COP as for example in decision-making.
Ms. Bernarditas Mueller of the Philippines
supported the views of developing countries and
emphasized the weakness in the relationship between
the COP and the Fund. She also had concerns over
the weak language in relation to the NDA and
stressed that it was the NDA that needs to be in
control and not the Board. She also wanted a
provision on the procedure for the selection of the
permanent trustee through an open and transparent
process.
Mr. Farrukh Khan of Pakistan also drew
attention to paragraph 43 in relation to the private
sector facility, which should support activities to
enable private sector involvement from developing
countries and not in developing countries. In
relation to the quorum for the meeting of the Board,
he expressed preference for the earlier text than what
was in the instrument. (Paragraph 15 of the
instrument states that a two-thirds majority of Board
members must be present at a meeting to constitute
a quorum, while the earlier text provided for a
simple majority of Board members from developed
country Parties and a simple majority of Board
members from developing country Parties must be
present at a meeting to constitute a quorum.)
Mr. Idrissa Ouedraogo of Burkina Faso said
that the GCF was very important and there should
be no room for it to fail. He also stressed the need
for COP endorsement of the Executive Director of
the secretariat and the head of the evaluation unit.
The representative from Gabon also expressed
concern over whether the private sector should have
direct access to the Fund for activities in developing
countries when they should work with the national
entities at the country level.
11
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Durban Should Not be Burial Ground of Kyoto Protocol 
Says G77/China
commitment period. A higher level of ambition in
the scale of emission reductions in aggregate as well
as joint and individual contributions of Annex I
Parties must be ensured in order to overcome the
wide gap between the unacceptable and insufficient
pledges that are currently on the table and what is
required by science, equity and historical
responsibility, said Merega.
Reiterating that the KP is the cornerstone of
the multilateral climate change regime, she said that
the Protocol is the only international instrument that
sets forth the legally binding obligation for Annex I
Parties to reduce their emissions. It must be
preserved and strengthened if we are to ensure any
meaningful multilateral response to the issue of
climate change, she stressed further.
Referring to pre-conditions expressed by
developed countries before making further
commitments for emission reductions, Merega said
that we cannot lower the bar for negotiations in
Durban nor keep shifting goal posts. Durban should
not be the burial ground for the Kyoto Protocol rather, it should be the birthplace of the second
commitment period under the KP.
Venezuela, speaking for the members of the
Bolivarian Alliance of the Peoples of Our America
(ALBA), said that the KP is a legally binding
instrument that is being openly breached by
developed countries. Instead of increasing their level
of commitments under the Protocol in order to put
pressure on the only Party that is not a Party to the
Kyoto Protocol, referring to the US, Venezuela said
that developed countries have created conditions to
compare their efforts with efforts outside the Protocol
under a new scenario where each Party will do what
it wishes, when it wishes and how it wishes.
(Venezuela was referring to a pledge and review
approach being advocated by the US under the
Convention.) With this low level of ambition

Durban, 29 November (Meena Raman)  Durban
must not be the burial ground of the Kyoto Protocol
(KP) but must be the birthplace for agreement on
the second commitment period for emission
reductions by developed countries who are Parties
to the KP, said the Chair of the G77 and China,
Ambassador Silvia Merega of Argentina, at the
opening plenary of the 7th session of the Conference
of Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the
Kyoto Protocol (CMP 7) which commenced on 28
November.
Apart from the opening of the CMP, the first
day of the Durban climate talks also saw the opening
of the 17th session of the Conference of Parties (COP
17) under the UNFCCC, which was officiated by
President Jacob Zuma of South Africa. South Africa
took over from Mexico as the President of CMP 7
and COP 17, with Ms. Maite Nkoana-Mashabane,
Minister of International Relations and Co-operation,
assuming the role. A welcoming ceremony was also
held at the start of the meetings which also saw the
participation of the President of Chad and the VicePresident of the Republic of Angola.
CMP (Kyoto Protocol)
At CMP 7, Ambassador Merega, speaking for
the G77 and China, called on Parties to work with
a renewed sense of urgency and common purpose,
to deliver the mandate of Ad-hoc Working Group
on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under
the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP), which was
constituted five and a half years ago, in time to ensure
that there is no gap between the first and second
commitment periods. (The first commitment period
of the KP ends in December 2012.)
The G77 and China expected the AWG-KP to
put forward ambitious quantified emission reduction
commitments for Annex I Parties for the second
12

agreement on emission reductions for developed
countries. It also safeguards the market mechanisms
and provides for financing mechanisms aimed at
supporting developing countries in adaptation,
through the Adaptation Fund. It urged Parties to work
to avoid gaps between the first and second
commitment periods of the KP. Saudi Arabia stressed
that the second commitment period was an
indispensable pre-condition for the success of the
negotiations. It could not accept attempts to
marginalize the KP or to substitute it.
China, speaking for the BASIC group of
countries of Brazil, South Africa, India and China,
said that the KP is the cornerstone of the climate
change regime and underlined that the continuation
of the flexible mechanisms under the KP is
contingent on there being a second commitment
period with quantified emission reduction
commitments by Annex I Parties. China emphasized
the need to address emissions related to aviation and
maritime in line with the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities and in a multilateral
context. Unilateral measures such as the EU levies
on aviation emissions in the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme violate the Convention and jeopardize
international cooperation efforts on climate change.
Switzerland for the Environmental Integrity
Group said that the KP was not sufficient and there
was a need for clarity on the process in the
Convention track (referring to the work in the Adhoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative
Action). It said that there was a need to maintain the
rules and agree on key parameters on land-use and
land use change and forestry and flexibility
mechanisms. It also called for the need to raise the
level of ambition and streamline new market-based
mechanisms under the Convention.
Australia for the Umbrella Group said the
KP alone was not enough to address climate change
and wanted a new comprehensive regime from
Durban that builds on the KP and the Cancun
agreements and corresponds to environmental
integrity. It said that rapid industrialization in large
developing countries had lifted many out of poverty
but had also raised emissions in these countries.
The European Union said that it was open to
the second commitment period of the KP as part of a
transition to a new legally binding agreement binding
on all Parties and that also ensures new market
mechanisms. A KP with only a limited number of
Parties is not sufficient and is politically unacceptable
to EU leaders. The second commitment period of
the KP should not go beyond 2020 and there was a
need for a new agreement which was legally binding
for all Parties.

scenario, the second commitment period of the Kyoto
Protocol is being held to ransom. Venezuela said that
developing countries were being forced to legalize
a flexible regime that, as stated by a recently
published UNEP report Bridging the emissions
Gap, would take the world to a temperature increase
of at least 4 degrees C.
The ALBA Group urged developed countries
to stop disguising their intentions to blackmail and
destroy the Kyoto Protocol under the cover of
environmental arguments. Many of those that say
that Kyoto is not enough and that a new, more
ambitious agreement is needed have not even met
their own obligations under the first commitment
period of that very Protocol. Countries that do not
subscribe to a second commitment period should not
be able to make use of the flexibility mechanisms of
the KP. Durban must adopt a decision for a second
commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol.
The Democratic Republic of Congo, for the
African Group, said that a second commitment
period of the KP was absolutely crucial and Annex I
emission reduction commitments must be enhanced.
The Group expressed concern with the visible sign
of lack of political will on the part of Annex I Parties
and this was totally unacceptable. The Group called
for developed countries to reduce their emissions by
at least 45% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels and
at least 80-95% by 2050.
Grenada for the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS) said that the KP is central to the
future climate regime and was the only legally
binding agreement on emission reductions. The KP
was much more than just targets, with systems and
rules on monitoring, reporting, etc. AOSIS called
for all Annex I Parties to raise their ambition quickly
and significantly. The CMP must adopt a second
commitment period of emission reductions for the
period 2013 to 2017 and it must have a single
common legally binding base year, with developed
countries targets converted to a quantified emission
reduction commitment. There must also be robust
rules to ensure environmental integrity.
Gambia, speaking for Least Developed
Countries (LDCs), stressed that there should be no
transition away from the KP and reiterated that the
use of market mechanisms is conditional on Annex
I commitments to the KP and those that fail to commit
to the second commitment period should not benefit
from them. Emphasizing the importance of the
second commitment period, Gambia said that there
was no plan B.
Saudi Arabia, for the Arab Group, affirmed
that the KP is one of the main building blocks dealing
with the climate change regime and is the only legal
13

organizational matters. When it came to the adoption
of the provisional agenda for the COP, the COP
President recommended to Parties for work to
proceed on the basis of the provisional agenda in
the usual fashion. She said that she will be holding
consultations in respect of items 11, 12 and 13 with
a view to formally adopting the agenda as soon as
possible. Although this was not a method of work
for the future, Mashabane proposed that work
continue on the basis of her proposal which was
accepted by Parties.
[The provisional agenda is therefore pending
adoption. Items 11, 12 and 13 relate to the issues
raised by India in consideration of the COP. These
agenda items were for the inclusion of the following
issues viz. (i) accelerated access to critical mitigation
and adaptation technologies and related intellectual
property rights (IPRs), (ii) equitable access to
sustainable development and (iii) unilateral trade
measures (UTMs).]
While Syria supported the issues raised by India
to be on the agenda, Singapore intervened to say that
while it accepted the ruling of the COP President, it
wanted to place its concerns on record. It said that
the provisional application of the agenda was
unhealthy for the future as every Party could propose
their own priority issues, which will result in the COP
agenda being overloaded. It said that including
difficult issues where there has been no sufficient
consideration would result in a delay. Since
consultations were being undertaken on the issues,
it said that no substantive decisions on these issues
can be arrived at until Parties agree if the provisional
agenda could be adopted.
Speaking for the G77 and China, Ambassador
Merega of Argentina referred to the Summary for
Policy Makers from the Special Report on Managing
the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to
Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) that
was adopted by IPCC member governments. She
said that the report highlights that there is high
confidence that both maximum and minimum daily
temperatures have increased on a global scale due
to the increase of greenhouse gases and studies show
that it is virtually certain that  on a global scale 
hot days become even hotter and occur more often.
Moreover, fatality rates and economic losses
expressed as a proportion of GDP are higher in
developing countries. This confirms that a high
ambition of emission reductions of GHG is urgently
needed.
She stressed that the Convention and the Kyoto
Protocol must be preserved and that the Bali Road
Map and the two-track negotiation are to be followed,
and the Cancun decision rendered operational. The

COP 17 (UNFCCC)
In her opening remarks as President of COP
17, Ms. Maite Nkoana-Mashabane said that she
intended to follow a transparent, inclusive process
for a balanced, fair and credible outcome in Durban
that promoted multilateralism and environmental
integrity, while respecting the principle of common
but differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities and the honouring of all international
commitments under the climate change process.
She said that the fate of the second commitment
period under the KP was dependent on the legal
nature and outcome under the Convention, as this
question (of the legal nature of the Bali Action Plan)
was left unanswered in Bali. The Minister also
stressed the need to operationalize the Cancun
decisions on the Green Climate Fund and adaptation.
Speaking at the welcoming ceremony held
during the COP session, Ms. Christiana Figueres,
the Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC, said that
Parties needed to seek ways forward on the KP, the
emerging mitigation framework and long-term
funding. She said that it was clear that the second
commitment period of the KP is linked to launching
a process towards a broader multilateral rules-based
system under the Convention providing greater
rigour and structure to the global effort to tackle
climate change. This may only be possible if it was
fair, grounded on the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities and responsible in enabling Parties to
tackle the gap in the level of ambition needed to limit
the global average temperature increases to below 2
degrees C. Figueres said that it was critical to build
trust that funds will continue to be scaled up post2012 and urged Parties to decide on a pathway to
secure mid and long-term sources of finance,
including innovative sources.
The President of Chad, who also spoke at the
welcoming ceremony as Chair of the Economic
Community of Central African States, recalled that
the climate talks in Cancun revived hope in the
multilateral process with a minimum agreement
that was face-saving but was not a solution. He
said that the industrial countries behaviour
imperilled the entire world and called for more robust
solutions, especially in protecting the forests of the
Congo Basin and for the survival of Lake Chad. He
said that if the lake was allowed to disappear, it would
be collective suicide as millions of Africans
depended on it both directly and indirectly for their
survival.
Following the conclusion of the welcoming
ceremony, the Parties proceeded to deal with
14

responsibilities and take the lead in undertaking
ambitious and robust mitigation actions, consistent
with science. Deliberations for further
implementation of the Convention must be firmly
based on the Convention and the Durban outcome
must accomplish the work under the Bali Action
Plan. It also said that the review process which is to
be completed by 2015 will provide a key input and
the review must include a review of the adequacy of
the long-term goal and effectiveness of the quantified
emission reduction commitments by Annex I
countries and the provision of finance and technology
to developing countries. It also stressed the need to
address the issue of IPRs in relation to the
Technology Mechanism. It also wanted adequate
treatment of the issues of equity, trade and IPRs for
a comprehensive and balanced outcome in Durban.
El Salvador speaking for the SICA (Central
American Integration System) countries emphasized
the importance of adaptation and for its financing. It
wanted the Green Climate Fund to be operationalized
with legal status and legal capacity.
The EU said there was a need to address the
gap in the global level of ambition on mitigation. It
said that it was in Durban that Parties must initiate a
new global comprehensive framework guaranteeing
legal certainty and predictability. It wanted a process
to be agreed to which will build on the KP, the
elements of the Bali Action Plan and the decision
reached in Cancun, including the application of the
principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities as applied
in todays realities and respective capacities. It
wanted the negotiations to be completed by 2015 so
that it can be in force by 2020. The EU also wanted
Durban to address new market mechanisms,
agriculture and the maritime sector. On the issues
raised by India for the COP agenda, it hoped that
there was space in the current negotiations to deal
with the issues as is necessary.
Australia, speaking for the Umbrella Group,
wanted a new roadmap for future action. It said that
since the Rio Convention in 1992, different countries
have suffered different impacts and have different
capacities. The future climate framework needs to
take into account the changes in the global balance
of power and capacities of countries. There was a
need to transition to a framework with major
economies taking into account their contributions to
emissions. Australia said that it was committed to
the goal of mobilizing long-term finance in the
context of transparency in mitigation and emphasized
the role of the private sector in this regard.

Group expects in Durban decisions regarding the
Adaptation Committee, the Standing Committee and
for the Green Climate Fund and the Technology
Mechanism to be fully operationalized. She urged
developed countries to show their commitment to
these mechanisms in concrete terms, and to capitalize
the Green Climate Fund from their public financial
resources as soon as possible.
The Democratic Republic of Congo for the
African Group stressed the importance of
adaptation. It was also concerned with the low
ambition level of developed countries in relation to
mitigation and called for an increase in ambition. It
wanted urgent support for the capitalization of the
Green Climate Fund.
Grenada for the AOSIS also stressed the need
to address the ambition gap in mitigation pledges. It
called for a process to scale up the ambition of the
pledges, saying that a review of the global goal is
not a substitute for increasing ambition. While
stressing the importance of the second commitment
period under the KP for emission reductions, it also
wanted a Durban mandate to capture the work of
the AWG-LCA.
Gambia for the LDCs said that Durban must
deliver on a set of COP decisions to operationalize
the Cancun agreement without prejudice to a future
legally binding agreement. It lamented that the LCD
Special Fund continues to be underfunded. It was
committed to a two-track process outcome and said
that those who were not ready should not sink the
ship to save tomorrow today.
Cuba speaking for the ALBA Group said that
developed countries must undertake binding
emission reduction commitments that are
comparable, ambitious and quantifiable and stressed
the importance of the KP. On the Green Climate
Fund, it said that no consensus was reached on the
draft instrument and the expectations of the group
were not met.
Egypt for the Arab Group stressed the
importance of the Bali Road Map, the principles of
common but differentiated responsibilities, equity
and historical responsibilities. It said that the
participation of developing countries in mitigation
and adaptation depended on predictable and adequate
financial resources.
China, speaking for the BASIC (Brazil, South
Africa, India and China) countries, said sustainable
development and poverty eradication are overriding
priorities for developing countries. It said that they
have pledged ambitious actions to reduce emissions
at substantial costs to their economies. It called on
all developed countries to rise up to their historical
15
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CBDR Must Guide Work on International Transport Emissions, Say
Several Developing Countries
State that becomes party to MARPOL must accept
Annex I and II. Annexes III-VI are voluntary
annexes. This is the first ever mandatory global
greenhouse gas reduction regime for an international
industry sector. The amendments to MARPOL
Annex VI Regulations for the prevention of air
pollution from ships add a new chapter 4 to Annex
VI on Regulations on energy efficiency for ships to
make mandatory the Energy Efficiency Design
Index, for new ships, and the Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan for all ships. Other amendments
to Annex VI add new definitions and the
requirements for survey and certification, including
the format for the International Energy Efficiency
Certificate. The regulations apply to all ships of 400
gross tonnage and above and are expected to enter
into force on 1 January 2013.]
Cuba said that in addressing greenhouse gas
emissions of international aviation and maritime
transport, article 2.2 of the Kyoto Protocol must be
respected. The article states the following: The
Parties included in Annex I shall pursue limitation
or reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases not
controlled by the Montreal Protocol (on ozonedepleting substances) from aviation and marine
bunker fuels, working through the International Civil
Aviation Organization and the International Maritime
Organization, respectively.
It said that in this context, the treatment of
emissions of international transport for both
organizations shall be guided by the principles of
the Convention, of equity and common but
differentiated responsibilities, and the promotion of
a supportive and open international economic system
that would lead to sustainable economic growth and
development in all Parties, particularly developing
country Parties.
It said that in this sense, the IMO and ICAO
shall respect the differentiation between developed

Durban, 29 November (Chee Yoke Ling)  Several
developing countries stressed that work undertaken
at the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) and the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) must be guided by the principles of common
but differentiated responsibilities and equity, and
cautioned against unilateral measures and revenues
from market-measures as a possible source of climate
finance.
These issues arose at the opening plenary
session of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and
Technical Advice (SBSTA) on 28 November under
Agenda item 9(a) on emissions from fuel used for
international aviation and maritime transport after
presentations by the two specialized UN agencies
that had submitted reports to the SBSTA on recent
updates on their respective activities.
Cuba, speaking on behalf of Argentina,
China, Brazil, Cuba, India, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand, Egypt and Algeria, said there is no
consensus at this stage for the ICAO to move towards
a global framework for market-based measures, nor
for global objectives on emission reduction targets
for international aviation, and this should be clearly
stated in the reports presented by the ICAO.
The joint statement of these developing
countries also expressed deep concern that the IMO
had not accurately reported on the July 2011 adoption
of an energy efficiency standard that creates new
treaty obligations under the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships
(MARPOL) where a number of Member States there
had strongly objected to or even voted against the
amendment to Annex VI of MARPOL.
[Mandatory measures to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases from international shipping were
adopted by Parties to MARPOL Annex VI
represented in the Marine Environment Protection
Committee of the IMO that met 11-15 July 2011. A
16

countries, presented reservations (for different
reasons) to paragraphs of the Resolution.
Cuba said that it had presented the Cuba
Declaration on behalf of itself, Argentina, Brazil,
China, India and Saudi Arabia, through which
reservations were presented to paragraphs 6, 12, 14,
15 and 16 of the Resolution. These reservations were
made due to the fact that those paragraphs are not
consistent with the principles of the Convention, in
particular equity and common but differentiated
responsibilities, principles that should guide the
ICAO in its work relative to international transport
emissions.
In this regard, Cuba in the joint statement of 9
developing countries at the SBSTA opening session
in Durban said the ICAO report and its future
presentations should reflect clearly that Resolution
A37-19 has reservations from almost all countries
that were involved in negotiating it, and that those
reservations form an integral part of the Resolution.
This means that there is no consensus at this stage
for the ICAO to move towards a global framework
for market-based measures, nor for global objectives
on emission reduction targets for international
aviation, and this should be clearly stated in the
reports presented by the ICAO.
Cuba also highlighted the importance of the
adoption by the ICAO, at its 194th Council in
November 2011, of a Declaration that urges the EU
and its Member States to refrain from including civil
aviation operations in its emission trading scheme
from and to non State Members of the EU, and that
states that it is inconsistent with international law.
The approval of this Declaration shows that unilateral
measures like the ones referred to are not the
appropriate solution to climate change and they,
therefore, should not be implemented nor applied to
aviation operators of third States in an extraterritorial
manner. It stressed that such measures are against
the spirit of multilateralism and the possibility of
reaching a mutually agreed solution to this matter.
With respect to the IMO report on the results
of the Marine Environmental Protection Committee
held in July 2011, the joint statement of the 9
developing countries considered that the IMO
decisions should not prejudge the result of
negotiations of the UNFCCC, fora of primary
competence for climate change, and that, therefore,
should send the signals to both the IMO and ICAO
on how to address the issue of the emissions of
international aviation and marine transport.
Cuba added that the amendment to Annex VI
of the MARPOL had not been adopted by consensus,
and was not approved even with strong objections

and developing countries as established in the
UNFCCC and not create binding commitments for
developing countries, in particular in terms of
quantified emission reduction targets. In addition,
measures should not result in an increase of the costs
of international transport, and, therefore, should not
affect international trade, paramount for the
legitimate priority needs of developing countries of
economic and social development as well as the
eradication of poverty.
In this regard, Cuba said that any market-based
measures for the international aviation and/or
maritime transport sector should be decided on the
basis of mutual consensus of all involved Parties in
a multilateral process, and no actions should be
implemented unilaterally.
The joint statement further said that unilateral
measures intended for implementation by some
developed Parties in relation to emissions of aviation
and/or maritime international transport, like the EU
Directive of inclusion of civil aviation in the EU
Emissions Trading System, undermine the spirit of
multilateralism, transferring unfairly the mitigation
costs to developing countries and are inconsistent
with the principles and provisions of the Convention
and of its Kyoto Protocol.
The group of countries also expressed their
serious concern at the proposals to include, among
the alternative sources of finance for climate change,
possible revenues from market-measures applied to
international aviation and/or maritime transport.
Those types of measures would have political,
economic and social implications and penalize
international transport, increasing its costs, and, thus,
affecting international trade, particularly in
developing countries.
The statement added that there is a need for
the adoption and implementation of concrete actions
to make effective international cooperation in terms
of transfer of technologies, provision of financial
resources and capacity-building, to developing
countries, with the aim to increase the efficiency and
improve the environmental performance of the
international aviation and maritime transport sector
in those countries, emphasizing the sustainable
development dimension of the sector.
Cuba then highlighted some of the specific
points of the reports presented by the ICAO and the
IMO that it said deserve special attention at the
current SBSTA session.
In relation to the ICAO report submitted to the
SBSTA, it said that with regard to Resolution A3719, we have to acknowledge that several ICAO
Members, both from developed and developing
17

prescribe CO2 emission standards as claimed in the
IMO report.
Furthermore, it said, in the IMO covering
resolution of the regulations, the text states that
RECOGNISING ALSO that the adoption of the
amendment to Annex VI in no way prejudges the
negotiations held in other international fora, such as
the UNFCCC, nor affect the positions of the
countries that participate in such negotiation .
Therefore the IMO regulations should not constitute
a benchmarking or precedent.
On the reduction of aviation emissions, China
said it continues to support the ICAO to work under
UNFCCC principles and framework and requests the
ICAO to take into consideration the different
responsibilities and capacities between developed
and developing states, and to develop rigorous
feasibility studies with regard to the aspirational goal
of international aviation emission reduction and
market-based measures based upon its facilitation
of the safe, orderly and sustainable growth of
international air transport, in particular that in
developing states, as well as the international
obligation of developed states to support developing
states in terms of technology, finance and capacity
building.
It added that it firmly opposes any unilateral
and mandatory actions which will constrain the
development of international aviation and expressed
appreciation for the position taken by the ICAO
Council (at its 194 th session) against the EUs
unilateral action and reiterated its support for the
ICAO declaration against the EUs unilateral
inclusion of international aviation in its emissions
trading system.
China also reiterated that the principle of
CBDR enshrined in the UNFCCC and its KP is the
fundamental principle for the international
community to address climate change and the basis
for further consultation. It believed it necessary that,
when dealing with aviation and maritime emissions,
this principle should be complied with, and that a
multilateral, transparent and negotiation mechanism
by consensus should be developed, and the difference
between developed and developing states should be
recognized.
Argentina in supporting the joint statement by
Cuba and the intervention made by China reiterated
that the work of the ICAO and IMO on this matter
shall be guided by the terms of Article 2.2 of the
Kyoto Protocol, and by the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities.
In this sense, with respect to the ICAOs
reference to its current work on States action plans,
Argentina highlighted that it considers for developing

expressed by several developing countries, such as
China, Brazil, Saudi Arabia, Chile, Kuwait, India,
Argentina, South Africa, and Cuba. Only States that
are Parties to Annex VI of the MARPOL were
allowed to vote, therefore, developing countries such
as India and Argentina could not cast a vote, and
countries such as China, Brazil, and Saudi Arabia
(Parties to Annex VI) voted against the amendment.
It further said that the possible development of
market-based measures for international maritime
transport, as well as the impact of those policies for
developing countries are still under discussion in the
IMO.
Moreover, said Cuba, given the current existing
uncertainty related to the effectiveness and impacts
of market-based measures, mainly on developing
countries, there is a need to undertake additional and
comprehensive studies about their direct, indirect and
spillover effects, and to continue discussing, on the
basis of those studies, the convenience and
opportunity of those types of measures before any
possible decision on this matter.
China said that regarding the IMO ship
efficiency regulations (adopted in July 2011) many
countries showed their great efforts and flexibility
in incorporating the principles of CBDR (common
but differentiated responsibilities) into those
regulations. Nevertheless, it regrets that the IMO has
adopted the regulation through a vote, despite the
fact that many technical problems remained
unresolved.
It said that the adoption of the regulations by
49 yes-voting countries cannot represent the interests
and positions of 170 IMO Member States. This
undermined all the efforts toward consensus and the
basic understanding of international communities in
addressing climate change through multilateral
cooperation and common vision, and resulted in the
division among IMO Member States and is
detrimental to the sustainable development of the
international shipping industry.
It said the final texts neither reflect the CBDR
principle in a full and objective manner, nor consider
the rights for economic and social development of
developing countries, and that the energy efficiency
regulations did not actually provide the technological
and financial support to developing countries.
China said it opposed the IMO report that
referred to the regulations as the first ever legally
binding and global CO2 standard agreed for an
industry sector. It said that it is the general
understanding of IMO Member States during the
(IMO) discussion that the improvement of ships
energy efficiency would promote the reduction of
CO2 emission, but the regulation itself does not
18

transportation it said it had problems especially at
the (July) meeting of the IMO. It also expressed
concerns over market-based measures, and called for
the consideration of CBDR, as well as financial
support, technology transfer and capacity building
for developing countries.
India supported the interventions of Cuba,
China, Argentina and Saudi Arabia, adding that the
IMO failed to take cognizance of Article 2.2 of the
Kyoto Protocol and the principles of CBDR
enshrined in the UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol.
The Cook Islands said that as a shipping state
it supports the work of the ICAO and IMO and that
any measure must have environmental integrity
without more economic burden on SIDS.
Singapore said it is happy to be part of the
ICAO and IMO decisions and Panama said that it
welcomed the IMO making significant progress.
Japan welcomed the IMO regulations and said
the ICAO and IMO are the best venues for
considering issues on bunker fuels and that they
should continue exercising leadership.
The Republic of Korea said that CBDR is
inconsistent with the non-discrimination principle.
It proposed the use of revenues (from aviation and
maritime emission reduction measures) from
developed countries to help developing countries and
revenue from developing countries for their own
actions. This compromise could resolve conflicts.
The European Union said these issues are
political and there should be discussions in the AWGLCA (Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-Term
Cooperative Action under the Convention) and that
a strong signal should be sent to the ICAO and IMO.

countries those plans are in the context of nationally
appropriate mitigation actions by developing
countries, and not under the possibility of States
undertaking a global goal in the sector, as this has
been reserved by Argentina in the last ICAO General
Assembly.
It added that the States action plans in
developing countries could only be undertaken if
they would be adequately supported by transfer of
financial resources, technology and capacity building
by developed countries to developing countries.
Moreover, those plans should be defined at the
national level, attending the specific capacities,
conditions, and development priorities, in particular
of developing countries, said Argentina.
It stressed that the development of action plans
in the ICAO should not prejudge the UNFCCC
negotiations, the only forum with competence on
climate change.
In relation to the reference by both the ICAO
and IMO to market-based measures, Argentina said
there is a need to highlight that there is still ongoing
discussion in both fora in relation to the effectiveness
and convenience of those measures, and that this
issue received several reservations in the last ICAO
General Assembly. Given the existing uncertainty
in relation to these measures, there is a need for
further studies on their effectiveness and impacts on
developing countries, and therefore, to continue
addressing those measures before any particular
possible decision on this matter could be taken.
Saudi Arabia supported the statements of
Cuba, China and Argentina. While supporting the
continued work of the ICAO and IMO on
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G77 and China Calls for Fair and Equal Treatment of Issues

period under the Kyoto Protocol must be the basis
for comparable Annex I emission reduction
commitments of non-Kyoto Protocol Parties.
There was a need to also address ways to
enhance the mitigation ambition of Annex I
commitments, as well as the tasks necessary to
operationalize the Cancun decisions including the
setting up of the registry for support for developing
country mitigation actions.
New responsibilities as per Cancun decisions,
such as measurement, reporting and verification
(MRV) of nationally appropriate mitigation actions
(NAMAs), should be accompanied by clear
indications on the amount and timing of financial
resources that have to be provided to developing
countries.
In Panama (the last meeting of the AWG-LCA
in October), the level of engagement in mitigation
was positive, but insufficient in others. The G77 and
China reiterated the need for balance, both within
mitigation and between mitigation and other building
blocks, including adaptation and financing.
Merega emphasized the importance of the issue
of economic and social consequences of response
measures for all developing countries, and therefore,
the need to give full consideration under the AWGLCA to what actions are necessary to meet the
specific needs and concerns of developing countries
arising from the impact of the implementation of
response measures taken by developed country
Parties. In this respect, the Group expected that
developed countries engage constructively on this
issue in order to have negotiating text to forward for
adoption by the COP.
[In Panama, the informal group on economic
and social consequences of response measures saw
deep divisions over issues raised by a large number
of developing countries especially on unilateral trade
measures (UTMs). Developed countries were
opposed to any texts for negotiations and did not

Durban, 30 November (Meena Raman)  The Group
of 77 and China called for a fair and equal treatment
of issues on the agenda of the Ad-hoc Working Group
on Long-term Cooperative Action (AWG-LCA)
under the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).
This call was made by Ambassador Silvia
Merega of Argentina on behalf of the G77 and
China at the opening session of the AWG-LCA held
on 29 November in Durban.
Merega said that for a successful outcome in
Durban, progress in the work must ensure even
treatment of issues and decisive leadership was
needed to ensure that all submissions coming from
the Parties are discussed and the issues in the agenda
are addressed meaningfully and receive a fair and
equal treatment.
A serious imbalance in the progress of issues
can clearly not be conducive to a successful outcome
that is comprehensive and balanced, she added.
Merega said that in Durban, the G77 and China
expected an outcome that is comprehensive and
balanced, enabling the full, effective and sustained
implementation of the Convention, pursuant to the
results of the thirteenth and sixteenth sessions of the
Conference of the Parties (referring to the Bali Action
Plan and the Cancun decisions), addressing both
implementation tasks and issues that are still to be
concluded. Such a result must fully respect the
Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, the two-track
negotiation as mandated by the Bali Roadmap, and
rendering operational the Cancun decision.
She highlighted the importance of mitigation
as part of a balanced and ambitious outcome in
Durban. We recall that the appropriate treatment of
the issue as determined in the Bali Roadmap
demands a decision here in Durban, on the adoption
of the second commitment period under the Kyoto
Protocol and significant and ambitious efforts must
be made in this regard. The second commitment
20

countries public funds, so as to ensure the adequacy
and predictability of new and additional finance to
meet mitigation and adaptation costs, and to redress
the historical imbalance in financing for adaptation.
Long-term finance should include the initial
capitalization of the Green Climate Fund to become
operational here in Durban. There was also a need
to address the gap in financing for fast-track finance
for the period which ends in 2012.
On the development and transfer of
technologies, the G77 and China recognized the work
done by the Technology Executive Committee (TEC)
in its first and only meeting it had so far. In order to
fully implement the Technology Mechanism
established in Cancun, it was of utmost importance
to define the governance structure of the mechanism;
a structure where the TEC should serve as the linking
body between the COP and the Climate Technology
Centre and Network (CTCN) to give coherence with
other institutional arrangements under the
Convention.
The Group expected the TEC to meet as often
as necessary next year and have enough time and
resources to develop and implement a programme
of work that fulfils its functions that were adopted
by the COP in Cancun.
Other developing country groupings in
supporting the position of the G77 and China
expressed similar views.
Saudi Arabia, for the Arab Group, said there
was progress on the mitigation issues in Panama but
not on the issue of economic and social consequences
of response measures and stressed the need for
balance in addressing all elements of the Bali Action
Plan. On the form of the legal outcome of the AWGLCA process, it said that content will determine the
legal form and not vice- versa.
Grenada, for the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS), stressed the need for an increase in
ambition on mitigation. It also called for a mandate
for a parallel protocol which sits alongside the Kyoto
Protocol (KP) for comparable mitigation actions of
developed countries that are not KP Parties and for
actions by developing countries supported by finance
and technology transfer.
The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
on behalf of the Africa Group, said that the shared
vision should be more than just a number and must
reflect the principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and historical responsibilities. The
shared vision is not just about climate stabilization
but has to also encompass the means of
implementation. On mitigation of developed
countries, it said that Cancun was weak on the

even want the submissions of developing countries
to be compiled into a document. Developed countries
and Singapore insisted that the UNFCCC was not
the proper forum to discuss UTMs but the WTO was
the appropriate forum.]
On adaptation, the G77 and China strongly
believed that the Cancun Adaptation Framework was
one of the main achievements of Cancun in relation
to the balanced treatment of mitigation and
adaptation. Furthermore, the provisions included in
the Adaptation Framework have been incorporated
in order to have a coherent approach to adaptation
under the Convention. In that sense, the
establishment of the Adaptation Committee has been
a priority to the Group. The Group welcomed the
progress made to define the modalities, composition
and procedures of the Committee, and looked
forward to its operationalization as soon as possible,
keeping in mind the importance of creating the proper
linkages to other institutional arrangements, in
particular to the operating entities of the financial
mechanism, as well as to other adaptation-related
arrangements that are being discussed under the
Subsidiary Body on Implementation (SBI).
On the composition of the governance body of
the Adaptation Committee, Merega reiterated that it
should have a majority of members representing
countries of the G77 and China, taking into account
that developing countries are the most vulnerable to
the impacts of climate change.
On the very important issue of finance, the
Standing Committee and long-term finance, the
Group was ready to work on the draft negotiating
texts to achieve concrete results. Merega said that it
was clear that without financing, including for
technology development and transfer and capacity
building, the extent to which developing country
Parties will be able to effectively implement their
commitment under the Convention will be directly
affected.
The Group believed that the role of the
Standing Committee is of paramount importance and
a decision must be adopted at this COP to fully
perform its mandate to assist the COP in exercising
its functions with respect to the financial mechanism
of the Convention. The linkages between the
Standing Committee and the COP as well as the
functions of the Committee, in particular, the MRV
of support provided to developing country Parties
for the preparation and implementation of NAMAS
and its reporting, among others, should further be
explored and defined.
The G77 and China believed that the main
source for long-term finance should be developed
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Fund to have a window for forest-related activities
as well as for new market mechanisms.
The European Union stressed the need for
Durban to initiate a process for a new global
framework that will level the playing field in relation
to mitigation. Such a framework should be completed
by 2015 so that it can come into force in 2020 and it
needed this reassurance for it to undertake a second
commitment period of emission reductions under the
KP. It also wanted an expansion of new market-based
mechanisms.
Australia for the Umbrella Group and South
Korea for the Environmental Integrity Group
expressed similar views as the EU.
On the organization of work, Chair of the
AWG-LCA, Mr. Daniel Reifsnyder of the United
States, proposed that the substantive work be
resumed under a contact group which will have
touch-base sessions to have an overview of the work
being undertaken in the various informal groups to
deal with the issues and this was accepted by Parties.
Saudi Arabia raised the issue that the informal
group on economic and social consequences of
response measures had no negotiating text and said
that it could not accept moving on other issues until
there was a text by 30 November. It said that Parties
were not negotiating in good faith as a text on this
issue was being blocked.
In response, the Chair said that the issue was
being discussed in multiple places as in the subsidiary
bodies and he wanted the chairs of those bodies to
report to the contact group on Thursday (1
December) on the progress made in this regard.
Saudi Arabia said that it could not accept that
since the package under the AWG-LCA had to be
balanced on all the elements of the Bali Action Plan
and every issue needed to be treated fairly and
equitably as part of a comprehensive package.
The Chair said that the informal groups could
use the submissions by Parties which are conference
room papers as the basis for the discussions.
Parties proceeded to meet in informal groups
to advance further work.

comparability of efforts of developed countries and
was silent on compliance and this needed to be
addressed. The International Assessment and Review
(IAR) process must be stronger than the KP
compliance system and must be rigorous. The MRV
regime must ensure comparability of efforts, avoid
double counting and ensure environmental integrity.
On developing country mitigation, it said that
the NAMAs are voluntary and can be amended
according to change in national circumstances and
the overarching priority of developing countries was
poverty eradication. The implementation of NAMAs
also depended on the availability of finance,
technology transfer and capacity building.
On the issue of the review, the DRC said that it
should be about a review of the implementation gaps
to enable the full, effective and sustained
implementation of the Convention.
Gambia for the Least Developed Countries
(LDCs) wanted the Durban outcome of the Bali
Action Plan to be a legally binding instrument which
sits next to the Kyoto Protocol. On the issue of longterm finance, it said that there should be no gaps
after the fast-start finance and there must be a robust
work programme to define the timeline for the
mobilization of the $100 billion.
Nicaragua, speaking for the Bolivarian
Alliance of the Peoples of Our America (ALBA),
said that the current mitigation pledges of Annex I
countries were insufficient and called for the
loopholes to be closed. It said that the Green Climate
Fund should not be an empty shell and proposed that
it should have financial resources of at least 1.5% of
the GDP of developed countries.
El Salvador, for the SICA countries (Central
American Integration System), expressed concern
that there has been slow disbursement of fast-start
finance and that only a small proportion of the money
was new and additional. It also called for greater
transparency in this regard.
Papua New Guinea for the Coalition of
Rainforest countries called for the Green Climate
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SBI Resumes Work With Full Agenda
of the fifth national communications from Parties
included in Annex I to the Convention, over the
period 19902008, the total aggregate of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from Annex I Parties that are
not economies in transition, excluding LULUCF
(land use, land use change and forestry), increased
by 8%. Moreover, according to projected data, the
GHG emissions of Annex I Parties, excluding
emissions and removals from the LULUCF sector,
are expected to increase by 7.8%, between 20102020.
It said that the Group continues to be very
concerned about the facts and the trend contained in
the report prepared for the current SBI meeting
(FCCC/SBI/2011/INF.1, Add. 1 and Add. 2). It
expects the decision adopted by the COP on this
matter to reflect a strong call to Annex I Parties to
intensify their efforts aimed at reducing their GHG
emissions in accordance with the principles and
provisions, the objective of the Convention and their
commitments under the Convention and the Kyoto
Protocol.
Citing the report that many data gaps and
inconsistencies in reporting approaches among
Annex II countries and across periods still persist,
the Group urges Annex I Parties first, to provide
detailed information or make available in their
national communications the level of improvement
in emission reductions, or lack thereof.
Argentina said that in this sense, it is important
to maintain and strengthen annual reports on the
technical review of greenhouse gas inventories from
Parties included in Annex I to the Convention as well
as the monitor, report and evaluation of their
domestic mitigation action.
It also said that as repeatedly stated in the
synthesis of Annex I communications, standard
formats of reporting on the provision of financial
resources, including for transfer of technology and
adaptation, should be utilized in fulfilment of
obligations under Article 12.3 of the Convention.
Therefore, a COP decision under this agenda item
must take all these elements on board.

Durban, 30 November (Chee Yoke Ling) 
Developing countries set out their expectations for
the implementation of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its
Kyoto Protocol with least developed countries
expressing frustration again at the lack of support
for their needs at the opening session of the
Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI) on 29
November.
The Group of 77 and China voiced concern
over the increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from Annex I (developed country) Parties as revealed
in their national communications submitted under
the UNFCCC. The Group called for a decision in
Durban for Annex I Parties to intensify their efforts
aimed at reducing their GHG emissions.
Least developed countries in their general
statement as well as in discussion on national
adaptation plans were vocal in their disappointment
and frustration at the lack of financial contributions
from Annex I Parties to the various funds under the
UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol. They were
particularly critical of the Global Environment
Facilitys procedures and requirements as delaying
the implementation of their urgent and immediate
needs.
Uganda on behalf of LDCs said that these
countries are getting disappointed and depressed and
that the co-financing requirement of the GEF has
again and again been an obstacle in implementing
national adaptation programmes of action (NAPAs).
[NAPAs provide a process for LDCs to identify
priority activities that respond to their urgent and
immediate needs to adapt to climate change  those
for which further delay would increase vulnerability
and/or costs at a later stage. For a number of years
many LDCs that have undergone the process have
repeatedly expressed deep frustration at the obstacles
and delay in accessing the required funds from the
GEF.]
Argentina on behalf of the G77 and China
said that according to the Compilation and Synthesis
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The Group insists that conditions attached to the
allocation and use of the funds that are managed
through the Global Environment Facility as an
operating entity of the financial mechanism of the
Convention should not be applied to these funds, in
particular the requirement of co-financing prior to
accessing funding.
It also reiterated its position that adaptation
efforts must be treated in an equal manner as
mitigation. Adaptation has historically been
underfunded, a situation that must be reversed.
The Group said it will continue to insist firmly
on a balanced allocation of resources for adaptation,
including for the design and capitalization of the Green
Climate Fund, as well as direct access as
operationalized in the Adaptation Fund, which are
fundamental principles of the Group.
On National Adaptation Plans (NAPs), the G77
and China expects a successful outcome for a clear
and well-supported LDC (least developed country)
process for the formulation and implementation,
including on the modalities and guidelines that may
be employed by other particularly vulnerable
developing countries.
It said that the COP must also agree on the
necessary institutional linkages to support this process,
stressing the important role that the Adaptation
Committee and the LDC Expert Group should have
in the preparation and implementation of NAPs.
It added that NAPs, without the adequate means
of implementation, create new responsibilities for
developing countries and we need to make progress
to ensure that the formulation and the implementation
of NAPS is not an additional burden, but an
implementation-driven process to respond to climate
change.
On loss and damage the Group considers this as
one of the key aspects to advance the implementation
of adaptation in order to cope with the adverse impacts
of climate change in developing countries. It
welcomed the progress made since the establishment
of the Work Programme on Loss and Damage at COP
16 (in Cancun in 2010) and looks forward to further
advance in this important issue in Durban with a view
to making recommendations on loss and damage to
COP 18 in 2012.
On the activities to be undertaken by the Work
Programme on Loss and Damage, the Group reaffirms
the need to strengthen international cooperation, to
enhance knowledge and capacity directed to reduce
adverse effects of climate change, and to provide
support for its implementation.
On the forum on the impact of the
implementation of response measures, the G77 and
China said it will engage constructively at the SBI
and SBSTA with the objective of developing a work
programme under the two Subsidiary Bodies to

Argentina further said that at a time when more
and more responsibilities on reporting are placed on
developing country Parties, it is incumbent on
developed country Parties who have the obligation to
provide financial resources on agreed full cost basis to
developing country Parties, to clarify whether they are
meeting their commitments under the Convention
related to financing.
The Group also called on Parties included in
Annex II of the Convention to intensify their efforts
aimed at fulfilling their commitments on the provision
of financial resources, enhancing technology
development and transfer, meeting costs of adaptation,
and strengthening capacity building in developing
country Parties in accordance with article 4, paragraphs
3, 4 and 5 of the Convention. To this end, the accuracy,
comparability and level of detail of information
regarding the provision of support of financial
resources, technology development and transfer and
capacity building reported in National Communications
of Annex II Parties must be further defined and
enhanced.
Argentina said that the conclusions forwarded by
the SBI to the COP must include the above-mentioned
elements for adoption by this COP.
On developing countries obligations, the G77 and
China said that the Cancun decisions contain additional
reporting obligations for developing countries, as well
as provisions on more frequent timelines for the
submission of reports, which represent an added burden
to the difficulties faced by developing country parties
in terms of lack of technical and financial support when
it comes to preparing their national communications.
The Group stressed that paragraph 60(c) of
Decision 1/CP.16 clearly establishes a link between
the level of support provided and the submission of
biennial reports by developing countries. Therefore, it
requires specific technical and technological inputs,
as well as increased human and institutional capacities.
Regarding the preparation of national
communications from non-Annex I (developing
country) Parties, it said that predictability of funding
and the provision of the agreed full costs is also to be
met. Unfortunately, we are currently faced with a
situation where national communications are subject
to limited allocations and other conditions, said
Argentina.
On financing adaptation, the Group reiterated its
call for more contributions to the funds devoted to
adaptation under the Convention, in particular the
Special Climate Change Fund, the Least Developed
Countries Fund and the Adaptation Fund under the
Kyoto Protocol.
It said that not only are these funds hugely
underfunded, and most of them dependent on voluntary
funding, they are also the only main sources of
financing adaptation under the Convention.
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building and to bring to a closure in Durban the second
comprehensive review of capacity building (under the
UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol); work on national
communications of Annex I and non-Annex I Parties,
and on MRV.
It said that there is a strong overlap between the
work of the AWG-LCA and SBI, and there should be
avoidance of duplication. Grenada also said that Parties
should not use the SBI as a place to throw issues of
difficulty in the AWG-LCA, and that the SBI should
be allowed to do its work.
El Salvador on behalf of SICA countries
(Central American Integration System) supported
the work on LDCs, and said that Parties must ensure
that modalities and guidelines for NAPs meet the needs
of developing countries and be clear, simple and useful.
It also said that the loss and damage mechanism should
start in COP 18 (2012).
The European Union said that the challenge is
to prepare the ground for the new regime that includes
MRV, technology and financing with special
consideration for meaningful actions in capacity
building. It stressed that it is respecting its
commitments under the Convention and Kyoto
Protocol, including for financing. It hoped that Durban
can conclude as much as possible the Bali Action Plan
and Cancun agreements, and reiterated its call for a
Durban Roadmap to a legally binding framework under
the AWG-LCA.
Australia on behalf of the Umbrella Group
said the SBI has a vital role for the work set in Cancun
and Parties should consider how the two Subsidiary
Bodies could take on Cancun work to implement the
Convention.
The SBI Chair Robert Owen-Jones (Australia)
expressed hope that the Durban session will conclude
on Saturday (3 December) with a strong package of
decisions.
The SBI session in Durban will produce draft
conclusions and draft decisions for adoption by the
COP next week including in the following areas:
national communications and GHG inventory from
Annex I Parties; national communications from nonAnnex I Parties; national adaptation plans; financial
mechanism of the UNFCCC (operated by the Global
Environment Facility); approaches to loss and damage
associated with climate change impacts in developing
countries that are particularly vulnerable to adverse
impacts of climate change to enhance adaptive
capacity; development and transfer of technologies;
capacity building under the UNFCCC and the Kyoto
Protocol; amendment of the Kyoto Protocol regarding
its compliance procedures and mechanisms; impact
of implementation of response measures; and
administration, financial and institutional matters.
Work will take place in contact groups and
informal consultations.

address these impacts, and to adopt at COP 17
modalities for the operationalization of the work
programme and a forum on response measures.
It stressed that there is also a mandate to continue
discussions in the AWG-LCA (Ad-hoc Working Group
on Long-term Cooperative Action under the
Convention) on all the elements of economic and social
consequences of response measures, in order to
establish the political parameters that are required to
meet the specific needs and concerns of developing
countries in relation to this issue.
On the Technology Executive Committee that
had its first and only meeting so far, the Group expects
that next year the TEC can meet as often as necessary
and have enough time and resources to develop and
implement a programme of work that fulfils its
functions as were adopted by the COP in Cancun.
It reiterated the necessity of enabling the active
participation of Palestine in the UNFCCC process and
to make every effort to grant Palestine access to
funding from sources of climate financing.
Gambia for the Least Developed Countries
(LDCs) stressed the need for a COP decision on NAPs.
It said that at least $3 billion is needed for NAPs
implementation and called on Annex I Parties to
contribute to the LDC Fund.
Strong criticism was expressed over the GEF for
dictating which implementing agency should be used
to channel adaptation funds, and for requiring cofinancing that Gambia said is inappropriate for NAPA
activities and therefore there is a need to remove this
requirement.
Gambia also said that there must be an SBI
decision to support capacity building.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
for the Africa Group said the Group awaits a robust
decision on NAPs that elaborates on the modalities
and guidelines on implementing adaptation plans,
hoping to see implementation as early as next year.
It said there is a need particularly to review the
financial support for NAPs of developing countries,
stressing the important of direct access and support in
the form of grants in line with the needs of developing
countries. It also said there is a need to elaborate on
guidelines for the GEF especially to make funds
available and that Annex I Parties must provide
financing as committed under the Convention.
A programme on capacity building on adaptation
and mitigation was emphasized to be of special interest
to the Group.
Grenada on behalf of the Alliance of Small
Island States (AOSIS) reiterated that time is running
out and called for the SBI to work with a greater sense
of urgency than before. It prioritized the following
three areas: work on loss and damage including full
establishment of an institutional mechanism; enhanced
financial and technological support for capacity
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Deep Disagreements as Kyoto Protocol Talks Begin

commitment to multilateralism and to the decisive
action needed if we are to maintain a realistic chance
to limit the increase in global mean temperature as
required by science. It repeated that Durban should
be the birthplace of the Kyoto Protocols second
commitment period.
The Democratic Republic of Congo,
speaking for the African Group, said that it
supported ambitious and global efforts to mitigate
emissions of greenhouse gases, and that agreement
to the second commitment period under the Kyoto
Protocol is absolutely essential. African heads of state
and government in the African Union have endorsed
the position that Annex I Parties must make
ambitious quantified legally binding commitments
of at least 40% below 1990 levels by 2020 and 8595% below1990 levels by 2050. It said that rules on
land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF)
should be completed and forest management should
be mandatory in the second commitment period. It
will not support the use of projected reference levels
as the appropriate baseline for forest management
accounting, and has tabled a proposal that guarantees
environmental integrity to the future work of the
Kyoto Protocol.
It said that the planet cannot afford to waste 13
years of negotiations. The Kyoto Protocol has
detailed rules and the entire Kyoto Protocol should
be retained. Just because several Parties refuse to
continue with the multilateral rules-based system
does not mean that all must abandon a good
instrument. It repeated that the African Group will
not allow African soil to be the graveyard of the
Kyoto Protocol.
Grenada, speaking for the Alliance of Small
Island States (AOSIS), said that the Kyoto Protocol
and its machinery is the well-respected engine room
of climate change mitigation efforts. It outlined its
position as: 1) to adopt a decision that establishes a
5-year second commitment period of the Kyoto

Durban, 30 November (Lim Li Lin)  The Ad-hoc
Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex
I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP)
opened its session in Durban on 29 November with
strong calls by developing countries to adopt a
second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol,
and not allow Durban to be the Kyoto Protocols
burial ground, but instead the birthplace of the second
commitment period.
Developed countries however want a new
treaty to replace the Kyoto Protocol.
At the opening session, Argentina, speaking
on behalf of the G77 and China, said their Ministers
adopted a Declaration in September which concluded
that an appropriate treatment of mitigation, as
determined in the Bali Roadmap, demands a decision
on establishing the commitments of the second
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol here
in Durban.
It said that the current pledges by developed
(Annex I) countries are insufficient vis-a-vis what is
required by science, equity and historical
responsibilities, and that a clear commitment by
developed countries to amending Annex B of the
Kyoto Protocol for the second commitment period
was required. This would be the basis for comparable
Annex I emission reduction commitments for nonKyoto Parties. It emphasized that the Kyoto Protocol
is the cornerstone of the climate change regime and
an essential instrument to maintain and increase the
levels of ambition for emission reduction
commitments of developed countries. The adoption
of the second commitment period is central to a
successful outcome in Durban, it said.
Argentina said that the Kyoto Protocol and its
mechanisms, rules and compliance system must be
preserved and strengthened for the preservation of
the legally binding international multilateral rulesbased system created under the Convention. Any
other decision would put in doubt our shared
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legally binding commitments under the second
commitment period, beyond those that are already
pledged. The second commitment period should be
provisionally applied in 2013. Loopholes must be
closed as well as the emissions gap, by 2020.
Warming must be kept to 1.5 degrees Celsius. There
should be no delay, excuses or pre-conditions to
action, it said. There is no compromise on these
issues, and no Plan B. Every child understands that
games have rules, and will say not fair you cheated
when this happens. Grown-ups are less clear and not
willing to point this out, Gambia said.
Australia, on behalf of the Umbrella Group,
said that it supported a new international climate
regime that is balanced, fair and effective and that
the Kyoto Protocol has been a milestone and an
important step. It said that Annex I Parties are
collectively on target to meet their first commitment
period, all Annex I Parties are taking mitigation
actions, and have indicated that they will make
mitigation commitments under a new framework.
Kyoto Protocol rules and mechanisms, including
market mechanisms, will continue beyond the first
commitment period and will form collective efforts
to shape the new regime, it said.
Australia said that the emission reduction
pledges by (developed and developing) countries
cover 80% of global emissions and is the most
substantial common effort put forward, whereas the
Kyoto Protocol covers barely a quarter of global
emissions and this is dwindling. A second
commitment period may cover even as little as 17%
at best, and by 2020 this may be 13%. The Kyoto
Protocol cannot of itself deliver emission reductions
required for keeping temperature increase to 2
degrees Celsius, without legally binding mitigation
targets by all major economies, it said.
It said that negotiators are expressing all or
nothing demands for the second commitment
period, but Ministers for those same countries have
expressed pragmatic and middle ground options. It
urged for exploration of the middle ground, as
without engaging in this kind of discussion early on,
it is difficult for Ministers to make a deal for the
period beyond 2012.
Switzerland,
speaking
for
the
Environmental Integrity Group, supported
quantified emission reduction commitments for
Annex I Parties individually and in aggregate using
the rules and the mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol
after 2102. Full clarity is needed on accounting rules
including for LULUCF, flexible mechanisms, length
of commitment period after 2012, converting pledges
into QELROs and the carry-over or surplus AAUs.

Protocol, with a single legally binding base year of
1990 as part of a two-track outcome. This must
include adoption of a mandate to negotiate a legally
binding instrument under the Ad-hoc Working Group
on Long-term Cooperative Action under the
Convention (AWG-LCA) by 2012, to ensure legally
binding commitments and actions by all major
emitters by 1 January 2013; 2) there must be a
ratifiable amendment for the Kyoto Protocols
second commitment period with clear agreement that
it will be provisionally applied to take legal effect
from 1 January 2013; 3) commitment in the second
commitment period should be in the form of
quantified emission limitation and reduction
objectives (QELROs) so that they can be compared
against the first commitment period; 4) loopholes in
LULUCF, surplus assigned amount units (AAUs),
additional gases with high global warming potential
must be closed, and extending the share of proceeds
included; and 5) Annex I Parties must increase their
mitigation ambition, moving up to the higher end of
their pledges and identify additional mitigation
opportunities in the short term.
The length of the second commitment period
should be no longer than 5 years, as the current
emission reduction pledges are not consistent with
pathways that can deliver a limit to temperature
increase of 2 or 1.5 degrees Celsius. As such, this
insufficient level should not be locked in for 8 years.
It also said that it could not wait until 2020 to reflect
the next IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) report, which would be released in 20132014, or the review of long-term global goal in 20132015. Delaying appropriate action in response to key
scientific input 9 years from now is unconscionable
and unsupportable, and would be too little, too late,
it said. Present pledges are consistent with
temperature increases of 2.5 degrees or more, and
this would seal the fate of the world for hundreds of
years to come.
Gambia, speaking for the least developed
countries (LDCs), said that it has been 14 years since
the birth of the Kyoto Protocol, and we are now here
to rescue it from death or paralysis. This is because
some Parties are not willing to commit to its
continuity, not because it cannot be done. These
Parties face mere political or economic difficulties,
but the survival of its people is at stake and cannot
be compromised on, it said.
These are the exact reasons why we must
preserve the Kyoto Protocol, as those who are leaving
it want to do less, not more and some of those leavers
still want to use the Kyoto Protocols market
mechanisms. Markets are conditional on ambitious
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consultations on legal form hosted by the
governments of Spain, Mexico and South Africa.

Achieving agreement on these issues is key for the
formalisation of further commitments using Kyoto
Protocol rules and mechanisms, and is what the
market needs, it said.
Switzerland emphasized that global effort by
all countries is necessary, without which it is not
sufficient for reaching the ultimate objective of the
Convention. The two negotiating tracks are
interrelated, it said. The market mechanisms are
among the ways and means available to developed
countries to meet their obligations, and contribute
to sustainable development. It supported continuing,
improving and expanding their scope, and for new
market-based mechanisms to be established in
Durban.
The European Union said that the opportunity
to keep the below-2-degrees objective is closing
faster than previously expected and as such it
supports a multilateral, strong and ambitious rulesbased system with broad participation, notably from
major economies. It said that it is open to the Kyoto
Protocol playing an important role in the transition
towards a global, comprehensive and legally binding
framework for all, in line with the dynamic principle
of common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities. A limited outcome would
be politically unacceptable to our leaders, it said.
The negotiations of this framework should start
immediately and be completed by 2015, and
reassurances that it can build on the essential
elements of the Kyoto Protocol are needed. A
possible second commitment period should last no
longer than 2020, and be compatible with the
timeline for the development and entry into force of
a future global and comprehensive legally binding
framework engaging all Parties, it said.
The EU said that it is open to a second
commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol as part of
a transition to a wider legally binding framework,
provided that there is: 1) an agreement for a robust
roadmap with a clear timeline for a new legally
binding framework engaging all Parties, and 2)
improving the environmental integrity of the Protocol
and ensuring the provision of new market
mechanisms. It said that it would like to find
consensus on the form and content of a second
commitment period, including workable alternatives
to full ratification by 2013, clarifying Annex I
commitments and level of ambition, ensuring
continuity of the rules-based system and clarity on
the rules that will apply after 2012, ensuring
continuity of the market mechanisms and addressing
a limited second commitment period participation.
The session also heard reports for the Cartagena
Dialogue meeting in Chile as well as the informal

Contact group
Later in the afternoon (29 November), the first
contact group session was held. The Chair of the
AWG-KP, Adrian Macey from New Zealand,
requested the group to consider compromise
solutions and middle ground. He said that in
Durban, compromise is sought, otherwise there will
be no satisfactory result. Only the resolution of a
few key issues will be dealt with by South Africa,
the COP and CMP Presidency. The outcome of the
AWG-KP will be part of a wider outcome, and many
Parties have highlighted the linkages, he said. The
Chair asked the group to focus on those issues that
are within the ambit of the group and which can
deliver results, as the Presidency would consider
more cross-cutting issues.
St Lucia, speaking for AOSIS, supported by
Tuvalu, speaking for the LDCs, objected to a focus
on finding the middle ground. However, New
Zealand, Australia, the EU and Norway supported
the Chairs proposal.
St Lucia said that we have an emergency, and
as such it will continue to pursue legally binding
QELROs, and a ratifiable amendment that will be
provisionally applied. The AWG-KP has a specific
mandate, and the work should be done very soon, it
said. Tuvalu said that there needs to be legal certainty
about how the Kyoto Protocol moves forward, and
cautioned against a piecemeal outcome that does not
resolve everything.
The EU said that the outcome for Durban will
be piecemeal as not all Parties are willing to move
forward with the Kyoto Protocol; however, the
technical work needs to move forward quickly.
Switzerland requested the Chair to remodel
his proposed text in order to have more clarity on
the choices, to facilitate decision-making. This would
involve separating political/policy decisions and
technical decisions, it said. In response, the Chair
said that he would be happy to formulate precise
questions, which could help the discussions, but
would not re-work the text as yet.
Algeria, speaking for the African Group, said
that some technical issues are not important or
relevant to conclude, and there should be a possibility
to disconnect technical and policy issues. What is
required is political will, and not for pre-conditions
to be concluded. It said that the clean development
mechanism (CDM) is available for Annex I Parties
to meet their QELROs but without QELROs in a
second commitment period, there will be no CDM.
This was supported by Bolivia.
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step, it may be possible to articulate a second
commitment period. It said that provisional
application would not be consistent with its treatymaking processes, and therefore is not a possibility
for it, and the world cannot wait for a full ratification
process.
Tuvalu said that listening to the proposals by
developed countries, it seems that instead of moving
forward at the same pace, we are moving backwards
at the same pace. Developed country proposals
would lock in Kyoto Protocol rules and low ambition
for a long period, and lock out legal certainty of the
second commitment period. Developed countries are
proposing that the Kyoto Protocol continues or only
its rules, without the second commitment period, it
said.
China said that after seven years of discussion,
the group must urgently accomplish its task in
Durban. It emphasized the mandate of our AWGKP to adopt an amendment to Annex B.

New Zealand said that we need to decide in
Durban about what comes next, and the role of the
Kyoto Protocol in a smooth transition to a broader
agreement, where Parties move together in step. It
said that there has been an all-or-nothing approach
to the Kyoto Protocol (by developing countries) but
the world is not quite so simple. Negotiators here
see the situation in black and white, yet their
Ministers see it in shades of grey, it said.
It said that a second commitment period will
not be a replica of the first commitment period -there
is a smaller group of Parties, and the way will be
different as if it must be ratified, there is no time left
for it to enter into force to avoid a gap between the
commitment periods. It said that CMP decisions
would be immediately implementable, as they do
not require ratification. As there is a need to ensure
smooth continuity after 2012, there should be a
roadmap under the AWG-LCA. If it is robust with a
clear legal outcome, and with all Parties moving in
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Clash of Views on Need for Durban Mandate

AWG-KP track and the AWG-LCA track?; (2) What
are Parties prepared to commit to now on the
elements of future climate action? In particular, are
Parties prepared to consider: objectives of a future
multilateral rules-based regime; and a process and
timelines?
Saudi Arabia stressed the importance of the
second commitment period under the KP and wanted
numbers for emission reductions by the end of next
week from all Annex 1 Parties without any
conditions. Referring to the conditions by developed
countries for a second commitment period, it said
that blackmailing will not work.
Responding to calls for a new mandate in
Durban, Saudi Arabia said that the mandate of the
BAP for the work of the AWG-LCA has not expired
and its work has not been finished. There was a need
to continue to negotiate until Parties had fully
delivered on the BAP outcome and then decide if
there was a need for another process to deliver the
outcome. It called for the renewal of the mandate of
the AWG-LCA.
Saudi Arabia said that there was no room for a
new mandate where the intention of some Parties
was to break down the firewall between developed
and developing countries and to change the terms of
reference of the UNFCCC. If Parties were not happy
with the Convention, they could negotiate a new
mandate for that but re-negotiating the Convention,
its principles and commitments was not acceptable.
Egypt said that the objective was not to build
a new regime but rather to see how the existing
regime needed to be strengthened, referring to current
rules under the Convention and the KP, which are
based on science and painstakingly negotiated over
two decades. There was no lack of legal standards
but there was a lack of implementation and the
political will of Annex I Parties to assume their
historical responsibilities and to provide the means
of implementation.

Durban, 1 December (Meena Raman)  Parties
expressed divergent views on the need for a mandate
in Durban for a process to launch a new global treaty
to address climate change at the climate talks under
the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol.
Several developed countries viz. the European
Union, Japan and Australia called for a new global
and comprehensive legally binding (mitigation)
framework that binds all major economies and
wanted a mandate in Durban to launch the process
towards such an agreement.
The EU and Japan called for a new working
group to be established to launch the process for a
future mitigation regime.
The Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS)
meanwhile wanted a Durban mandate to secure a
legally binding agreement to reflect the outcome of
the work of the Ad-hoc Working Group on Longterm Cooperative Action (AWG-LCA). The AOSIS
also wanted the continuation of the Kyoto Protocol.
The proposal for a Durban mandate was
opposed by some developing countries, especially
Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Nigeria, who wanted the
existing work under the Bali Action Plan (BAP)
through the AWG-LCA to be completed and to
deliver its outcome.
These views were expressed at an open-ended
informal consultation for Parties and observers on
Wednesday, 30 November, which was convened by
Ambassador Nozipho Joyce Mxakato-Diseko on
behalf of the South African Presidency of the climate
talks.
Diseko asked those present to consider the
following questions: (1) In working towards the
strengthening of the multilateral rules-based response
to climate change that builds on the existing regime
and with the view to keeping the average rise in
global temperature below 2°C, what immediate
actions should Parties agree to in Durban under the
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regime under the two-track outcome, where without
it, there could not be a way forward. On the second
question, it wanted a process to scale up the
mitigation pledges.
Barbados in supporting Grenada stressed the
need for a second commitment period under the KP
with more ambitious pledges. It wanted a Durban
mandate to negotiate a new legally binding
agreement under the AWG-LCA that will respect the
principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and a clear process to raise the level
of ambition. Nauru supported Grenada and
Barbados.
The European Union called for Durban to
initiate a process at delivering a new global and
comprehensive legally binding framework, which
builds on the KP and also reflects todays realities
(referring to the need to encompass all major
economies including some developing countries). It
wanted negotiations in a new ad-hoc working group
to be completed by 2015. It was in this context with
a clear roadmap for a future regime that the EU was
prepared to undertake a second commitment period
under the KP.
Japan called for a new single comprehensive
legal instrument, which would be fair and equitable
where all major economies could participate. It
wanted a mandate to negotiate a new treaty. It called
for concrete steps in Durban to indicate the way
forward, where a new space was needed to start
discussions towards the future new treaty, and
proposed a new working group for this.
Australia said that a new regime was needed
which clarifies the mitigation targets of all Parties.
The new regime must be flexible to accommodate
the different domestic approaches and different
circumstances and capacities of Parties. The KP
alone is not enough and a single legal agreement
binding all major economies was needed which could
build on the rules of the KP.
The informal consultations will continue on 1
December.

Egypt said that agreement for the second
commitment period of the KP with no gap and
ambitious targets by Annex I Parties consistent with
science and historical responsibility was needed as
well as comparable targets for non-KP developed
country Parties. It also stressed the need to continue
the work under the AWG-LCA and accomplish the
objectives decided in Bali on the real implementation
of the Convention.
In relation to the call for the peaking of global
emissions, Egypt also emphasized the need for
various scenarios on the economic and social impacts
of such peaking on developing countries with clear
analysis.
Nigeria said that the road to Durban had a clear
mandate, which came from Bali and the idea of the
new mandate cannot be a re-negotiation of the
mandate. There could not be a new multilateral
regime that is with a single treaty that reneges the
KP. There was a need to complete the second
commitment period process under the KP. The AWGLCA outcome provides the wider framework. The
issue of a new mandate does not arise.
The Democratic Republic of Congo, in
stressing the need for a second commitment period
of the KP, underlined the need for a clear firewall in
the two tracks of the negotiations. For a future
multilateral regime, it called for the principles and
provisions of the Convention to be respected and
for the full implementation of the means of
implementation for developing countries and for
continued discussions on the form of the legal
outcome under the AWG-LCA.
Venezuela said that it was willing to discuss
all ways and means to enhance the full, effective
and sustained implementation of the Convention,
which was part of the Bali Roadmap under the BAP.
Grenada for the AOSIS reiterated their
position that Durban must have a decision
establishing a 5-year second commitment period to
run from 2013-2017 with a single legal base year of
1990. It said that the KP outcome was part of the
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COP Discusses Green Climate Fund and Other Issues

finance for the quick start and initial capitalization
of the Fund.
The Philippines, speaking on behalf of the
Group of 77 and China, said that the work of the
TC was a very intensive process and that the Group
had faced very difficult time constraints in finishing
a very difficult and important work.
The Philippines said it was necessary that
negotiations of the decision to adopt the governing
instrument should be conducted through a contact
group and not through informal consultations. It said
the G77 and China is hard at work for a decision on
the GCF. It said that the decision of the COP should
include transitional arrangements, nomination of
board members and when they will meet,
consideration of the permanent trustee of the GCF
and all other elements to operationalize the Fund in
Durban.
The Philippines said the Group has been
committed to having a dedicated climate fund (since
1991), a fund that will be consistent and coherent
with the principle and obligations under the
Convention. It stressed that operationalizing of the
Fund should receive the necessary financial support
for rapid start, adequate initial capitalization, and
long-term financing.
Venezuela, speaking on behalf of the
Bolivarian Alliance of the Peoples of Our America
(ALBA), said financing is important for developing
countries and that Cancun paved the way for the
establishment of an instrument for channelling funds
to the institution in good faith. It said that it had hoped
that the TC would be able to bring to the COP a
recommendation for our green fund but instead
the COP was receiving a report under the (authority
of the) co-chairs of the TC and not a consensus
document.
It said that the COP must evaluate and consider
this report and that ALBA was concerned over the
report, stressing that the proposed fund will take us

Durban, 1 December (Marjorie Williams)  The
Conference of Parties of the UNFCCC met on 30
November to consider the report of the Transitional
Committee (TC) of the Green Climate Fund (GCF),
the Technology Executive Committee and other
issues.
On the GCF, there were divergent views on how
to proceed with the report of the TC, which included
the governing instrument of the Fund as it was not
adopted by consensus, following objections from the
US and Saudi Arabia.
While some countries did not want a renegotiation of the governing instrument of the Fund,
others wanted their concerns to be addressed. The
G77 and China called for an open, transparent and
inclusive process through a contact group to draft
the decision necessary for the COP in relation to the
GCF.
COP President, Ms. Maite Nkoana-Mashabane,
Minister of International Relations and Co-operation
of South Africa, proposed to conduct transparent and
inclusive informal consultations based on the report
of the TC and would report back to the COP on the
results of the informal consultations.
Minister Trevor Manuel of South Africa, one
of the co-chairs of the TC, presented the report of
the TC to design the GCF. The committee of 40
members, with 15 from developed countries and 25
from developing countries from the seven regional
groups, met four times in 2011.
Manuel reported that the final TC meeting
considered the report including a draft governing
instrument and submitted this to the COP for its
consideration and decision.
He further said that the outstanding and
important next steps for the operationalization of the
GCF included the selection of the board through the
regional groups, and transitional arrangements were
important for an effective and early start of the GCF
in 2012. He also emphasized the importance of
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nothing about replenishment and noted that while in
the GEF (Global Environment Facility) there is every
4 years a replenishment process, with the GCF this
was left open-ended.
It said that there was anticipation that the
private sector will provide a host of funding, but that
this was not so for Africa. The CDM (Clean
Development Mechanism) in Africa scored zero; the
level of banking is narrow and there is a low level of
mobilization of the private sector as well as issues
of trade imbalances. It said that the structural
imbalance will not be changed and the issue of the
private sector is a matter of policy. Nigeria also said
that a number of African countries had undergone
structural adjustment for 20 years. It further said that
the private sector is mobilized on policies that
governments have made. It raised questions about
the reliance on the free market system to help us
address this problem.
It further said that the UN had resolved the
problem of funding by allocating to each country
their contribution, which ensured steady and
consistent funding. Without public funding it is
impossible for the Fund to work well.
Saudi Arabia (supported by Iraq) said that it
supported the creation of the fund and contributed
to the report of the TC. It said that the GCF has been
something that all developing countries have wanted
for a long time. Nevertheless, there are many
reservations expressed by many developing
countries.
It said that Parties cannot accept just any fund;
there was a need for a robust and healthy fund from
the outset. It said that it is the UNFCCC that guides
our work in creating such a fund and that the
Convention clearly states that all the financial
commitments are to be covered by countries listed
in Annex II (of the Convention). Saudi Arabia said
that there were numerous reports that funding from
developed countries would be limited but will be
coming from the private sector, but such funds should
only be complementary. It said that developing
countries should not pay for this fund. It further said
that the COP should carry out monitoring and control
of the fund and that this responsibility should not be
left to the board. It stressed that Parties need to
implement the Convention and cannot escape from
that.
El Salvador on behalf of SICA (Central
American Integration System) said that the COP
should consider operationalization of the GCF and
that the Fund should be accountable to the COP and
must have a legal personality and legal capacity, and
financing windows for adaptation and mitigation. It

in a diametrically opposite position from what was
envisaged. It also said the report distanced itself from
developing countries and disassociated itself from
the Convention (referring to the GCF having a weak
link to the COP).
Venezuela said that ALBA supports the full
operationalization of the GCF. The report provided
elements of input for the COP and there was a need
for an open-ended process where countries can work
on the proposal. These included, for example, the
need to amend and modify so that the Fund must
possess legal international authority and legal
personality; legality of the COP (the Fund to be under
the authority and guidance of the COP); no conflict
of interest with the World Bank to have monopoly
over climate finance; selection of the trustee (should
be with an open process). It said that the conflict of
interest that was apparent in the design stage could
not be transferred into the operational phase of the
Fund.
Venezuela further said there was a clear need
for transitional rules for the board. It was concerned
that the Fund would work as a private company. It
said that the text of the final decision on the GCF
should include specification of sources for the Fund.
Ultimately, Venezuela said, the document cannot be
accepted in the present form: we would be accepting
a bad fund not only for climate change but also for
sustainable development.
Egypt (supported by Iraq) said the TC worked
hard and submitted a concrete proposal for an
effective delivery of funds that developing countries
aspired to have. But, it said, the text fell short on
critical elements that are crucial for an effective fund.
These included issues such as legal personality and
accountability to the COP. Egypt said that the
concerns raised by developing countries in the final
meeting of the TC (in Cape Town) should be dealt
with in a transparent and inclusive manner. It said
that we do not need another climate fund, but a fund
that achieves a paradigm shift in climate finance.
Nigeria said it welcomed the report of the TC
and that the COP must undertake an open
consultation and a contact group. It said that there
were important factors that required attention such
as the lack of direct linkages to constituencies
(referring to all developing countries). It said that
the members of the board will not be representing
all constituencies and that there were only 5 members
for Africa. It said that this had created problems in
the Adaptation Fund.
Nigeria also said that there was a lack of
delineated sources of funding and that pledges were
not specified or quantified. It said that there was
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a need for initial capitalization, board selection, and
elaboration of legal personality.
Pakistan said the focus of discussions should
be on the future arrangements including transitional
issues (such as the distribution of seats, secretariat,
and board funding in the near future). It said there
were issues to be grappled with in Durban such as
pledges, initial financial input,and international legal
juridical personality for direct access.
Indonesia said that it expected a better and
more efficient fund. It said that the operationalization
of the GCF is a mandate from COP 16 that we have
to respect and that there is high expectation that the
fund will start its operation soon after COP 17. It
said there should be no re-negotiating of the TCs
report. It was not a perfect piece but it is the best
option and unresolved issues should be expressed in
a covering decision.
Grenada said that many Parties and groups of
Parties endorse the report of the TC and that it was
important to capture the progress made and move
forward. It said that time is of the essence to
operationalization and capitalization of the Fund.
Switzerland, speaking on behalf of the
Environmental Integrity Group, said that it
welcomed the report for the design of the GCF and
that the report should be adopted by the COP. It said
it was happy to host the first meeting of the board in
Geneva.
The European Union said that the model of
the TC with high-level individuals worked. It said
that it welcomed the outcome of the TC and the annex
to the draft governing instrumentwhich was a
result of a compromise reached among TC members.
It nonetheless felt that it should be possible to agree
to it as part of a balanced package in Durban.
It said that in the current form (the draft
governing instrument) the GCF will attract
significant funding. It said that it would be counterproductive to make adjustments to the governing
instrument. The EC generally supported the
recommendation of the TC and said that the COP
should find the right approach to turn the
recommendations into a decision and that the Board
should start working as early as possible. The EU
called on regional groups and constituencies to select
their members for the board.
The United States said that it has been
consistently in support of the GCF since it was first
proposed in 2009 and that the Obama Administration
supported its inclusion in the Copenhagen Accord.
It said it was committed to working to operationalize
an effective ambitious fund. The TC had made great
progress and a great deal of very hard work enabled
the presentation of a draft document, but the timeline

also said that it was important to define what the
sources of financing will be, including new and
innovative sources.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC), speaking on behalf of the Africa Group,
noted that African Ministers of the Environment at
their recent meeting in Bamako (Mali) had reaffirmed the importance of making the GCF
operational in Durban. The DRC said that the GCF
should work in an effective manner to ensure access
of developing countries to the Fund. It said Africa
supports making the GCF operational. The DRC said
that it recognized that there are problems but that
nonetheless the Fund should be made operational
and that problems should be dealt with in
transparency.
Barbados, speaking on behalf of the Alliance
of Small Island States (AOSIS) and supported by
Belize, Grenada, Palau and Samoa, called for early
operation of the GCF and initial capitalization as
essential elements of a balanced outcome of Durban.
It said that given the urgency of the climate change
challenge the operationalization of the GCF cannot
be delayed.
Barbados said that it would not support any
effort to undermine or delay the operationalization
of the GCF. It noted that there were elements that it
was dissatisfied with. It would have liked for there
to be a more ambitious nature; the establishment of
dedicated funding windows for SIDS and LDCs; and
a stronger relationship between the Fund and the
COP. It further noted that there was no provision for
replenishment of the fund.
It said that nonetheless it was prepared to adopt
the recommendation of the TC since it represented a
balanced package. Barbados said that the AOSIS
wanted a diverse committee to carry out the work. It
proposed a draft covering the COP decision for part
3 of the report as well as transitional arrangements
for the rapid transition of the fund. It also said that
the GCF should not be opened as an empty shell and
that there needed to be start-up funds and pledges
and its capitalization here in Durban.
Zambia, speaking on behalf of the least
developed countries (LDCs), said that the LDCs
have been recognized as being adversely affected
by climate change and calls for financial support to
address the effects of climate change cannot be overemphasized. It said that there is a need for a flow of
finance for mitigation and adaptation. Zambia said
that the governance instrument provided a sufficient
basis for the operationalization of the GCF through
a decision of the COP. It said that LDCs had
flexibility and was mindful that the Fund will evolve
and improve over time. It further said that there was
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the COP and proposed to conduct transparent and
inclusive informal consultations based on the report
of the TC and would report back to the COP on the
results of the informal consultations.
The Philippines (on behalf of the G77 and
China and supported by Egypt, Saudi Arabia and
Paraguay) said that given the important subject and
the difficult issues still to be looked at there was a
need for an open and transparent process. The
Philippines requested clarification on the meaning
and details and precision about what was meant by
open transparent informal consultations.
Saudi Arabia said that it supported a fully
transparent process but not a bilateral process. It said
that there were many divergent views which could
not be solved at the bilateral level so the process
should be informal, and there was a need to make
sure that all could attend these meetings.
Mexico said there is no common definition of
informal consultations and was concerned about
limiting the Presidents authority, and asked for trust
for the President to find ways to conduct informal
consultations.
In response to Mexico, Venezuela said that the
ALBA group fully trusted the Presidents leadership,
but was asking for the clarification as a way to
strengthen the authority of the President.
Singapore said that the principle of
transparency, openness and inclusiveness is at the
heart of this meeting and that it is important to make
the assurance that the meeting to be conducted will
be in a transparent, open and inclusive manner. It
said that in order to assure colleagues the first
meeting could be held in an open-ended setting.
The Philippines (supported by Nigeria) said
that since the Parties have a mandate for a decision
for the adoption of the GCF at the COP, the G77 and
China had engaged in preparations and that both it
and the AOSIS were preparing a (separate) draft
decision that it hoped would be a conference room
paper document for all Parties to consider. It said
that it was crucial for Parties to get a fund in Durban
that will serve all Parties interests.
The session on the GCF ended with the
President saying that she will conduct informal
consultations.

for a document with this level of details was rushed.
Hence the final document raised concerns and there
was a need for further work to be done.
Norway said it approved the draft governing
instrument presented by the TC. It said that it was a
solid piece of work that lays the foundation for an
effective and good middle-ground solution. Norway
said that the GCF could promote a paradigm shift
towards low carbon and could play a key role in
channelling substantial new resources to developing
countries.
Japan said that it was essential to have an
agreement in Durban as this was a key deliverable
of COP 17. It said that developed and developing
countries needed to achieve low carbon growth
through public and private sources. Japan said that
the GCF is a pillar of long-term finance and that the
Fund should start as early as possible and that the
group should be mindful not to re-open the subject.
It said that the COP should agree on the covering
decision and an interim arrangement. It said that it
was open to all kinds of consultation.
Singapore said that the TC had fulfilled its
mandate and submitted a credible report to the COP.
It said the governing instrument contained in the
report was not perfect but was balanced and that the
structure can evolve over time, provided by initial
capitalization and replenishment. It said that if the
group tried to re-draft the governing instrument in
Durban, it risked opening a Pandoras box. It said
that several Parties have concerns with the governing
instruments and wanted these concerns reflected in
the instrument but the most appropriate way to
capture these concerns was through a consensus
covering resolution that will adopt the report and
the governing instrument.
Australia said that it was important to agree
on the governing instrument as part of a balanced
package. It said that there were innovative elements
such as direct access and the private sector and that
the GCF can be the most important climate fund in
the world.
New Zealand said that a fair compromise was
reached by the TC in drafting the governance
instrument and that the GCF design is an important
outcome of Durban.
Fiji said that the operationalization and
capitalization of the GCF is paramount given the
urgency and seriousness of the climate change issue.
Ethiopia said that the heads of states of Africa
endorsed that the TC report be accepted and not
opened for negotiations.
At the end of the interventions the COP
President, Mashabane, said that she would take
forward a decision that would need to be adopted by

Other issues
Technology Executive Committee
Parties welcomed the operationalization of the
Technology Executive Committee (TEC) and
commended the development of strong modalities,
despite the fact that work on the Committee only
got started in September 2011.
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unforeseen circumstances. Bolivia, Venezuela,
Australia and Saudi Arabia voiced disagreement with
the proposal.
Russia (supported by Belarus, the Ukraine,
Kazakhstan) proposed to amend Article 4.2(f) of the
Convention to allow for periodic review of the
economic and social status of Parties with the intent
to expand the list of Annex I and Annex II countries.
The EU said it was open to consider the Russian
proposal, as common but differentiated
responsibilities should be a dynamic, not a static,
principle. The US said that it broadly supported the
idea of evolution under the Convention and that the
proposal warranted further discussion.
Saudi Arabia said it opposed the proposal, as it
would change the very nature of the Convention. It
would be renegotiating the Convention rather than
fine tuning it. It said that the distinction between
Annex I and Annex II was not about economic
development status but was a reflection of historical
responsibility and historical responsibility is not of
a dynamic nature.
The Chair proposed an informal consultation
led by Brazil.
Proposals for a new protocol were presented
by Japan, Tuvalu, the US, Australia, Costa Rica and
Grenada. AOSIS said that it had consistently called
for a legally binding instrument to codify emission
reduction targets in order for there to be a robust
global response to the challenge of climate change.
The Chair said that the item will be kept open
pending the outcome of the AWG-LCA legal options
group.

India, speaking for the G77 and China, was
pleased at the operationalization of the TEC and the
elaboration of the modalities and procedures and
recommended that this be adopted by the COP. It
also expressed concern that it took an entire year
before the TEC had its first meeting. India said that
the term of the TEC may be extended by a year to
make up for the late start. It also hoped that the TEC
would receive all resources for it to proceed with
work and also hoped that the Climate Technology
Centre moved ahead. It wanted a strong relationship
between the TEC and the CTCN. It was important
for the COP to get information from the TEC on the
policy overview while the CTCN reports on the
bottom-up experiences.
The discussion ended with the COP President
proposing to establish a contact group led by Belize
and the UK to arrive at a decision on the matter.
On other matters, Qatar was confirmed as the
host of COP 18 and the Eastern European region
will host COP 19 and CMP 9.
Proposals to amend various articles of the
Convention were heard from Cyprus, Papua New
Guinea and Mexico (jointly), Russia and AOSIS.
Cyprus proposed to amend Annex I to include
Cyprus among the Annex I Parties, as it is a member
of the EU and would have the same legal status as
other EU members.
PNG and Mexico (supported by the EU, South
Korea and Columbia and welcomed by Switzerland)
proposed to amend Articles 17 and 18 of the
Convention to implement the right to vote in
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US-EU Disagreement over Addressing Mitigation Gap

The United States, on the issue of increasing
the level of ambition of developed countries
(paragraphs 36-39 of the Cancun decision), said that
the co-facilitators summary included a long list of
items on how to increase the ambition level and this
could not be a basis for a decision text, as this was
not agreed to in Cancun. (Many of the proposals
came from the EU in this regard.) The US said that
there was no agreement to have a process for the
changing of targets and to address the ambition gap.
Parties had agreed to a long-term global goal
but this is to be part of the review between 20132015.
On the issue of accounting as to how the
pledges would be achieved as to the coverage of the
gases, sectors, methodologies used etc, the US said
that it was fully legitimate to be clear ex ante what
this would be. However, in Cancun, there was no
agreement on the need for a common accounting
framework. There was a need for transparency but
this needs to be applied to all Parties. There is no
reason for a different set of standards for different
Parties.
In response to the US, the European Union
said that it was provoked by the US as it appeared to
say that for the outcome in relation to paragraphs
36-38, the US did not recognize the ambition gap as
reported in the report of the International Energy
Agency and wanted to wait for a review. It asked the
US if it was saying that nothing can be discussed
between now and 2013/2015 on how to close the
gap. On the common accounting rules, the EU said
that this was needed as it would help clarify the
comparability of efforts and is linked to the issue of
competiveness. It stressed the need for setting rules
(in a multilateral way) for transparency, as unilateral
rules can change. It wanted a robust system of
monitoring to enable common and transparent rules.
(Paragraph 37 of the Cancun decision states,
Urges developed country Parties to increase the

Durban, 1 December (Meena Raman) 
Disagreements arose between the United States and
the European Union on the issue of addressing the
mitigation gap in the informal group meeting on
mitigation commitments of developed countries
under the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term
Cooperative Action (AWG-LCA) held on 30
November.
The US was of the view that there was no
agreement in Cancun on how to increase the ambition
level of Parties and for a process to change the targets
to address the ambition gap. The US also said that
there was no agreement in Cancun on a common
accounting framework for the mitigation targets.
Many Parties, including developed and
developing countries, underscored the need for
increasing ambition and the need for common
accounting rules.
The US stance provoked the EU to challenge
the US.
Parties also had an exchange of views on how
to proceed with the texts for negotiations.
The informal group was co-facilitated by Mr.
Jose Garibaldi Fernandez of Peru and Ms. Karine
Hertzberg of Norway.
The European Union outlined its key
demands: (i) there was a need to recognize that there
was an ambition gap as regards mitigation. It wanted
a process on how to narrow the gap and to identify
in the short term action to review this; (ii) on the
accounting framework, there was a need to have a
robust accounting system based on common rules,
methodologies and tools; (iii) a process to continue
to understand the pledges on a systematic basis,
including the assumptions underlying them. This is
not to question the ambition but to know where
Parties stood in relation to the 2-degree C
temperature goal. This, it said, needs to be the threepart structure of the draft decision.
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in the ambition. It suggested technical workshops in
this regard and for COP 18, where this issue of
ambition must be considered. It also wanted common
accounting rules and clarity on the current pledges.
Australia supported the New Zealand proposal
as regards the template in relation to the pledges. It
also supported Switzerland on the issue of global
ambition. On accounting, it supported a common
accounting gold standard for transparency, which is
for all Parties, recognizing that developing countries
could have flexibilities.
Norway agreed with the EU on 3 elements as
regards the mitigation and also supported the New
Zealand proposal.
Mali, speaking for the African Group, said it
made concise textual proposals on ambition issues
to understand the pledges and for common
accounting rules for comparability of efforts. There
was a need to avoid a double accounting of emission
reductions and to ensure environmental integrity. On
the IAR, the objective should also include the review
of the provision of finance and technology transfer.
Bolivia raised concerns over the proposals in
the non-papers relating to developed country
mitigation and observed that the measurement,
review and verification (MRV) proposals for
developing countries were many while that for
developed countries was light. On the issue of
compliance, there was a need to have clear language
and rules to clarify how the pledges of developed
countries are going to be converted to quantified
emission reduction objectives and commitments as
the non-paper did not reflect that. Also needed was
a strict system of accounting and the IAR does not
give security as regards compliance.
The Marshall Islands, speaking for AOSIS,
said that ambition and addressing the mitigation gap
was key. It said there was a need to recognize the
existence of an ambition gap, which needed to be
quantified. The need for ambition has to be discussed
at a high level in a political way. It also stressed the
importance of compliance.
South Africa said that establishing
comparability based on assigned demands or carbon
budgets was a critical issue. The carbon budget
should be reflected in a legally binding form. It said
that there was a need to address the comparability
of effort, comparability of compliance, multilateral
review and accounting, etc. On the biennial report,
it said that it must be more rigorous than biennial
update reports of developing countries, and was not
an update of national communications.
China said that any proposal that links the
mitigation efforts of developed countries to that of
developing countries would be a change in the

ambition of their economy-wide emission reduction
targets, with a view to reducing their aggregate
anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal
Protocol to a level consistent with that recommended
by the Fourth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change;
Paragraph 38 states, Requests the secretariat
to organize workshops to clarify the assumptions and
the conditions related to the attainment of these
targets, including the use of carbon credits from the
market-based mechanisms and land use, land-use
change and forestry activities, and options and ways
to increase their level of ambition.)
In response, the US, referring to the Cancun
decision, said that there was agreement to a workshop
but not to a process to change the target or other
measures simply for Annex I Parties. On its existing
mitigation targets, the US said that there was no scope
for changing that. The long-term global goal was
not related to 2020 targets or a process to change
them. On the accounting rules, the US said that its
approach was based on the IPCC methodologies for
all sectors. It used 2005 as the base year.
In response to the co-facilitators non-papers
on biennial reports and international assessment and
review (IAR), Brazil speaking for the G77 and
China said that the non-papers allow for direct
engagement by Parties to develop negotiation texts.
On the summary of views by the co-facilitators
on the pledges of developed countries, their ambition
level and the accounting framework, Brazil said the
negotiating text in this regard requires political
decision but this informal group should address such
a text that can allow for the evolution towards a
decision and not leave it to a high-level segment.
New Zealand said that an essential outcome
is the call for enhanced implementation of targets
and actions. There is language in the non-paper which
calls for the clarifying of pledges. It said there was a
need for a structured approach on common elements
and particular areas for future work. It had proposed
a prototype template, which relates to key facts
underpinning the developed and developing country
pledges. The purpose of the proposal was for more
details, for example on what sectors are covered,
gases, time-frames, metrics, etc. It was not to
standardize targets and actions and was not asking
Parties to change their pledges. This could be linked
to the measuring, reporting and verification (MRV)
of targets or actions.
Switzerland, speaking for the Environmental
Integrity Group, said it was important to recognise
the mitigation ambition and the ambition gap and
there was a need for a process to foster an increase
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a process of defining the ambition gap, which has to
be based on science and not politics.
Brazil, speaking in its national capacity, said
biennial reports underline the issue of revision of
national guidelines and a decision at COP 18 was
needed. Biennial reports provide supplementary
information. The IAR has to implement according
to multilateral rules. The use of credits and LULUCF
is important to ensure clarity to strengthen the
regime. Compliance of IAR was important and so
was comparability of efforts. On the IAR, there was
a need to harmonize this with existing processes
under the Convention. It also agreed on the need for
common accounting rules and ambition. The Cancun
decision urged for additional ambition, which was
crucial for the political balance reached.

mandate of the Bali Action Plan and the Cancun
decision and called for its rejection. It asked for all
references to developing countries mitigation and
global efforts as regards the element of developed
country mitigation to be removed from the text. On
the pledges, the developed country pledge has to be
converted to quantified emission reduction
commitments and there was a need for comparability
of efforts. The accounting rules including that related
to land use, land-use change and forestry, should be
comparable with that in the Kyoto Protocol and
should not be discussed under the AWG-LCA.
India said that the process of IAR, a review of
the mitigation targets of Annex I Parties, was needed.
It also wanted accounting rules where comparability
is ensured. On ambition, it said there was a need for
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Deep Divide over Legal Form
roadmap/content; affirm the importance of a legally
binding outcome to provide clarity and vision;
statement/declaration regarding future instrument(s)
leaving open the legal form or continue substantively
addressing all pillars of the Bali Action Plan through
COP decisions.
Venezuela stressed that the KP was the only
legally binding treaty regulating emissions and it has
been calling for a more ambitious agreement to
reinforce the KP and not to destroy it. All the options
so far (from developed countries) move towards a
lowering of ambition. Those who are calling for a
new regime should explain why they want a new
regime and if it leads to non-compliance of the KP.
Under international law and the law of treaties, not
having the KP could be interpreted as nonperformance of international obligations. It recalled
the case of the Arbitral Tribunal on Rainbow Warrior
on circumstances precluding wrongfulness that could
provide an excuse for non-compliance of a legal
treaty. The AWG-LCA has become that
circumstance. Venezuela therefore proposed a 3rd
option to be added to the legal options which was
Exception of non-performance.
(In general terms, this is the principle that
performance of an obligation may be withheld if the
other party has itself failed to perform the same or a
related obligation.)
India, referring to proverbs, said that the past
is a guide to the future and those who dont learn
from the past are condemned to repeat the same,
referring to the experience with the KP. It said that
its faith in legally binding treaties was shaken. On
the form and substance issue, India asked if Parties
were sure on what the treaty contained. It referred to
context, coverage, compliance and consequences. It
asked if it only related to mitigation (as this is what
developed countries stress). Referring to developed
country proposals for a future mitigation regime to
reflect economic realities of developing countries
and the need for symmetry (of same legal character

Durban, 2 December (Meena Raman)  Parties in
the informal group on legal options for the form
of the agreed outcome under the Ad-hoc Working
Group on Long-term Cooperative Action (AWGLCA) under the UNFCCC were divided over the
form of the legal outcome.
The informal group met on Thursday, 1
December, which saw a deep divide on the way
forward. While some developing and developed
countries wanted a new legally binding protocol to
reflect the outcome, others wanted the form to be
determined following the substance of the outcome
of the AWG-LCA, which has yet to complete its
work.
Several developing countries expressed
concern over proposals from developed countries,
which were viewed as attempts to re-negotiate or
re-write the Convention.
They were also concerned about the fate of the
Kyoto Protocol (KP), in the light of new proposals
for a mitigation treaty. Some were also concerned
about the weakening of the mitigation regime,
contrary to the rules systems under the KP.
Developing countries from the Alliance of
Small Island States and the LDCs on the other hand
wanted a new protocol alongside the KP to strengthen
the existing regime.
The facilitator of the group, Ms. Maria del
Socorro from Mexico, wanted Parties to move
towards a text for a decision.
(The Chair of the AWG-LCA has said that an
amalgamation text on all the elements under the
AWG-LCA will be produced by Saturday, 3
December.)
Socorro provided Parties with a non-paper on
a menu of legal options which included (i) legally
binding instrument(s) (ii) COP decisions with the
following sub-bullets  continue discussions to
identify the appropriate form of the different
elements of the agreed outcome; mandate to
conclude a legally binding instrument with a clear
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respective capabilities and historical responsibility.
The Convention allowed for developing countries
to bind themselves if they want in relation to
mitigation commitments. Re-negotiating the
Convention would open a Pandoras box.
The Marshall Islands, in response to the
Philippines, said that knowing where Parties were
in terms of the emissions pathway was important
and hence the need for a protocol.
Grenada on behalf of the AOSIS reiterated
its position on the need for a new protocol under the
AWG-LCA that will raise confidence in co-operative
action for increased ambition.
Gambia, for the LDCs, said that it was for a
legally binding instrument which sits alongside the
KP without prejudice to the discussions. The
outcome under the AWG-LCA encompassed all the
elements of the BAP and is not confined to the issue
of mitigation alone. If there was no second
commitment period under the KP, there would be
no mandate under the AWG-LCA for a legally
binding outcome.
Bangladesh, Trinidad, Tuvalu, Singapore,
Palau and Colombia supported a new legally
binding agreement.
The European Union said that it wanted a
treaty as it was ambitious and wanted to provide
confidence to governments and the market. It wanted
to build on the Convention and the KP while
reflecting the current and changing realities. More
than 60% of the emissions are from developing
countries in 2020 who have no commitments under
the KP. It was open to a roadmap in the Convention
track, which needed to be completed by 2015.
Australia wanted a new legal instrument which
had the broad participation of Parties and agreed with
the EU on the need to reflect current realities. Japan
echoed similar sentiments.
Switzerland echoed the sentiments of the EU
for a future regime that responds to evolving reality.
Referring to India, it said that those who remain in
the past will not lead the future and Parties could
not live in the past. The regime cannot be effective
otherwise, it said. Environmental integrity was
important to avoid carbon leakages. It wanted a
process to be launched in Durban for the new regime.
The US said it that it was for a legally binding
agreement that included commitments from all major
economies in an equal way. The future regime needed
to reflect current and future realities. The Cancun
decision was political and could not be converted to
a legal treaty. On the post-2020 regime, there was a
need for clarity on the content of the future regime
in terms of the symmetry and modernization needed

as proposed by the US), it asked what the content of
the treaty was going to be. On the legal options, it
should be about implementation of the Convention
and not about reinterpreting or rewriting it.
Egypt said that there was a mitigation gap of
12 Gt and developing country pledges amount to 5
Gt, and this leaves developed countries to contribute
7 Gt but the developed countries pledges amount to
only 4 Gt and there also were loopholes. Referring
to calls by developed countries for a new regime
that reflected current realities, it asked if this
reflected current realities and commitments under
the Convention. It asked if this made the world safe
and ensured environmental integrity. Calls to move
to a new legally binding instrument, which was lopsided and locks in low ambition and transfers the
burden to developing countries, was not what it
wanted.
Saudi Arabia stressed the need to keep the KP
alive and was not for re-negotiating the principles
and provisions of the Convention. It saw the intention
of some Parties to re-negotiate the principles, the
Annexes and the commitments of Parties. It could
not judge the form without the content and could
not accept the various proposals and going into the
details of the options was not an option. There was a
need to see the full package of the content of the
discussions under the AWG-LCA. The issue was on
how to effectively implement the Convention and
not to rewrite it.
Bolivia, in considering the legal form options,
asked what was going to happen to the KP and if its
system of rules, institutions and commitments were
going to be complied with. It raised concerns about
the notion of flexibility within the framework of
the Convention and of a facilitative and non
punitive framework as suggested by some Parties.
China said the mandate of the informal group
was to discuss what would be the legal form of the
outcome to reflect the AWG-LCA process. The
options were either a legally binding instrument or
through COP decisions. The sub-listing provided by
the facilitator did not reflect the mandate and Parties
should not be going into the substance of the legal
form in this group.
The Philippines asked why move from a
legally binding instrument as the Convention to one
that Parties were not sure of. The mandate under the
AWG-LCA was to strengthen implementation for
strong action on environmental integrity and
sustainable development, which was fair and
equitable. The content of the form needed to be
faithful to the Convention as well as its principles of
common but differentiated responsibilities and
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to launch a process for a new legal regime to tackle
climate change, while others were opposed to the
idea as the mandate of the AWG-LCA had not
expired and work still needed to be done.
Diseko at the conclusion of the informal
consultations said that she would prepare a broad
set of bullet points which had no status and would
be on the UNFCCC website under the responsibility
of the COP Presidency. She said there was a need
for a different level of engagement in a different
setting.
In the corridors, some observers and delegates
expressed concerns about what was happening in
what appeared to be a great push for a Durban
mandate for a new climate treaty that would kill
the Kyoto Protocol and create a new climate change
regime.

and not to freeze the Annex I-non-Annex I divide. It
supported Australia and the EU in this regard.
Socorro, in response to comments by Parties,
said that the proposals on the table are aimed at
strengthening the Convention and not about rewriting
it as the Convention was not static and there were
different interpretations.
Meanwhile, Ambassador Nozipho Joyce
Mxakato-Diseko of South Africa also continued with
open-ended informal consultations on cross-cutting
issues and how to ensure an enhanced multilateral
rules-based system that will achieve the full, effective
and sustained implementation of the Convention
following from consultations held on Wednesday.
(See TWN Durban Update 8.)
Several Parties from both developed and
developing countries called for a Durban mandate
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Statements Made by China on Behalf of Brazil, South Africa, India and
China at COP17 and CMP7
Below are the statements made by China on behalf of Brazil, South Africa, India and China at the
opening plenary session of the 17th meeting of the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties and the 7th
meeting of the COP acting as the Meeting of Parties to the Kyoto Protocol on 28 November 2011.
Statement by China on Behalf of Brazil,
South Africa, India and China at COP17

Yet our countries have pledged ambitious actions to
reduce emissions at substantial cost to their
economies. Therefore, we call upon the developed
country parties to rise up to their historical
responsibilities and take the lead by undertaking
ambitious and robust mitigation commitments
consistent with science.
We would like to emphasize that deliberations
and discussions for the further implementation of
the Convention must be firmly based on the
principles and provisions of the Convention. The
Durban Conference should accomplish the Bali
Action Plan where developed country parties that
are not Parties to the Kyoto Protocol should
undertake comparable quantified emission reduction
commitments under the Convention and the
developing country parties should implement
enhanced mitigation actions in the context of
sustainable development and enabled and supported
by finance, technology and capacity building. In
addition, the Review process, which is to be
completed by 2015, will provide key input to these
deliberations benefiting from the latest scientific
findings of the forthcoming 5th Assessment Report
of the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). The Review must include a review of the
adequacy of the effectiveness of the quantified
emission reduction commitments by Annex I Parties
and the provision of finance and technology support
by them to developing countries to enable them to
implement enhanced mitigation and adaptation
actions under the UNFCCC.
We underscore that financing is one of the
pressing priorities for Durban. We welcome the work
of the Transitional Committee and envisage the
consideration and approval of its draft report by the
COP. However, the Durban Conference should
immediately take steps for the operationalization of

Durban, 28 November 2011

Madam President,
China has the honour to make a statement on
behalf of Brazil, South Africa, India and China. At
the outset, we would like to warmly congratulate you
on your election as the president of COP17 and
CMP7. We fully associate ourselves with the
statement made by Argentina on behalf of G77 &
China.
We are deeply saddened by the sudden passing
away of Mama Konate and pay tribute to the role
played by him in the climate change negotiations.
We also take this opportunity to thank the
Government and People of South Africa for their
excellent arrangements and warm hospitality. We
reaffirm our continued full support to South Africa
to make the Durban Conference a success in an open,
transparent, inclusive and party-driven process. We
believe that the Durban Conference should achieve
a comprehensive, fair and balanced outcome to
enable the full, effective and sustained
implementation of the Convention and its Kyoto
Protocol, in accordance with the principles of equity
and common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities, and fulfilling the mandate of
the Bali Roadmap in the two-track process of
negotiation.
Madam President,
The Kyoto Protocol is the cornerstone of the
climate regime and an essential foundation of an
ambitious rules-based system. Definition of the
second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol is
the main priority for Durban. Sustainable
development and poverty eradication remain urgent
challenges and overriding priorities for our countries.
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capabilities, and fulfilling the mandate of the Bali
Roadmap in the two-track process of negotiation.
We emphasize the need to implement the
Cancun decisions as well as to address the unresolved
issues from the Bali Roadmap. The Durban
Conference should clearly establish the second
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol where
the developed country parties to the Kyoto Protocol
shall undertake quantified emission reduction
commitments. The Durban Conference should
accomplish the Bali Action Plan where developed
country parties that are not Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol should undertake comparable quantified
emission reduction commitments under the
Convention and the developing country parties
should implement enhanced mitigation actions in the
context of sustainable development and enabled and
supported by finance, technology and capacity
building.
Madam President,
The Kyoto Protocol is the cornerstone of the
climate regime and its second commitment period
is the essential priority for the success of the Durban
Conference. We reiterate that it is hardly conceivable
that a country would leave the Kyoto Protocol to do
more. As the parties are working under the mandate
of the Bali Roadmap to agree on a second
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol and
to enable the full, effective and sustained
implementation of the Convention through long-term
cooperative action, now, up to and beyond 2012, we
reaffirm the need to focus on this mandate. We
underline that the continuation of the flexibility
mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol is contingent upon
the establishment of quantified emission reduction
commitments by Annex I Parties under the second
commitment period. We are open to constructively
engaging with Parties that are ready to enter the
second commitment period.
We emphasize the need to address emissions
from international aviation and maritime transport
in a multilateral context and in accordance with the
principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities. The
unilateral measures on climate change, such as the
inclusion of emissions from international aviation
in the EU-ETS, would violate the principles and
provisions of the Convention and jeopardize the
effort of international cooperation in addressing
climate change.
Madam President,
We reiterate our support to work towards the
perspective of a comprehensive, ambitious and fair
outcome, ensuring the full, effective and sustained
implementation of the UNFCCC and its Kyoto
Protocol.
Thank you.

the Green Climate Fund. This should include its
capitalization from public funding by developed
countries with accountability to and under the
guidance of the COP.
We would like to emphasize that adaptation is
the most urgent task in developing countries and
support the African Groups position on prioritizing
this issue in Durban. We call for immediate
operationalization of the Adaptation Committee,
which should contribute to adaptation policy
development and implementation of adaptation
actions in developing countries following the
requests of developing countries and respecting a
country-driven approach.
We welcome the progress in setting up the
Technology Executive Committee and the
Technology Centre and Network. There is a need to
properly address the intellectual property rights (IPR)
issue and to ensure early operation of the technology
mechanism to advance climate-friendly technology
transfer to developing countries.
We emphasize that adequate treatment of issues
of equity, trade and intellectual property rights (IPR)
is crucial to developing countries and necessary for
a comprehensive and balanced outcome at Durban.
We underline the importance of these issues during
deliberations in COP17.
We are dedicated to consolidating and
strengthening the unity of G77 and China and
appreciate the role played by South Africa as the
Presidency and its efforts to achieve a successful
outcome in Durban.
Madam President,
We would like to assure you of our unreserved
support and cooperation to achieve a successful
outcome in Durban and to Save Tomorrow Today.
Thank you, Madam President.

Statement by China on Behalf of Brazil,
South Africa, India and China at CMP7
Durban, 28 November 2011

Madam President,
China has the honour to make a statement on
behalf of Brazil, South Africa, India and China. We
fully associate ourselves with the statement made
by Argentina on behalf of G77 & China.
We reaffirm our continued full support to the
government of South Africa to make the Durban
Conference a success in an open, transparent,
inclusive and party-driven process. We believe that
the Durban Conference should achieve a
comprehensive, fair and balanced outcome to enable
the full, effective and sustained implementation of
the Convention and its Kyoto Protocol, in accordance
with the principles of equity and common but
differentiated responsibilities and respective
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Durban Battle on Climate Regimes Future

There is no agreed definition of a major
economy. Among developing countries, those with
a large population are being targeted. But on a percapita basis, they are still developing countries, some
of them low-income.
In 2010, India was ranked a lowly 132 out of
184 countries in per capita GDP. Its level was
US$1370 compared to US$46,860 for the US,
according to IMF data. India in 2008 was ranked
138 in per capita carbon dioxide emission; its level
of 1.5 ton compares with 17.5 tons for the US,
according to UN data.
It is major as an economy or emitter because
of its large population (1.2 billion) for which it can
hardly be blamed. To ask India to take on the same
obligations as developed countries with more than
30 times higher per capita income and over ten times
higher per capita emissions is simply unfair.
Thus, it is unsurprising that developing
countries like China, India and Brazil are not
interested to bow to pressure to take on rich-country
commitments as a condition for the really rich
countries to maintain their present commitments.
How this story of Kyotos sad fate will end is
to be seen. A quick death is now unlikely, given the
protests it will generate and the bad name this will
give the perpetrators. Putting it on life support is the
alternative.
In Durbans first week, the developed countries
continued their attempt to shift the burden of cutting
global emissions on to developing countries.
The original agreed idea, that all developed
counties would collectively cut their emissions by a
target (the numbers being negotiated were 25-40%
or over 40% by 2020) and that each would make a
comparable effort with the others, is all but gone,
not even mentioned in a draft conclusions of the
conference released on 3 December. It has been
replaced by a voluntary pledge system.

Durban, 5 December (Martin Khor)  The two-week
UN Climate Conference taking place in Durban is
at mid-point and its prospect for success is not
looking bright.
The political leaders have started to arrive to
confront a range of problematic issues. It is likely
that compromises will be worked out and a few
successes will be claimed. The reality is that they
wont be enough to tackle the worsening climate
situation on the ground.
The hottest topic is the fate of the Kyoto
Protocol. In October 2009 news broke on how rich
nations were plotting to get rid of this protocol. Since
then, Japan, Canada and Russia have announced they
do not want to undertake a second period of
commitment, when the first period expires in 2012.
The developing countries have been fighting
for the protocols survival and vowed that Durban
shall not be the protocols burial ground. All
developed countries except the United States commit
to reduce their emissions by a certain percentage
under this protocol.
In last weeks talks, the European Union came
up with some ideas to keep Kyoto just about alive,
through a decision or a declaration, rather than what
it should be  an amendment of the protocol to reflect
emission reduction targets for a new period from
2013.
But even for this, the EU wants to extract a
huge concession, that all major economies agree
to start negotiations for a new legally binding treaty
that will take effect in 2020.
The United States is not keen at all on having
its emission targets bound in any treaty. It left the
Kyoto Protocol years ago, and its Congress is
unlikely to agree to join any new climate treaty.
The US says it can join a new treaty but sets
the impossible condition that major developing
countries also take on similar emission-reduction
commitments as the developed nations.
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Three other key issues  equity in sharing
sustainable development space, the intellectual
property-technology transfer link, and dangers of
unilateral trade measures  also figure in Durban.
They had been central to the discussion before,
but last years Conference in Cancun marginalized
these issues. It is a sign of how badly the talks have
gone that many developing countries led by India
are now doing major battle just to ensure they are
back on the agenda.
The Conference will become more intense and
complex as the political leaders arrive early this
week. It is scheduled to end on 9 December.

But there are numerous pages on how
developing countries will undertake new obligations
for reporting on and monitoring their emissions and
their actions, and being subject to international
review.
The Durban Conference is also debating how
to operationalize a new Green Climate Fund.
Disputes remain on the funds governance. If there
is agreement, it may be Durbans visible success.
However, many are worried it will be a rather empty
structure at first, as funding from developed countries
is getting scarcer with the impending economic
recession.
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Second Commitment Period Remains Elusive

application does not seem possible either.
[At the contact group meeting before the stocktake, Macey said that most Parties seem to agree that
Durban may not achieve a fully ratified amendment
to the Kyoto Protocol amendment (for the second
commitment period) by 2013.]
He then set out the other 3 options: a 2-stage
process of a decision with a package of amendments,
perhaps ratifiable in the context of progress under
Convention; a decision; and a declaration such as a
unilateral declaration by Parties.
On the finalization and ambition of QELROs
he said there is divergence. Some Parties consider
they will need more time. Some imply that in Durban
there may be targets but there are Parties who say
that rules have to be determined first.
On ambition, Macey said that the key concern
is to avoid locking in low ambitions.
On the big picture of the second CP he said
that a deal is achievable but not in isolation. He said
that we are exploring options as far as possible.
Parties have to consider options outside their comfort
zone. Parties have made it clear that they will not
decide on the second CP unless there is a package.
At the contact group meeting before the stocktake session, Macey reported on the informal
consultations, stating that Annex I Parties said the
first option is not possible for them because of their
constitutions or parliamentary process. Non-Annex
I Parties questioned this but Annex I Parties reiterated
that this is not an option.
Macey said that on the 3rd and 4th options that
do not involve amendment to the Protocol and
ratification, many Parties did not think these are
workable and think that full ratification is essential.
Below are some of the statements made at the
contact group on this issue.
Brazil on behalf the Group of 77 and China
supported a fully ratified amendment to Annex B of
the Kyoto Protocol, with commitments of Annex I

Durban, 5 December (Chee Yoke Ling and Xu
Chengcheng)  At the end of the first week of the
Durban climate negotiations, Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol were presented with four options by the
Chair of the AWG-KP with regard to the second
commitment period of greenhouse gas emission
reductions under the Kyoto Protocol. The first
commitment period will end in 2012.
The first option is the adoption of a second
commitment period (amendment to Annex B) and
its provisional application, in the event that a fully
ratified second commitment period is not in force
by the end of the first commitment period.
The second option is a two-stage process: a
decision in Durban ensuring immediate continuity,
and a package of amendments that could be ratified
as a second stage possibly based on progress under
the Convention.
The third option is a decision of the CMP with
no amendment to the Kyoto Protocol.
The fourth option is a declaration, e.g. unilateral
declarations by Parties.
At the stock-taking session on 3 December
Adrian Macey, Chair of the AWG-KP, said that
Parties have engaged in intensive work and that he
had undertaken informal consultations on issues and
options on QELROs, on numbers, form and length
of the commitment period, and issues and options
on mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. He said it
was not a discussion of text but looking at clusters
of issues as a whole to crystallize the issues.
Macey said that on LULUCF, the text is close
to clean options.
On the second commitment period (CP), that
is of high interest, he said we had conversations
between non-Annex I Parties and those Annex I
Parties that are open to a second CP. He said there
was a considerable amount of common ground.
He said that the challenge is ratification and
that to do so before 2013 is not feasible. A provisional
47

The Philippines associated with Brazil and
expressed disappointment that after 5 years of
negotiations, some Parties are supporting decisions
or unilateral declarations as an outcome of Durban,
and this is not acceptable to the Philippines. It said
that Durban needs a strong political signal for the
second commitment period.
New Zealand said the second CP is essential
to an outcome in Durban, and supported the area of
commonality identified in the Chairs report, and said
it is important to move from idealism to realism.
Ecuador said that the second CP is critical,
and the decision needs to be made before the
Ministers arrive. It does not endorse the proposal of
a declaration which will move us back and it fully
supports the ratification of a Kyoto Protocol
amendment.
Benin said we need to finalize the issue of
QELROs which is important to ensure there is no
gap between the first and second CP, and that Parties
need to adopt an agreement that can ensure such
continuity.

Parties under the second CP expressed in QELROs
in single numbers.
Cuba associated with Brazil, and stressed the
establishment of the second CP to avoid the
dangerous gap, and that is necessary for developed
countries to raise their ambition.
Saint Lucia, on behalf of AOSIS, also
supported a fully ratified amendment, QELROs that
should be expressed in single numbers and also said
that a 5-year second CP is appropriate.
It further said that a number of Annex I Parties
have to do provisional application and that there is a
need to clarify the distinction between impossible
and difficult, as some Annex I Parties said it is
difficult for them to do, but not impossible.
It said that a decision as the only outcome or a
declaration without a formal amendment to the Kyoto
Protocol is not an outcome that AOSIS can support.
The EU said it is important to ensure there is
no gap between the first and second commitment
periods.
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Reactions to Amalgamation Draft Texts

According to the Chair, the document intended
to bring together the elements of the draft AWGLCA outcome in the form of amalgamation of the
draft texts emerging from the work in the informal
groups and provides an overview aimed at
enabling delegates to see where there are gaps or
lack of balance and to find ways to address these
accordingly.
He suggested that the issues in the text could
be reflected in three categories: (i) those which can
be completed by the informal groups; (ii) those that
may be resolved in Durban perhaps through
consultations at a higher level and (iii) those that
cannot be agreed to in Durban on which Parties could
work hereafter.
On the legal options, in relation to the first
option to develop and finalize a protocol relating
to the content, time frame and forum under
consideration, Reifsnyder said there was an overlap
with the Indaba process which is going forward
under the COP Presidency and not the AWG-LCA.
[The Indaba process (informal dialogue sessions)
has been convened by the COP Presidency to deal
with the cross-cutting issues between the AWGLCA and the working group under the Kyoto
Protocol.]
China said that the Indaba process was not
the forum for negotiations.
Reifsnyder said that by Wednesday (7
December), there would be an update of the
amalgamation texts emerging from the informal
groups.
Argentina, speaking for the G77 and China,
said that the texts captured the different positions of
Parties but expressed great concerns that they did
not reflect the discussions and agreements coming
out of the informal meetings. It also stressed the need
for the texts to reflect the positions of all Parties. It
wanted the shortcomings to be fixed in the next
iteration of the texts. The Group said that the

Durban, 6 December (Meena Raman)  As Ministers
from many countries land in Durban, Parties in the
Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative
Action (AWG-LCA) under the UNFCCC are busy
with intense negotiations to arrive at the draft
decisions needed.
The AWG-LCA met in a plenary session on
Monday, 5 December, following the production by
the Chair of the working group, Mr. Daniel
Reifsnyder of the United States, of an
Amalgamation of draft texts to provide an
opportunity to Parties to give their reactions.
In addition to the amalgamation draft text
which is 73 pages long, a separate document was
produced as an addendum containing proposals
by Parties under the element of economic and social
consequences of response measures, that deals with
the issue of unilateral trade measures.
The G77 and China expressed concerns that
this element was deferred to an addendum when there
was clear agreement that the facilitator would
produce a negotiating text on the basis of Parties
submissions contained in conference room papers
(CRPs) and that this would be included in the main
part of the texts. It stressed that this element needed
to be treated in the same manner as other elements
of the Bali Action Plan.
Many Parties also expressed views that the texts
did not reflect all the discussions and were not
balanced, while others said that they provided a good
basis for further work.
Among the issues that saw a divergence of
views were the scope of the review and legal
options. While developed countries wanted more
progress on the transparency of the mitigation actions
of developing countries, developing countries were
concerned that this aspect was moving too fast at
the expense of issues of concern to developing
countries such as long-term finance and economic
and social consequences of response measures.
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was not to include the evolution of a future regime
and there was a need for a clear focus on the mandate.
It also stressed the need for a balance in the
two-track discussions (the AWG-LCA and the AWGKP). It said that the negotiations for the second
commitment period under the KP were in a log-jam
and there was no light at the end of the tunnel.
On the issue of the Green Climate Fund, it was
not in favour of reopening the draft instrument for
the Fund but there could be clarifications to the report
of the Transitional Committee.
On international consultations and analysis
(ICA for developing countries) and international
assessment and review (IAR for developed countries)
there was a need for agreement on a brief decision
providing guidance on these, with the technical
aspects being elaborated by the subsidiary bodies as
part of the guidelines for national communications.
India also wanted the mitigation targets (of
developed countries) to be reflected in the texts.
Pakistan said that there was undue focus on
mitigation and not on the issues of concern to
developing countries. On long-term finance, it
expressed concern that some Parties did not want a
solution and if there was a partial solution, there
would be no balance in the text.
Ecuador said that the texts were not balanced
and did not reflect all the discussions. On the issue
of reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation (REDD), it said that the text was not
ambitious as there needed to be clear sources of
financing to be established. It also stressed that the
system of voluntary pledges in mitigation of
developed countries was not acceptable and that the
rights of nature were important. Colombia also
expressed disappointment that the REDD text did
not have a decision on financing for activities related
to the forest.
Bolivia said that a key issue is the definition
of commitments for developed countries that are not
Parties to the second commitment period of the KP.
There was a need for a rigorous system of compliance
as in the KP and to ensure comparability of efforts
among developed countries. The trend appeared to
be towards providing more flexibility and for low
ambition. This approach jeopardized the chance for
emission reductions.
In the case of developing country mitigation,
the texts were not balanced and violated the principle
of common but differentiate responsibilities.
It was also concerned about the lack of sources
for long-term finance.
Nigeria said that the Green Climate Fund could
not be without a replenishment of resources and legal

conference room papers (Parties submissions) are
to be the basis of negotiations. It did not consider
the amalgamation texts to be the basis of the
negotiations but was ready to fix their shortcomings.
It also wanted certainty on what texts are going to
be given to Ministers.
China said that it did not want an acclamation
document (in an obvious reference to how the
Cancun decision was adopted last year at COP 16)
and that the amalgamation document was not a
faithful reflection of the discussions in the informal
groups. Given the time constraints, China wanted
substantive discussions on the issues rather than
spend time perfecting the document, stressing that
the amalgamation draft texts were not the basis of
further discussions. The basis for discussions in the
informal groups should the submissions by Parties.
On the Indaba (informal dialogue) sessions
convened by the COP Presidency, China said that
issues could be discussed but that was not a forum
for negotiations.
It emphasized that the mandate of the AWGLCA was to present an outcome. Areas of agreement
would be contained in a report of the AWG-LCA. It
wanted clarity on the way ahead in case of
disagreements and for a way forward in the process.
Saudi Arabia said that the document had many
shortcomings and stressed that for any negotiations,
the proposals by Parties were the basis, not the
amalgamation draft texts. It expressed concerns that
the Chair had indicated that some issues could be
delayed for consideration in the future and this could
not be agreed to, as there was a need for a balanced
package.
It also expressed concerns over the direction
of the process, saying that Parties were meeting every
day on the issue of mitigation of developed and
developing countries but there was only one meeting
of the informal group on economic and social
consequences of response measures. It called for a
balanced treatment of all issues.
India said that on the issue of the scope of
the review, arriving at a convergence was crucial.
The Cancun decision had made clear that the scope
of the review had to be defined and for the modalities
to be developed. It was concerned that some Parties
were not prepared to define the scope of the review
(as they wanted the scope to be only about a review
of the temperature goal). It said that the purpose of
the review needed to be defined before engaging on
how the review is to be done.
On the legal form, there was a need for clarity
of the mandate of the working group which was to
reflect the outcome of the AWG-LCA. The mandate
50

It also wanted a decision on market
mechanisms.
On the legal form of the outcome, it wanted a
roadmap and a timeline for a new treaty which could
be adopted by 2015.
Australia, Japan, Russia, New Zealand and
Switzerland reflected similar sentiments.
Switzerland wanted a decision in Durban on
identifying the timeframe for global peaking of
emissions.
The US said that in some aspects the texts were
much too long and needed streamlining.
The AWG-LCA Chair in response to Parties
said that it was important for Parties to negotiate on
the real issues in the informal groups and there would
be an update of the amalgamation texts on
Wednesday morning.
On the process going forward, he said that work
could be finalized in the next few days and where
issues could not be completed, multiple options and
clear political choices had to be made.

personality. It was concerned with proposals that see
markets as a panacea of all problems, when they
caused the financial crisis in the first place.
Bahamas speaking for the AOSIS stressed the
importance of the scope of the review being confined
to the issue of the long-term global temperature
target. This was supported by Grenada, Jamaica, Fiji,
Trinidad and Nauru. Grenada also called for a clear
mandate for a new protocol as the outcome of the
AWG-LCA.
Gambia for the LDCs said that the texts had
shortcomings and supported the Bahamas on the
issue of the review. It also wanted a mandate on the
legal form.
The European Union said that balance in the
document was key and was disappointed that it was
not ambitious enough. It wanted more rapid progress
on mitigation and the need to address the mitigation
gap, accounting rules and clarity of the pledges. It
also stressed the importance of transparency in the
mitigation actions of developing countries, through
the guidelines on the ICA and biennial update reports.
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Divergent Views on Various Approaches

The Facilitator stated that 48 hours are available
and one more informal is scheduled, but informal
informals could be organized.
Japan said that a short text is needed. While
Option 1 is not the minimum common ground, it
has the potential to become so. Option 2 can be
discussed, but it would prefer to have Option 1 sent
to ministers.
The European Union (EU) stated that it likes
the format of Option 1 because it is short and concise.
It expects the final decision to establish a new market
mechanism in the context of a broader Durban
package.
Bolivia expressed a number of concerns and
disappointment. Bolivias contribution was missing
from Option 1 and Option 2. It stated that it is
necessary to establish a work programme to carry
out an evaluation. Consideration of adopting new
mechanisms should only occur after having the
results of the evaluation. It also stated that the Kyoto
Protocol is the only legal framework for market
mechanisms and believed this is not the forum to
speak about markets.
Switzerland, speaking on behalf of the
Environmental Integrity Group, said that it is
convinced that Parties should work on Option 1 to
save time.
New Zealand stated that it is very keen on a
framework or work programme to allow for the
exploration of various approaches. Whether
approaches are outside or inside the UNFCCC, it is
imperative to establish fungibility between various
mechanisms. It said that it is important to consider
how to manage emerging mechanisms and define
the role of the UNFCCC in a top-down and bottomup world. It also said that it has heard from numerous
colleagues that they want new scaled-up
mechanisms. New Zealand would be pleased to see

Durban, 5 December (Payal Parekh)  The Informal
group on various approaches, including opportunities
for using markets to enhance the cost-effectiveness
of, and to promote, mitigation actions, bearing in
mind different circumstances of developed and
developing countries under the Ad-hoc Working
Group on Long-term Cooperative Action (AWGLCA) met on 5 December to discuss the
amalgamation text of 3 December.
There were divergent views between developed
and developing countries on whether to support
Option 1 or Option 2 of the text. Option 1 is a
streamlined text of one page that seeks to establish
an enhanced mitigation mechanism, while Option 2
is a compilation of Parties text that is 16 pages long.
The Facilitator, Mr. Giza Gaspar Martins of
Angola, stated that Option 1 represented the
minimum common ground and is streamlined.
Papua New Guinea (PNG), speaking on
behalf of the G77 and China, said that Option 1 is
different from the last text seen by Parties (on 2
December) and that the Option 1 presented in the
(amalgamation) text is not well defined with parts
missing.
The Facilitator clarified that most Parties prefer
portions of Option 2 and invited Parties to comment
on what should be included from Option 2 in a
decision text in order to improve the minimum
common ground.
PNG reiterated that the G77 and China did not
want to work with that Option 1 text as it is a
transformation of the previous version.
Saudi Arabia said Option 2 should be the basis
for negotiation.
Angola, speaking on behalf of the Africa
Group, preferred Option 2 as indicated before. It
also asked how much time was available for
discussion.
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palatable for consensus. It said that it would like to
see the decision include a new mechanism
framework or work programme that applied to
approaches inside and outside of the UNFCCC. It
specified that it would like an outcome that balances
flexibility and could not accept a limit on access to
markets or the imposition of conditionalities.
The United States stated that is interested in
advancing market mechanisms. It suggested that the
text forwarded to ministers must have clear options
as there is a wide diversity of opinions on the table
that cannot be reconciled at the negotiator level. It
also would like to see a work programme on how to
deal with bilateral and multilateral mechanisms,
elements that would belong to a UNFCCC market
mechanism and non-market mechanisms. It said that
it sees HFCs included in the outcome of Durban.
Switzerland said that new mechanisms must
have environmental integrity, avoid double counting,
and be MRVable. It also said that a work programme
for modalities and procedures should be launched.
The EU said that there are two essential things:
what was decided in Cancun and the existence of
mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol should be
acknowledged. It also said that the text can be further
streamlined.
India stated that the basic principles and
objectives are too lengthy and complex and thus
streamlining is necessary.
Grenada stated that there is no reference to
the shared process, which is a principle that is
essential for Grenada.
The Facilitator asked Parties to elaborate on
what is missing that needed to be in a decision text.
Japan stressed the need for technology
neutrality and flexibility. The US said that all Parties
should have access to all mechanisms.
Chile preferred Option 2, as it captures all
Parties views. It also said that the previous version
of Option 1 had elements that were clearer.
India supported the streamlining of all text.
The Facilitator adjourned that meeting. An
informal informal was held later in the day and
the Informal group resumes its work on Tuesday.

it established here in Durban with details to follow
or a work programme tasked with designing a
mechanism that is easily accessible and viable for
the future. It also stated that it was necessary for a
Durban decision to address approaches designed
outside of the UNFCCC process. It preferred Option
1.
St. Lucia, speaking on the behalf of AOSIS,
prefers Option 2.
PNG strongly emphasized that the mandate it
received from the G77 and China is to work on
Option 2, as it reflects the view of the Group. It said
that the previous Option 1 did establish more
common ground than the Option 1 presented in the
text now. It said that an incentive-based mechanism
is not reflected in the current option.
The Facilitator encouraged Parties to discuss
what is necessary to ensure a minimum common
ground for a decision text.
China said that progress on this issue must be
linked to a second commitment period under the
Kyoto Protocol, and any text that is forwarded to
ministers must be agreed to by this group. Ecuador
supported China on the text being first agreed to by
the group.
Brazil stated that it supported the G77 and
Chinas position. It also said that suggestions from
the previous text are missing from the amalgamation
text.
Colombia stated that it agreed with the EU and
supported the establishment of new market-based
mechanisms to be included.
The Ukraine referred to its situation as a
developed country that is not developed relative to
other countries such as Singapore. It asked that the
developed and developing countries in the text
be replaced with Annex I and non-Annex I.
South Africa stated that while Option 2 is long,
it expresses all views, which Option 1 does not. It
also said that it found Option 1 confusing as it
mentions enhanced mitigation options.
Australia stated that it wants expanded and
improved markets with environmental integrity. It
said that decarbonization of economies requires
greater action. It prefers Option 1 as it is more
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Key Messages on Climate Change Negotiations for 17th Conference
of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
and the 7th Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol
Below are the Key Messages for the Durban Conference adopted at the
Fourth Special Session of the African Ministerial Conference on the
Environment (Bamako, 15 to 16 September 2011).
global average temperature of greater than 2°C
 and possibly as much as 5°C  as documented
and supported by scientific analyses, including
those of the United Nations Environment
Programme, and the Stockholm Environment
Institute and other leading scientific institutions.
Such temperature increases will have
catastrophic impacts worldwide, and particularly
for Africa due to its high vulnerability to the
impacts of climate change and low adaptive
capacity.
5. We are aware that the mitigation pledges by
Annex I Parties in the context of the climate
change negotiations amount to less than the
voluntary mitigation pledges by non-Annex I
Parties. We therefore stress that Annex I Parties
must show leadership including through raising
their level of ambition to the scale required by
science and equity.
6. We reaffirm that adaptation is an essential
priority for Africa and that there is an urgent need
for immediate and adequate support for the
implementation of adaptation measures and
actions through the provision of grant-based
public resources. We acknowledge that there is
an urgent and immediate need to avoid further
loss and damage arising from the adverse effects
of climate change on Africa. In this regard,
immediate action should be taken in particular
by Annex I Parties to reduce their emissions in
line with the information set out in the Fourth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change and more recent

1. We, African ministers of environment, recognize
that Africa continues to face numerous severe
negative impacts arising from the adverse effects
of climate change that have been documented
and supported by scientific findings, including
those of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change and other reports. Such impacts are
hampering Africas efforts to attain its
development goals, including the Millennium
Development Goals.
2. We reaffirm that the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto
Protocol constitutes the fundamental global legal
framework on climate change and that all actions
or measures related to climate change must be
in full conformity with the principles and
provisions of the Convention, in particular those
of equity and common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities.
3. We reiterate that the climate negotiations under
the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change should produce two outcomes
in line with the Bali Roadmap, regarding an
agreed outcome on long-term cooperative action
to enhance the implementation of the
Convention, and an amendment to Annex B of
the Kyoto Protocol regarding further mitigation
commitments of Annex I Parties for a second
commitment period from 2013 to 2017 under
the Kyoto Protocol.
4. We express our deep concern that the inadequate
mitigation pledges, notably by Annex I Parties
under the Cancun decisions, risk an increase in
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the rule of law. Such an approach must include
ambitious short, medium and long-term
mitigation commitments by Annex I Parties that
reflect their historical responsibilities and is an
equitable and appropriate contribution to the
global effort to tackle climate change, and the
provision of adequate means of implementation
 finance, technology and capacity building 
to enable non-Annex I Parties to address
mitigation and adaptation.

scientific studies in a way that will limit the
global average temperature increase to well
below 1.5°C.
7. We reaffirm that achieving sustainable
development and poverty eradication are the
priorities for Africa. We also reaffirm the right
to equitable sharing of atmospheric space and
resources by non-Annex I Parties, in particular
Africa, taking into account the cumulative
historical responsibility and use of such resources
by Annex I Parties and the fact that cumulative
emissions in Africa remain extremely low.
Africas share of global emissions will need to
grow to meet its social and economic
development needs.

Adaptation
11. We call for elaboration of the Cancun Adaptation
Framework as a mechanism to facilitate the
support of national adaptation actions and plans
of non-Annex I Parties through the finance and
technology mechanisms of the Convention. We
affirm that adaptation activities should be funded
at full cost through direct and simplified access
to adequate, new and additional public grantbased financial resources, following a countrydriven approach, as well as to environmentally
sound technologies and capacity building in a
predictable and prompt manner as part of a
balanced package on all issues to implement the
Convention and its Kyoto Protocol.
12. We urge that measures should be taken to
expedite work on strengthening international
cooperation and expertise in order to understand,
reduce and compensate loss and damage
associated with the adverse effects of climate
change, including impacts on agriculture, water,
human health and other areas related to extreme
weather events and slow onset events
particularly in Africa.

Implementing the Kyoto Protocol
8. We call on developed country Parties to the
Kyoto Protocol to honour their commitments
through ambitious mitigation commitments for
a second and subsequent commitment periods
and to reduce their emissions of greenhouse
gases by at least 40 per cent during the second
commitment period from 2013 to 2017 and by
at least 95 per cent by 2050, compared to 1990
levels, as an equitable and appropriate
contribution to achieving the objective of the
Convention. We stress the urgency of agreeing
on a second commitment period in Durban and
of elaborating measures to avoid a gap between
commitment periods.
9. We call on Annex I Parties to ensure the
environmental integrity of their emission
reduction commitments, and to guarantee an
equitable and appropriate level of domestic
emission reductions, by closing existing
loopholes, limiting the use of carbon markets and
project-based mechanisms to 10% of their
commitments, and ensuring the additionality of
carbon credits. We confirm that new market
mechanisms shall be conditional upon agreement
by Annex I Parties to ambitious mitigation
commitments through a second commitment
period under the Kyoto Protocol.

Mitigation
13. We request developed country Parties that are
not party to the Kyoto Protocol to undertake
legally binding commitments under the
Convention that are comparable in magnitude
and effort and are measurable, reportable and
verifiable with regard to mitigation efforts and
the provision of financial and technological
resources. We urge the agreement of quantified
emission reduction commitments for these
Parties under an agreed set of common
accounting rules and compliance framework.
14. We reaffirm that a firewall must be maintained
between mitigation commitments of Annex I
Parties that are legally binding in nature and
appropriate voluntary mitigation actions by nonAnnex I Parties. We also reaffirm that the
measuring and verification process shall be

Implementing the Convention
Shared vision
10. We emphasize that avoiding dangerous
interference with the climate system and
achieving a global goal of limiting temperature
increase to well below 1.5°C will require an
integrated approach based on science, equity and
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applied to mitigation commitments of Annex I
Parties and to the means of implementation
provided to non-Annex I Parties.
15. We stress that the extent to which non-Annex I
Parties will effectively implement actions under
the Convention will depend on the effective
implementation and fulfilment by developed
country Parties of their commitments under the
Convention related to financial resources and
technology transfer, taking into account the
principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities, under
Article 4 paragraphs 1, 3, 4 and 5 of the
Convention.

20.

21.

Means of implementation
16. We express concerns about insufficient
transparency and slow disbursement of the
financial resources pledged by developed
country Parties as fast start finance for the
period 2010-2012 and indications that a small
proportion of these resources is new and
additional.
17. We call for enhanced transparency, a common
reporting format and agreement in Durban on
the scale of public resources to be provided by
Annex II Parties commencing in 2013, building
on short-term finance commitments and reaching
a scale adequate to meet the needs of non-Annex
I Parties in 2020 and beyond.
18. We stress the importance of ensuring direct
access for all non-Annex I Parties, equitable
allocation through geographical and needs-based
criteria, a balance between adaptation and
mitigation, and grant-based funding for
adaptation activities.
19. We note the pledge by developed country Parties
to mobilize jointly $100 billion per year by 2020,
and reiterate Africas position that developed
country Parties should by the year 2020 provide
scaled-up financial support based on an assessed
scale of contributions that constitutes at least 1.5
per cent of the gross domestic product of Annex
I Parties, in order to curb climate change and
meet the needs of non-Annex I Parties to tackle
climate change and its adverse effects. We
emphasize that public finance should be the main

22.

23.

24.
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source of funding to ensure the sustainability,
predictability and adequacy of funding, bearing
in mind that private and market finance can play
a complementary role.
We stress the urgent need to address the issue of
technology transfer, including the identification
and removal of all barriers preventing access to
climate-related technologies and the appropriate
treatment of intellectual property rights,
including the removal of patents on climaterelated technologies for non-Annex I Parties.
We stress that capacity building should be treated
as a cross-cutting issue and be clearly reflected
on other thematic areas. We acknowledge the
creation of performance indicators for
monitoring and review of capacity building is
paramount. We further stress that capacity
building activities should not be left to the private
sector.
We note the efforts made in the establishment
of effective and accountable institutions under
the authority and guidance of the Conference of
the Parties in relation to adaptation, finance,
technology transfer and capacity building.
We accordingly expect that COP17 will conclude
the operationalization of effective and
accountable institutions under the Conference
of the Parties in relation to, inter alia, adaptation,
technology and finance in accordance with the
relevant principles and provisions of the
Convention, the Bali Action Plan and the Cancun
decisions and taking into account the proposals
made by the African Group and the Group of 77
and China. We reaffirm that operationalization
of the Green Climate Fund, with a legal
personality under the Conference of the Parties,
is crucial for securing success in Durban.
Finally, we reaffirm that the two tracks of
negotiations under the Convention must continue
as separate tracks and that a balanced outcome
is expected at the end of the negotiations in
Durban, including a legally binding outcome on
the scale of emission reductions to be undertaken
by Annex I Parties individually and in aggregate
through a second commitment period under the
Kyoto Protocol, and a legally binding outcome
on the various pillars of the Bali Action Plan in
accordance with the Bali Roadmap.
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7 December 2011

Deep Divide over Russian Proposal to Amend UNFCCC Article 4.2(f)

since the adoption of the Convention in 1992 and
are continuing to do so, the Russian Federation
considers it of primary importance to clearly specify
the need for a periodic review of Annexes I and II to
the Convention in the light of the most up-to-date
scientific information, objectively reflecting the
dynamics and reality of the current socio-economic
development of the Parties to the Convention.
(Annex I to the Convention contains developed
countries and countries with economies in transition,
with obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Annex II to the Convention contains developed
countries based on the list of member States of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development in 1992, with obligations to provide
new and additional finance to developing countries.
The Annexes reflect the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities of the respective Parties to fulfil their
obligations under the Convention.
One of the controversial issues in the ongoing
negotiations is the move by developed countries to
reinterpret common but differentiated
responsibilities that will require developing
countries to assume the same obligations as
developed countries. The Russian proposal is
supported by other developed countries but India in
the 3 December informal consultation warned that
it would not like the Convention to be amended
when we see another document that will see its
grave in Durban, referring to the Kyoto Protocol.)
At the final informal consultation the facilitator
began with a summary of the previous 3 sessions
discussions. He said there was general agreement
on the procedure of the amendment [under Article
15(2) of the Convention], set out some of the views
expressed, and sought comments on his summary.
Singapore said that overall the summary is a
fair representation of the discussions. However,
several delegations including itself have expressed

Durban, 7 December (Chee Yoke Ling)  There is a
deep divide over the proposal from the Russian
Federation to amend Article 4.2(f) of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, with the
majority of Parties supporting continued discussions
at the 18th meeting of the COP 18 next year and the
Russian Federation requesting for a vote by the
Conference of Parties.
The fourth informal consultation ended at 11.30
am today (7 December) with the facilitator
Ambassador Javier Diaz of Costa Rica promising to
take into account every single view expressed by
Parties in his report to the COP Presidency. He said
that this issue is extremely important for all
delegations and that he will give warning to the
Presidency that at any time the issue may be opened
by the proponent (the Russian Federation).
The UNFCCC provision concerned is as
follows:
Article 4.2 -The developed country Parties and
other Parties included in Annex I commit themselves
specifically as provided for in the following:
(f) The Conference of the Parties shall review,
not later than 31 December 1998, available
information with a view to taking decisions regarding
such amendments to the lists in Annexes I and II as
may be appropriate, with the approval of the Party
concerned;
The Russian Federation on 24 May 2011
submitted an amendment text to insert after the words
with the approval of the Party concerned, the
following sentence:
A further review of amendments to the lists in
Annexes I and II shall be conducted on a periodic
basis, as determined by the Conference of the Parties,
until the objective of the Convention has been
achieved.
In its letter accompanying the proposed text, it
stated that taking note of the changes in economic
and technological development that have taken place
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subparagraph concerned) has implications. Any
amendment of any legal instrument does have
implications. It underscored that any amendment has
implications and that it would be an overstretch to
say its statement referred to substantive implications.
The New Zealand delegate said that like the
EU her country believed there are details that would
be useful to discuss and as a lawyer she agreed that
any legal amendment has implications, but of course
there are wider implications and that is why New
Zealand thinks the proposal is important.
At this point the facilitator said that he will
report to the COP President and the group can
continue discussing how to find a way forward.
Zimbabwe stressed that the issue we are
discussing is very, very important for all of us. Why
should we rush; at the end of the day every Party
must be comfortable with this. It agreed with
Bahamas that the views of the body must be reflected
and said that there is divergence. It emphasized the
need to know the implications behind this
amendment.
China fully supported India and the Bahamas
and others also that the proposal from Russia merits
continuous discussion of our group at the next COP.
On the summary it said that in the discussions Parties
ideas were very clear and everyone agrees we should
consider the proposal but there are strong differences
of opinions whether we should amend the Article
4.2(f). Procedurally no one is against the proposal,
it said. We have to make implications and wisdom
of the amendment very clear.
On whether the Convention should be dynamic
or evolving, some Parties have said that the document
is evolving and the Annex is evolving on a case-bycase basis. Therefore many Parties have said there
is no need to amend it.
The United States commended Russia for
raising this very important topic and said that the
discussion is healthy and good for us. It wants to
have the Convention evolving with the changing
world. It did not see agreement today and said Parties
should continue discussions but it would like to see
how to introduce the concept of a review.
Namibia said that given the time at our disposal
and that this is our last session the time allocated
may not have been sufficient for all of us to have
full understanding of the issue to provide
convergence and conclusion here. It shared the view
of those who need more time on this and said that
the opportunity would be the next COP (meeting).
The Russian Federation said this is indeed
an important opportunity to tackle one of the most
important issues that is at the core of the negotiations
that we are going through in Durban.

concerns over the profound implications that this
particular proposal will have on the Convention and
this needs to be reflected in the summary as well.
Namibia said that the summary read out does
not entirely capture the sentiments expressed
yesterday (6 December); it gives a rosier picture than
it was with a sort of agreement (implied) but a
number of delegations had expressed reservations
regarding the amendment. It said that it is more like
a one-sided summary giving a rosier picture that is
not entirely correct and that the summary should
reflect both sides.
The facilitator stressed that we are extremely
open here and we will reflect the concerns of all
Parties.
India said that the proposal has very serious
implications and that our Russian colleague agreed
(in a previous discussion) that there are implications.
It felt that this is not a priority issue, not because
we do not think it is, but there are principles that are
enshrined in the Convention and not to be taken
lightly. Every article was very carefully drafted. India
said that there are broader implications than the legal.
It has been a very constructive exchange to help us
understand the Russian proposal but we just dont
think this is the time to consider this. There are bigger
issues like the Indaba that are going on.
India further said that it may be useful to
continue informal consultations like this at the next
COP  there is a very deep divide, not just among a
few but a very deep divide on this.
The Bahamas associated itself with India
pointing to one more thing that was not captured,
that there were some Parties who suggested that this
proposal be dropped. It said that it did not hear this
in the summary. It shared Indias view that this matter
needs more discussion, and as Russia said yesterday
there are implications, and so Parties need more time
to consider this carefully. It supported continued
consultations at COP 18.
The facilitator said that any proposal that meets
the procedural requirements can be dropped.
Bahamas responded that it did not want to be
misunderstood; it was not saying drop the proposal
but that the view be reflected in the summary.
The European Union said it did not want to
get into negotiating the summary with the facilitator,
and that the summary is fair. However, there are some
issues raised by colleagues as to the intention about
the proposal going forward. Its preference is for the
issue to be addressed in the wider negotiations, but
that it is not comforted by the wider negotiations.
The Russian Federation said it had made a
simple legalistic statement that amendment (of the
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the vote take place. My guess is that Parties do have
a say to call for a vote, it said.
The facilitator said that it has to be decided by
the COP according to the rules of procedure and it is
not for this group to say yes or not.
When India asked if the facilitators summary
will include Russias call for a vote, he said that
Russia is not saying that here but that it may call for
a vote at the COP.
Zimbabwe expressed strong concerns that we
are setting a precedent and that it did not know where
the kind of conclusion that Russia is pushing would
take us. It appealed that we continue to discuss as
many have proposed and said it is afraid what this
kind of push will cause.
The facilitator said it is the prerogative of
Russia under the rules of procedure to make this
proposal and that he will take all concerns of Parties
here. He added that it is good for all of us to know
about the implications and the idea of what Russia
intends to do. I will then warn the President about
the possibility that this will happen, he said.
Singapore expressed appreciation that the
facilitator will report everything from these sessions.
It said that the facilitators report to the President
where he will indicate Russias proposal for a vote,
should also reflect that there are Parties here that
request for this to be continued at COP 18.
The Russian Federation said it is not pushing
for anything and would like our discussions to stay
within the legal procedures and that it was even less
appropriate to talk about precedent. It suggested that
the Secretariat could look more into the matter and
the Presidency could come up with a note.
Zimbabwe then said that it trusts the facilitator
but given the importance of the issue it requested
for a copy of the facilitators text (summary) that
will go to the Presidency. It is your prerogative but
we request the text of your summary, it said.
Russia said while it is for the chair to decide
on this, a summary is not for negotiations; it is the
prerogative of the facilitator to circulate a summary
but it has no legal status and it is entirely up to the
discretion of the facilitator.
The facilitator said that his summary of every
single session here is to guide discussion and that he
has not received any instruction from the President
to circulate summaries. He asked Parties to trust him
to convey his report and that he is not going to
circulate his summary, adding that the President
requested him to report and he will report every
single thing that happened here.
Zimbabwe said that it also has instructions to
report back to its minister. For us what is discussed
here is a matter of life and death, so we have no

Observing that no other delegation wanted to
take the floor, it asked if the group was finishing the
meeting at that point.
The facilitator said that we have time if anyone
wants to discuss this. Some delegations expressed
the need to continue discussion in the next COP and
he would take this into consideration.
Zimbabwe stressed that the continued
discussion be in an informal mode.
The facilitator said that he will put all the
flavour of the discussion in his report to the President
and that we will move this to COP 18.
The Russian Federation said that having
received the facilitators clarification its judgment
is that it is indeed an issue of paramount importance.
It is more appropriate to tackle this issue when we
are in the midst of negotiations of the future climate
regime, on the way forward on what we are going to
do after Durban, and that it is not by chance that it
chose this time to submit this proposal.
It said that a case-by-case approach is not
sufficient to enhance the implementation of the
Convention and that we need a holistic assessment.
It then said that its judgment is that we have
exhausted the possibilities to reach a consensus and
that the proposal should be adopted by ¾ majority
at the COP. It asked the facilitator to report to the
Presidency that that is what it is requesting.
When asked by the facilitator to clarify the
comment on a vote, the Russian Federation said we
are under the formal process to consider amendments
submitted by Parties and that the Convention
provides that when all efforts to reach consensus have
been exhausted, the amendment shall be adopted by
a ¾ majority. It said that is what the Convention
provides, not what it is requesting.
[Article 15.3 provides that The Parties shall
make every effort to reach agreement on any
proposed amendment to the Convention by
consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been
exhausted, and no agreement reached, the
amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a
three-fourths majority vote of the Parties present and
voting at the meeting.]
The facilitator asked if the Russian Federation
is asking for a vote at the COP on Friday and if it
wants him to report to the President that consensus
is not reached and the COP will vote.
The Russian Federation replied that yes we are
requesting for a vote, and will not prejudge  it could
be Friday, Thursday, Monday.
India then sought clarification on who judges
that all efforts at consensus have been exhausted. Is
it the proponent of the amendment? The President?
The Parties? Only when a determination is done shall
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India said that these discussions have been
very useful but it understands the spirit of what
Zimbabwe said. It trusts the facilitator to reflect all
views especially since there is a deep divide.
On the question of whether all efforts at
consensus have been exhausted, India said that
determination must be done by the COP by
consensus, and asked for clarification on this.
The facilitator closed the discussion with a
promise to take into account every single view. He
said that this is not an exhausted item, and that
discussions may continue at the next COP and Russia
said that we must continue discussion based on the
provisions of the Convention (related to exhaustion
of consensus and a vote). He stressed that this issue
(the proposed amendment) is extremely important
for all delegations and extremely important for the
legal implications of all that are proposed here.

option  it is a matter of principle. We trust your
judgment  but at the same time we need to give our
ministers a report too.
China said it fully supports the chairmanship
and guidance of the facilitator, and that it respects
the request by Russia and the right of Russia to make
the request. It can go along with the idea that the
facilitator report this request (to the Presidency). But
in your report please report that the majority of
Parties here request continued discussion at the next
COP, it said.
China added that it cannot be said that all efforts
are exhausted. Some Parties also put it very clearly
that they cannot agree that all efforts have been
exhausted and China cannot agree with that
conclusion too (that all efforts have been exhausted).
We have good discussions on many perspectives but
this is a very initial discussion.
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Leaders Outline Expectations for Durban

implement the obligations and commitments
previously undertaken, and that all will share the load
to address the problem. Parties also need assurances
that adequate and sustainable long-term funding will
be delivered, and that the implementation of all
agreements will continue without an implementation
gap occurring.
He called for Parties to make a decision here
in Durban that includes both the now and future
aspects of these re-assurances that are needed.
On the now and immediate, Zuma said that we
need to agree on the adoption of a 2CP, as well as
the possibility of enhanced mechanisms and to decide
on the eligibility for participation in these enhanced
mechanisms. Such an agreement should entail the
adoption of an amendment of Annexe B of the Kyoto
Protocol with re-assurances that Parties will
implement the amendment domestically by the end
of 2012.
He added that Parties must also agree on the
formalization and implementation of the mitigation
pledges of developed countries and the rules of
comparability between the pledges of those Parties
of the Kyoto Protocol and those Parties outside the
Kyoto Protocol. Therefore, the rules to assure
comparability need to be finalized as soon as
possible.
He called for an agreement on adaptation, the
establishment of the Green Climate Fund, finance,
technology transfer and capacity building must also
be part of the agreement in Durban.
For the future, Parties need to pronounce on
the legal nature of the outcome of the future
multilateral rules-based system. This should be done
in a manner that would be equal in nature to those
decided on the 2CP. In this future multilateral rulesbased system, the level of ambition and the fact that
all Parties will collectively have to do more, will
have to be addressed.

Durban, 7 December (Meena Raman)  Leaders at
the opening session of the joint high-level segment
of the 17th Conference of Parties of the UNFCCC
and the 7th session of the Conference of Parties
serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol (KP) outlined their expectations for the
Durban outcome which took place on Tuesday, 6
December.
Several Heads of States from developing
countries from Africa and the Small Island States
who spoke at the opening segment, stressed the
importance of the Kyoto Protocol and urged Annex
I Parties to ensure emission reductions under a
second commitment period (2CP). They also stressed
the importance of operationalizing the Green Climate
Fund and for its capitalization.
Many of them also emphasized the importance
of operationalizing the Adaptation Committee.
Present at the opening session were South
African President Mr. Jacob Zuma and UN
Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki Moon.
South African President Mr. Jacob Zuma
outlined his expectations for the Durban outcome.
He said that Durban is a decisive moment for the
future of the multilateral rules-based regime, which
has evolved over many years under the Convention
and its Kyoto Protocol. The question that has been
left unanswered from Bali is the 2CP for emission
reductions under the KP. This has now become
dependent on the decision on the legal nature of the
outcome of the negotiations under the Convention.
He said that it is also clear that if this question
is not resolved, the outcome on other matters will
become extremely difficult. In order to find a
solution, Parties need to be re-assured that, should
some of them commit to a 2CP in a legally binding
manner, others would be ready to commit to a legally
binding regime in the near future.
Zuma said that underlying this request for
reassurance is the insistence that all Parties will
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Mr. Meles Zenawi, the Prime Minister of
Ethiopia, said that he was deeply disappointed that
the transitional funding promised in Copenhagen has
to a large extent failed to materialize. He called on
Parties to approve the proposals for the GCF as it is,
and expressed worry that any wish to improve or
modify the proposals could delay the establishment
of the fund.
As regards the KP, he said that we could not
come up with a better and more comprehensive deal
by abandoning the only deal we have. He opposed
attempts at backsliding by some Annex I countries.
He welcomed the readiness of the EU to renew its
commitments (to the 2CP) and was aware that this
is a commitment in principle and has been
conditioned on concessions from emerging nations.
He hoped that wording could be found to bridge the
gap between the two sides. He encouraged the EU
not to abandon the KP, irrespective of whether the
gap could be bridged or not. Keeping the KP alive
until we have something better is too important for
the credibility of the whole process to be sacrificed
for tactical advantages at the negotiating table.
UN Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki Moon laid
out his expectations. He called on Parties to
implement what was agreed to in Cancun. There was
a need to ensure that the Adaptation Framework and
its Committee and the Technology Mechanism and
its Climate Technology Centre and Network are
ready to start work as soon as possible. There is a
need for tangible progress on short and long-term
financing. On long-term financing, we need to
mobilize $100 billion per annum by 2020 from
governmental, private sector and innovative new
sources. The Green Climate Fund must be launched
in Durban and he appealed to industrialized countries
to inject initial capital to allow the fund to begin its
work immediately.
On the future of the KP, Ban said that in the
absence of a global binding climate agreement, it
was the closest we have. While Kyoto alone will not
solve todays climate problem, it is a foundation to
build on with important institutions. It provides the
framework that markets sorely need. Carbon pricing
and carbon trading depend on a rules-based system.
He urged Parties to carefully consider a 2CP. He
called on Parties not to forsake the collective vision
for a comprehensive, binding climate change
agreement that is both effective and fair for all and
for Durban to take concrete steps towards a more
robust climate regime.
Mr. Ali Bongo Ondimba, the President of
Gabon, said that Africa, the cradle of humanity, must
not be remembered as the cemetery to the hopes of
people of the world waiting for solutions for a healthy

He underscored the point that developed
countries have the responsibility to take the lead in
addressing the climate change challenge. And they
must also lead through providing support to
developing countries in their mitigation actions and
efforts to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate
change. This is consistent with the principle of
common but differentiated responsibility enshrined
in the international convention on climate change. It
is common knowledge that developed countries
benefited from a high level of emissions for their
own development.
It is therefore fair that developing countries be
provided developmental space in a sustainable way
so that they too may develop and eradicate the
poverty that continues to afflict their people.
Zuma said that Parties must secure an enhanced
multilateral rules-based response to climate change
that is equally binding on all. Therefore, a process
needs to be established for which the 2013-2015
review could provide valuable input. This process
should also take into account what science prescribes,
as well as the outcome of the 5th Inter Governmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report and other
work that would have been done, under the Ad-hoc
Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action
under the Convention and the Subsidiary Bodies.
He called on Parties to consider the type of
process that will be required and a specific timeframe
to conclude the work. The objective would be for
the multilateral rules-based system, binding on all
Parties, to be implemented by no later than 2020.
He said that the Adaptation Committee must
be constituted. Its functions must be decided upon
so that it can begin its work and play an important
role in bringing into focus, in a coherent and holistic
manner, what needs to be done as far as adaptation
is concerned. The committee must bring an end to
the current fragmented approach to adaptation. The
link with the funding, technology transfer,
mechanisms and networks and capacity building for
real and tangible adaptation actions must be
established. This will give effect to the agreement
that equal priority must be given to adaptation and
mitigation.
The South African President said that the Green
Climate Fund (GCF) represents a centre-piece for a
broader set of outcomes for Durban. Developing
countries demand a prompt start for the Fund through
its early and initial capitalization. The early
capitalization of the Fund and the issue of long-term
funding present a significant political challenge,
given the current economic situation in many
developed countries which, of course, is fully
appreciated.
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planet. Actions need to be concrete, fair, generous
and effective. They should be anchored in a new
commitment period in which all shoulder the burden
that is proportional to our national circumstances.
Some have historic responsibility and some have the
capacity to act, while others, particularly the peoples
of the Sahel in Africa and Small Island States, are
innocent victims of climate change.
The Prime Minister of the Central African
Republic stressed the importance of following the
Bali Roadmap. He said that the KP is a cornerstone
for the climate regime and the 2CP was crucial for
the Durban outcome. He said the developed countries
must accept their historical responsibilities and take
ambitious and robust mitigation actions in line with
the principles of common but differentiated
responsibilities. Developing countries should be
supported and enabled to undertake nationally
appropriate mitigation actions. The Green Climate
Fund should be operationalized with funding. He also
called for funding for forest-related activities and
for the operationalization of the Adaptation
Committee and ensuring linkage to the financial
mechanism and the Technology Mechanism. In
relation to technology transfer, he said a solution
must be found on the issue of intellectual property
rights.
The Prime Minister of Senegal, Mr.
Souleymane Ndene Ndiaye, expressed similar
views as the Prime Minister of the Central African
Republic.
Ms. Connie Hedegaard, the European
Commissioner for Climate Change, said that
Parties need to deliver on what was agreed in Cancun
and decide on further progress. She called for
progress on the gap between the 2 degree C ambition
and the current pledges; progress on transparency
and finance and most importantly, the need to decide
on the way forward to a new comprehensive legally
binding global agreement.
Referring to the Convention and the KP, she
said that they were crafted in the 20th century and a

future regime needs to reflect the reality of the new
century, and the reality that the countries that were
industrialized countries back in 1992 account for a
rapidly decreasing share of emissions. Therefore, in
order to tackle effectively the challenge of the 21st
century, all major economies need to commit. She
said that Europe understood that some are not ready
now, and the EU has put a significant offer on the
table. Even if others are not ready to take a 2CP, the
EU was ready to do this but it must be reassured that
others will join it in a new legally binding framework
after the 2CP and when they will. This is why it
insisted on an agreement to a roadmap for future
action from all other parties.
Mr. Marcin Korolec, the Polish Minister of
Environment, speaking for the EU, referred to the
roadmap and said that it was not meant to change
the Convention. He said that there was a need to
build on what we have achieved thus far: the Kyoto
Protocol, Bali, Cancun and the dynamic principle of
common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities.
Mr. Sprent Dabwido, the President of the
Republic of Nauru, speaking for the Pacific Small
Island Developing States said that negotiations must
be refocused on mitigation to begin a process to
ratchet up the ambition of efforts to reduce GHG
emissions to a level that ensures the viability and
survival of all nations.
There was also a need to have a 2CP with an
enhanced set of rules to strengthen its environmental
integrity. He called for a Durban Mandate for a new
legally binding protocol to complement Kyoto, with
binding mitigation commitments for non-Kyoto
Parties and mitigation actions for developing
countries as well as the conclusion of all other
elements of the Bali Action Plan. Work must also be
completed on the Green Climate Fund, the
Adaptation Committee and the work programme on
loss and damage.
The Prime Minister of Samoa echoed the
views of the President of Nauru.
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Ministers to Address Difficult Issues
legal personality and capacity. According to sources,
the United States is resisting efforts by the COP to
confer legal personality and capacity to the GCF.
Under the Ad-hoc Working Group on Longterm Cooperative Action under the Convention
(AWG-LCA), the Chair, Mr. Daniel Reifsnyder from
the US, provided Parties with an update of the
amalgamation of draft texts at the contact group
which met on Wednesday (7 December).
He also provided an overview of the state of
the negotiations and suggested possible ways on
moving forward, including the need for Ministerial
consultations on several issues.

Durban, 8 December (Meena Raman)  With less
than two days left for the conclusion of the Durban
climate talks, Parties are still far apart on many
critical issues that remain unresolved at the level of
negotiators. These issues are now expected to be
addressed by Ministers.
The provisional agenda of the Conference has
yet to be adopted, following informal consultations
by the South African COP Presidency on three
agenda items raised by India relating to equitable
access to sustainable development; unilateral trade
measures and intellectual property rights (IPRs). In
an unusual approach, Parties agreed to continue work
on the other agenda items, pending informal
consultations on these outstanding issues.
According to sources, these three issues are still
being strongly resisted by developed country Parties
and a few developing countries from being addressed
in the negotiations. This is done through efforts to
defer them from being considered here in Durban or
to say that these issues are better dealt with in other
fora such as the World Trade Organization (in the
case of unilateral trade measures) and the World
Intellectual Property Organization (in the case of
IPRs).
Meanwhile, several informal consultations are
being held by the COP Presidency on the bigger
picture under a process called the Indaba to
address the deadlock over the second commitment
period for emission reductions under the Kyoto
Protocol and the push by developed countries for a
new legally binding mitigation treaty under the
Convention which will replace the Protocol, with
the inclusion of all major economies to reflect the
changing economic circumstances and different
social and economic development priorities and
opportunities.
As of late Wednesday night (7 December),
negotiators were in intense talks in efforts to finalize
a decision over the Green Climate Fund (GCF), with
the issue of whether and how the Fund is to have

Shared vision
The AWG-LCA Chair said the shared vision
is an example of an issue that Parties may not be
able to resolve in further work in the informal group.
He said several suggestions have been made by
Parties on how to take this work forward. Some
Parties urge that all the issues contained in this
section be forwarded for further work next year 
possibly in a dedicated, more focused process. Others
urge that Parties reiterate in particular the need to
agree on a long-term global goal (for greenhouse
gas emissions reduction) and a timeframe for global
peaking (of emissions). He believed that this is an
issue that would benefit from consultations led by
Ministers to help determine the best way forward.
Mitigation
1) Mitigation by developed country Parties:
The text on developed country mitigation addresses
three areas: biennial reports, international assessment
and review, and matters relating to paragraphs 3638 of the Cancun Agreements (relating to the pledges,
level of ambition, accounting rules etc). The Chair
said that on matters related to paragraphs 36-38 of
the Cancun Agreements, there are several issues
arising from the three texts where guidance from
Ministers will be required.
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The Chair believed that co-facilitators should
continue to work on the IAR, with the exception of
references in the text to a compliance procedure.
Some Parties consider a process to determine
compliance a necessary component of ensuring
comparability of efforts (between Kyoto Protocol
Parties and developed country Parties that are not
Parties to the Protocol but are Parties to the
Convention), while others consider it fundamentally
incompatible with the nature of their pledges. This
is a matter on which Minister-led consultations may
be needed. (The US is opposed to any discussions
on reviewing their pledges and the need for
international rules on compliance.)
2) Mitigation by developing country Parties:
The amalgamation draft texts contained four areas
related to developing country mitigation: matters
related to paragraphs 48-51 of the Cancun
Agreements (on the pledges), biennial update reports,
international consultation and analysis (ICA) and
registry.
Reifsnyder said more work on all four of these
areas was necessary. Under matters related to
paragraphs 48-51 of the Cancun Agreement, Parties
generally agree on the need to continue a process to
understand the diversity of mitigation actions, but
do not agree on the steps or inputs. There are also
questions regarding how to enhance mitigation
efforts and whether a common approach to
measuring the effects of mitigation actions is needed.
On biennial update reports, he said there
appeared to be three major options: adoption of
descriptive guidelines that elaborate on the elements
agreed in Cancun, adoption of guidelines that
reference relevant sections of the existing guidelines
for national communications of Parties not included
in Annex I (referring to developing countries), and
deferral of work to next year.
On the ICA, key issues are scope, frequency,
clarification of the process, and the flexibility
accorded to developing countries. The registry text
is quite mature, with very few substantive issues
remaining, he added.
He believed that matters related to paragraphs
48-51 of the Cancun Agreement should be taken up
in Minister-led consultations. His assessment was
that co-facilitators should continue with their work
on reporting guidelines in the informal group. To
ensure balance with progress on developed country
biennial reports, the focus should be on agreeing on
elements of descriptive guidelines that can be
adopted at this session. Although there were a
number of unresolved issues that remain under the
ICA, he believed that co-facilitators should continue
to work on them in the informal group.

The first of these issues relates to clarification
of pledges, and a related question of whether these
pledges should be translated into other forms. While
views differ on the specific activities and timeframe
for completion, there is convergence around the need
for a continuing process to clarify pledges. However,
there is no convergence on translation of these
pledges. Some Parties wish to recognize and quantify
the ambition gap, while others see no such need.
The AWG-LCA Chair believed the way
forward may be additional work next year, but
Ministerial guidance will also be required on the
timeframe for completion and whether this work
should focus on the actions of one group of Parties
or more broadly. Similarly on the matter of
accounting, he said some Parties call for the
development of common accounting rules to guide
reporting and assessment of progress toward
mitigation targets. Others consider that accounting
of targets should be based on national policies and
circumstances. His assessment is that a way forward
may be found through a work programme to examine
specific aspects of accounting for targets, drawing
upon ongoing work to clarify pledges.
In the area of biennial reports, his
understanding is that the two biggest remaining
issues are whether to adopt guidelines at this session,
or to defer adoption to next year, and the date of
submission of the first biennial reports. He believed
that these issues as well as remaining unresolved
technical issues can be resolved in our ongoing work
in the informal group and do not need to be referred
to Ministers.
On international assessment and review (IAR),
Reifsnyder said there were two major stumbling
blocks. First, whether the process involves a
compliance assessment and second, the accounting
framework for the IAR. There are also unresolved
technical issues in the text. He believed that work
should continue as follows:
On matters related to paragraph 36-38 of the
Cancun Agreements, questions related to
clarification of pledges, accounting for targets and
ambition should be taken up in a consultation led by
Ministers. A way forward in each of these areas may
be found through elaboration of elements and
timeframes for a work programme. He recommended
that work to finalize the text on biennial reports
continue under the guidance of the co-facilitators,
with the goal of reaching agreement on guidelines
that can be adopted at this session. Delegates should
proceed with the understanding that the biennial
reporting guidelines can be revised in the future to
reflect any decision on accounting.
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getting one step closer to bringing the Adaptation
Committee to life here at Durban. There were still a
number of outstanding technical issues relating to the
indicative activities for the Adaptation Committee to
undertake. In addition, there are two outstanding issues
related to the issue of the membership of the
Adaptation Committee and to whether it should report
directly to the COP or to the COP through the
subsidiary bodies. These were issues he believed that
would benefit from Minister-led consultations.

3) REDD-plus finance (Reducing emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation in developing
countries): There was no change in the text and the
Chair urged Parties to continue discussions.
4) On cooperative sectoral approaches and sectorspecific actions, he said Parties had made considerable
progress in their consultations on the three main areas
under consideration  the general framework,
agriculture, and international aviation and shipping.
In his view, this item may benefit from consideration
by Ministers, who may wish to consider whether there
is yet room to establish a programme of work on
agriculture. At the same time Ministers may wish to
consider whether to establish a process for further
developing elements of a general framework for
cooperative sectoral approaches and sector-specific
actions and how it will apply to the various sectors,
including international aviation and maritime transport.
5) On various approaches, Reifsnyder said that
Parties had made great efforts to progress on the work
on various approaches to enhance the costeffectiveness of, and promote, mitigation actions and
believed that the informal group should continue to
work to agree on an outcome or to develop clean
options that can be referred for further consideration
in Minister-led consultations. He asked Parties to also
consider how best to reflect issues that should be
considered if a work programme can be established in
this area.
6) On the issue of Economic and Social
consequences of Response Measures, he said that the
facilitator prepared a consolidated text on the basis of
the six proposals from Parties. He said Parties
discussed the consolidated text in the informal group
and that it received support from some Parties but that
it was not accepted by others. Because of this, and
despite the strong urging of some Parties, there is still
only a facilitators text that was not appropriate to be
included in the updated amalgamation texts.
He said that it appeared that there were positive
developments in the informal consultations being
undertaken by the Chairs of the Subsidiary Bodies (SBI
and SBSTA) on the impact of the implementation of
response measures, with the objective of developing a
work programme to address these impacts, with a view
to adopting at the 17th session of the COP, modalities
for the operationalization of the work programme and
a possible forum on response measures.
(The subsidiary bodies of the Convention are the
Subsidiary Body on Implementation and the
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice.)

Finance
The Chair said that work was progressing well
in the informal group on finance and believed that work
should continue in the informal group before assessing
whether any of the issues with which it is dealing
should be taken up at a higher level.
Technology
Reifsnyder said that the informal group on
technology managed to narrow down options on the
selection process of the host of the Climate Technology
Centre and Network (CTCN) and the governance
arrangement for the CTCN. It has also advanced
significantly on the evaluation criteria for selecting
the CTCN. The group also elaborated on the funding
arrangement of the CTCN. On the question of
intellectual property rights, he said that consultations
were currently being undertaken by the Presidency
on that issue, and suggested that Parties focus on
completing the necessary technical work to launch the
CTCN in Durban while awaiting the outcome of these
consultations.
Capacity Building
The Chair reported that there are very few
outstanding points, and believed they could be
resolved in further consultations in the informal group.
Review (2013-2015)
On the review, he said there were mainly two
outstanding issues which would benefit from
consideration in Ministerial-led consultations. First,
the scope of the review: whether it should be limited
to the adequacy of the global temperature goal and
progress toward achieving it as agreed in Cancun or
whether it should be defined more broadly. Secondly,
the question of who should conduct the review:
whether it should be conducted by an expert review
body or by the existing Subsidiary Bodies.
Legal Options (on the outcome of the AWG-LCA)
Reifsnyder said that the legal options was a
difficult issue. He said some Parties noted that they
did not see this group as the place to discuss future
process issues and saw this conversation happening
elsewhere (in an apparent reference to the Indaba

Adaptation
The AWG-LCA Chair said that work on the text,
on the Adaptation Committee advanced considerably
and Parties were able to agree to most of the text, thus
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them. The AWG-LCA contact group and informal
groups could then act on the guidance given.
On the issues referred to the Ministers, as
regards the discussions on the long-term global goal
and peaking, it was important to refer to the
associated issues of historical responsibility, equity
and means of implementation to achieve the global
goal and peaking. On mitigation, it agreed with
Venezuela on the need to seek guidance from the
Ministers on how to deal with the level of ambition.
India said that Ministerial guidance was useful
in unlocking many pieces on mitigation and a lot of
work needs to be done to capture the options for the
consideration of Ministers. India was concerned that
some issues were kicked up to Ministers as in shared
vision with no more meetings scheduled at the level
of negotiators. It said that interaction with negotiators
in this regard was useful and urged not to close this
interaction.
Ecuador expressed concern that the mitigation
of developed countries was confined to only the
Cancun decision and there was no reference to the
Convention. On REDD-plus, it wanted movement
on the financial mechanism.
The Philippines expressed deep concerns on
the lack of progress on the elements of shared
vision and review. Determination of the long-term
global goal for emission reductions must be within
the context of issues of survival as well as economic
considerations, means of implementation and
burden-sharing. It also supported the proposal for a
study process in order to guide Parties on the
consequences of the decisions being made. On the
review, it said it was important to strengthen the
Convention and to determine the scope of the review
and that the existing subsidiary bodies could advance
further work. On the Ministerial consultations, the
Philippines hoped that the Ministers would have the
opportunity to go back to their constituencies to
ensure the provision of political guidance.
The European Union also stressed the need
for a high level of ambition as regards mitigation
and was concerned that the amalgamation text was
not balanced in relation to the mitigation of
developed and developing countries. It also wanted
clear options on the establishment of market
mechanisms, which is key for the EU to commit to a
second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol.
The US said that a number of areas (in the texts)
did not reflect its interests and could therefore not
participate in its outcome.
Japan stressed the need for parallelism in
relation to the mitigation efforts of developed and
developing countries and the current text did not
reflect this balance.

process led by the South African COP Presidency).
Many Parties also made links between this issue and
the outcomes of the work of the working group under
the Kyoto Protocol. He said the question of the future
of the multilateral rules-based regime was now being
taken up in the Presidential Indaba process and he
believed that it was indeed in that broader
Presidential process where this issue could now be
advanced.
Several countries reacted to the Chairs
comments.
Venezuela wanted the issue of the level of
ambition to be addressed by Ministers, given that
the ambition was rather low, and was concerned that
the new framework for a regime may be legalized
with a low ambition level. On cooperative sectoral
approaches, it wanted a broader approach and not
just on the sectors currently being discussed. It was
also concerned with the bad treatment of the element
of economic and social consequences of response
measures and wanted a full consideration of all the
issues raised in its submission, including the social
consequences of response measures. On the issue of
market mechanisms, it said that this was linked to
the issue of the continuity of the Kyoto Protocol and
was a political issue and wanted a Ministerial
discussion on this.
Saudi Arabia also expressed its frustration on
the way the response measures were being handled.
It said that there is refusal by the developed countries
to engage in the development of negotiation texts. It
was concerned by the imbalance in the treatment of
this issue and said there was no real engagement on
substance on this issue. It also did not share the
Chairs positive outlook over the matter being dealt
with in the Subsidiary Bodies as developed countries
were refusing to engage on substance. This, it said,
was a matter for Ministerial consultations. Speaking
for the Arab Group, Saudi Arabia said that it was
unacceptable to have no outcome on this issue. On
the sectoral approaches, it said that if this issue was
passed on to Ministers, it needed to address the
general framework that guides the sectoral issues and
without this, it was difficult to reach outcomes.
Bolivia was concerned that the mitigation of
developed countries did not address increase in the
level of ambition and the need for common
accounting rules as well as compliance. It said that
the Ministerial consultations need to be open and
inclusive. There was a need for a decision on
compliance and a penalty system.
China said that the intention of referring issues
to the Ministers was to seek political guidance on
difficult issues that could not be resolved by
negotiators and not for the texts to be referred to
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New Market Mechanism Debated in Various Approaches Text

Grenada, speaking on behalf of the Alliance
of Small Island States (AOSIS), stated that it finds
positive elements in Option 1 because it sets out
common standards and finds the introduction of the
framework good. It is concerned that some of the
specific recommendations of Option 2 are lost.
Grenada stated that it assumed that Parties are
moving forward with Option 1, but that elements
from Option 2 could be captured and suggested
having Option 2 as an Annex to Option 1.
The facilitator clarified that it is possible to
decide that Option 2 is an Annex and serves as a
basis for continued work.
Papua New Guinea stated that Option 1 is not
what it asked for, but it can work with it. It associated
itself with many comments made by AOSIS. It said
that positive elements in the text include the provision
of a common framework and the allowance of
flexibility for efforts by different countries. It also
said that it was pleased at the establishment of new
market mechanisms and a clear reference to the
Cancun decision. It also stated that work on the text
from the previous day needs to be captured.
Venezuela expressed its discomfort with the
text, as it has legal implications. It stated that
common standards to assess approaches developed
and implemented by Parties are not defined clearly.
It also stated that assessing approaches by Parties
implies that national legislation will be reviewed.
Venezuela stated that it could not agree to such
language without consultation with lawyers and its
capital. It also said that putting the SBSTA
(Subsidiary Body on Scientific and Technological
Advice under the Convention) in a position to review
and approve standards placed by countries goes
beyond national sovereignty.
Colombia stated that Option 1 fulfils the
mandate given to the group by the COP in Cancun
last year. It also stated that specificity in the option
is gone. It said that a number of details are missing

Durban, 8 December (Payal Parekh and Trudi
Zundel)  The establishment of a new market-based
mechanism for mitigation actions continues to be
discussed with differing views among Parties to the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
The Informal group on various approaches,
including opportunities for using markets, to enhance
the cost-effectiveness of, and to promote, mitigation
actions, bearing in mind different circumstances of
developed and developing countries under the Adhoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative
Action under the Convention (AWG-LCA) has met
multiple times informally and in drafting groups to
revise the draft text that appeared in the amalgamated
draft text of 3 December.
The work of the group has been focused on the
first two options presented in the draft text. Option
1 is a streamlined text focused on various approaches,
in particular the establishment of a new market-based
mechanism under the guidance and authority of the
COP. It has also focused on the development of a
framework to assess whether approaches developed
by Parties meet standards that are to be further
elaborated and may be used by developed countries
to meet mitigation targets. Option 2 is a longer text
that complies with the numerous submissions made
by Parties on this subject and includes text on a set
of principles to guide the various approaches.
6 December informal group discussions
The facilitator, Mr. Giza Gaspar Martins of
Angola, presented a revised Option 1 based on the
comments from Parties from the previous two days.
He asked for a round of comments to determine the
next steps.
Bolivia stated that it is critical on markets and
has a major concern with Option 1 that is opening
the door to new markets without the examination of
markets under the Kyoto Protocol.
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that it was concerned that the language of the text
presupposed the outcome. It further commented that
the post-2012 markets landscape is complex on many
levels; movement of emission reduction units must
be accounted for from bilateral and unilateral
offsetting schemes, as well as activities undertaken
by both developed and developing countries.
It further stated that the US has its own
subnational programmes and these should be
accommodated and not restrained. It wants to explore
these issues, but it is not certain that all standards
and approaches would be approved. It would like to
see such options reflected in the text. It is interested
in exploring the establishment of a crediting
mechanism, but it is not ready to establish it without
a work programme to ensure environmental integrity.
Therefore it would like to have a design phase prior
to its establishment.
Papua New Guinea (PNG) expressed its
discontent that the establishment of a framework is
now only going to be considered in the eighteenth
session rather than be established at the current COP
17. It would like bottom-up approaches that can be
approved. It commented that the process of the new
mechanism should follow the establishment of the
CDM (Clean Development Mechanism); it should
first be established, then the modalities and
procedures should be developed. It does not
understand why the same approach is now not being
applied.
New Zealand stated that is pleased that the text
does not put up barriers and obstacles to promote
mitigation actions and enhance cost effectiveness.
Its key interests are environmental integrity and
mitigation goals.
Australia said that it could adopt the text with
a few tweaks. It finds that the text is good for
mitigation and will be a helpful contribution to
address climate change. It likes that there is a
dialogue for agreed standards. Some Parties want
an immediate establishment, while others cant move
on this now. It said that Australia would like to first
design then build. It finds the text a good compromise
between the two positions. Australia commented that
it would like to see paragraph 8 removed and a few
other minor changes. It has suggestions and would
like to make them in a drafting group.
[Note: Paragraph 8 links market-based
approaches to emission reduction commitments and
reads as follows: [Decides that a condition on the
use of market-based approaches by a developed
country Party under paragraph 1 above shall be its
inscription of an emission reduction commitment
under the second commitment period of the Kyoto
Protocol or adoption of a comparable quantified

and the mechanism it proposed is not in Option 1
and a lot of detail is missing. It said that it assumed
that this decision text will establish a process by
which Parties can build standards, opening the door
to more detail. Colombia also expressed its support
to continue working on Option 2 to streamline it and
make it comprehensible.
Japan expressed that it had substantive
concerns. It stated that it wants the fact that countries
should be able to set up their own standards reflected
in the text rather than an international standard being
set up by the COP.
The facilitator commented that international
bodies set standards all the time and of course
countries can make their own, as it is their sovereign
right.
Turkey stated that it finds the text a good basis
for discussion and that the text needs some minor
fine-tuning of matters covered before.
Switzerland, speaking on behalf of the
Environmental Integrity Group, expressed its
support for Option 1 as it is.
The European Union said that the text has
progressed with regard to clarity and reflects
discussions that have been had in Durban. It also
stated that the text had elements that were important
for the EU including the establishment of a new
market mechanism based on rules and a clear
timeline. It also said that a lot more work needs to
be done on Option 2 and supported Colombias
comments on Option 2.
(The session had to end abruptly since another
group was waiting for the room. Therefore the
facilitator suspended the meeting and asked to
reconvene after 9 pm.)
When the meeting reconvened it became clear
that there is no consensus on the establishment of
common standards. Thus the facilitator reported that
a revised text for Option 1 would be presented the
following day and stated that Option 2 could be
attached as an Annex.
7 December contact group discussions
At the contact group a new version of Option
1 was presented to the group that took into account
discussions from the previous day. The phrase
common standards was changed to standards.
Avoidance of double counting has been added
as a principle that the standards should fulfil. The
establishment of a framework was changed to
decides to consider, at its eighteenth session, the
establishment of a framework.
The United States stated that it is more
comfortable with this version of the text. It stated
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Ecuador stated that it understands that there
have been changes to the text to accommodate
different views. It believes that the text is a step in
the right direction. In the Cancun agreement specific
language on principles was agreed to, so it doesnt
understand why principles are being renegotiated.
China stated that the text is a move backwards
and unacceptable. In paragraph one the discussion
of legal form has crept into the text as it refers to
developing country Parties targets or
commitments. It also said that the revision of
paragraph 2 would allow the use of different
approaches with different standards and rules,
making it impossible to compare efforts. It interprets
this as countries using whatever approaches they
want, which China cannot accept.
New Zealand stated that the first paragraph
implies that the COP decides that countries could
use various approaches, but actually it is more correct
to state that when countries use various approaches
then it may be acceptable under the COP. Countries
will use various approaches, but the COP will only
set the safeguards. New Zealand mentioned that it
has submitted something on this. It also said that
paragraph 2 predetermines that a framework might
be established.
Papua New Guinea stated that it is finding it
difficult to understand what is being done here.
Parties are stating that the Kyoto Protocol had
difficulties with standards, but the Protocol is based
on a construct that uses standards; to now say that
these are not acceptable is incomprehensible as PNG
is looking for a second commitment period.
PNG also stated that it didnt understand why
Parties had a problem with deciding that various
approaches could be used under the Convention. The
intention is not to dabble in domestic approaches,
but the international community can regulate how
the approaches will be applied to compliance. It
further stated that it was not happy that the option
consideration of an establishment of a framework at
the eighteenth session (of the COP) was still in the
text.
Japan stated that it finds the text has improved
and removed some major concerns that it had. There
must be clear options to present to ministers and thus
Japan proposes a simple option that is middle ground.
It suggested Paragraph 59 from conference room
paper CRP.37 which invites Parties to submit
information on market mechanisms they are using
or may use and also the addition of paragraph 7 of
the revised draft requesting the SBSTA to organize
workshops.

economy-wide emission reduction target or
commitment under the Convention;]
PNG clarified that it is not rejecting the text
and has a problem with paragraph 2, which does not
immediately establish a framework. While it doesnt
want to speed up the process in any undue way, it
wants to have certainty that a framework will happen
in the future. Therefore it suggested examining the
approach that has been used for the establishment of
CCS in the CDM.
Colombia stated that it recognizes that issues
of avoidance are very important and that the
establishment of a framework in this session is
crucial. It felt that the previous text reflected this
better.
Venezuela commented that Option 1 does not
include many of its issues that were submitted to the
Secretariat on various approaches. This text focuses
only on markets, but it should also cover non-market
approaches. It finds that the text is currently not
balanced. Venezuela further commented that there
is no problem with involving the private sector, but
markets cannot be the solution as they are inherently
flawed to solve climate change as they dont have
environmental integrity. It also said that there are no
principles in Option 1, only in Option 2, which makes
it necessary to continue discussion of Option 1. It
ended by saying that it was willing to engage in such
a discussion under Option 1.
The session ended and the group met again in
the evening.
At the reconvened evening meeting the
facilitator presented another revised draft that
reflected the comments made by Parties earlier in
the day. The primary changes included giving the
option to establish a framework now or to consider
it next year.
The EU asked why there were changes to
Option 1 when discussion had not concluded on the
previous version. It also said that it saw a weakening
of the text. There is no consensus on the
establishment of a new market mechanism and there
is also a clear division on the extent to which
common rules and standards exist. It commented that
it wants the text to focus on clear options instead of
tinkering with words that blur the issues and make it
difficult to explain to Ministers.
Bolivia stated that it is hard to analyze details
in a short amount of time. There should be no new
market mechanisms before investigating what they
do for environmental integrity. It said that it doesnt
feel comfortable with the text and wont be able to
agree to it.
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accept the recommendations by Japan and the US,
as there are clear options.
New Zealand presented a proposal for moving
forward. One option is that Option 1 of the draft text
stands; the second option is only discussion and
inviting of information; while a third option is no
decision.
Australia stated that Parties need to move
forward and could perhaps focus on what can be
agreed. Paragraphs 6 and 7, inviting views on the
establishment of a work programme and workshops,
could be agreed to. It may be disappointing to not
agree on something more ambitious, but we have to
give Ministers something that they can agree on.
The facilitator stated that he has heard the need
to change a few things and perhaps there is a need to
add an option to satisfy Parties that have objections
to Option 1. The facilitator proposed a short session
on 8 December to discuss a revised text that would
provide an option to paragraph 2 to address concerns
Parties have raised to represent the diversity of views
here.

The United States commented that the various
iterations of the text illustrate the complexity of
issues that Parties are grappling with including
mitigation by all countries post-2012. There is a lack
of clarity, but it is remarkable that all Parties have
agreed to come together to figure out how it could
work. It further stated that it is necessary to develop
a system that accommodates a variety of approaches.
As it is necessary to reflect the range of views with
options, a solution may be to outline an approach
with a series of workshops and a work programme
to address these issues over the next year without
pre-judging the outcome.
Venezuela stated that it would take on board a
proposal from the US that there is no time to examine
a broad range of views and would agree to
workshops.
The EU stated that it came with clear
expectations to establish a new market-based
mechanism. This is needed to build up a level of
ambition for mitigation. Any further conversation
needs to be done based on a decision here. It cannot
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Kyoto Protocol Work Still Unresolved
emission reduction pledges by Annex I (developed
country) pledges into QELROs and the issue of the
carry-over of surplus assigned amount units (AAUs).
On the issue of converting pledges into
QELROs, some Parties consider that this is a political
decision, not a technical exercise. In addition, in
terms of strengthening the pledges, some Parties have
raised the issue of a review during the second
commitment period.
According to Lefevere, in terms of facilitating
the raising of the level of ambition of Parties during
the second commitment period, revising QELROs
or cancelling Kyoto units (these include the different
reduction and removal units that contribute to
meeting Annex I targets) would also address this
issue. In terms of the manner in which the second
commitment period numbers are to be inscribed,
there could be a possible reflection of pledges for
2020 in an additional column in Annex B to the
Protocol. Some Annex I Parties do not intend to take
on QELROs under the second commitment period,
and there is a proposal to discuss this further, said
Lefevere.
On the carry-over of surplus AAUs, the spinoff group has been working around Option 2 (limiting
the carry-over of surplus AAUs) in the Chairs
proposed text with text proposals by Parties. A key
issue is how to separate over-achievement in the first
commitment period from surplus AAUs. Lefevere
said that it may not be possible to revise Chapter 1
(on amendments to the Kyoto Protocol for the second
commitment period) of the Chairs proposed text,
but that the group is working to streamline the text,
and will forward a streamlined version shortly.
Macey concluded that there are limits to how
far the spin-off group can progress without political
signals.
The co-facilitator of the spin-off group on
LULUCF, Marcelo Rocha from Brazil, reported that
the group had met seven times, and had produced a
non-paper that has already been revised once. They

Durban, 8 December (Lim Li Lin)  A contact group
of the Ad-hoc Working Group on Further
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto
Protocol (AWG-KP) was held on Wednesday, 7
December to hear reports from the spin-off groups
and informal consultations that have been convened
over the week.
Three smaller groups have been meeting  a
spin-off group on amendments to the Kyoto Protocol
for the second commitment period (the numbers
group), a spin-off group on land use, land use change
and forestry (LULUCF), and an informal
consultation on emissions trading and the projectbased mechanisms. The Chair also reported on other
consultations, and outlined the process moving
forward.
The Chair of the AWG-KP, Adrian Macey from
New Zealand, reported that at the Indaba
consultations by the Presidency (South Africa), he
had outlined the issues in the Kyoto Protocol
negotiations for Ministers. He said that the work
should concentrate on quantified emission limitation
and reduction objectives (QELROs), the form and
length of the second commitment period, and
ratification for entry into force of the second
commitment period. Some Parties said that the
decision cannot be made within the Kyoto Protocol
negotiations alone, and has to be considered in a
broader context.
Macey said that the President had requested
for the issues to be resolved by Ministers with
creativity. He was requested by the President to assist
Parties to help develop possible options to reach a
consensus. Technical work can still be advanced, and
would be greatly facilitated by political guidance,
and there are major political choices to be made,
which are in the domain of Ministers, he said.
The co-facilitator of the numbers group,
Jurgen Lefevere from the European Union, reported
that work was focused on two issues where further
technical work can take place  the conversion of
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approaches, to increase their emissions overall, it
said. But there is no way to determine the
environmental integrity of the reference levels, as
the review was only technical, and there was no
assessment of whether their choice of conditions
fulfilled environmental integrity, as they could
choose their own models and data.
South Africa said that net emissions are actually
increasing. Africa, which is most vulnerable to
climate change impacts, cannot sit back and allow
this to happen. We are seeking safeguards, and a
neutral approach with regards to reference levels, it
said. If met, Annex I Parties will not be penalized. It
said that the proposal by the African Group is already
a significant concession and compromise for the
second commitment period. There should be real
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and a
common base year for comparability. This issue
should not be used to delay the completion of the
rules discussion, it said.
Bolivia said that the core issue is the
amendment for the second commitment period, and
at its heart is the issue of emission reduction
ambition. There has to be clear political will for this,
and it is not about agreeing on the rules first. It said
that there must be QELROs for a five-year
commitment period, and a definition of forests.
The European Union highlighted how
QELROs are to be inscribed, and raising the level of
ambition. It said that one of its key issues is to not
lock in the level of ambition and to put it in the right
political context. On the form of the second
commitment period, middle ground solutions should
be explored. A common understanding is needed,
and should materialize in the text. It said that the EU
is offering a second commitment period that is
ratifiable, within a broader context.
Algeria, speaking for the African Group, said
that a clear indication from Annex I Parties is needed
regarding their political will, and this is the only thing
that can break the deadlock. The Kyoto Protocol is
an integrated package and linkages should be made
in a way that will transform the process, it said. On
the issue of the legal form, it requested the
secretariats help to understand why some options,
e.g. provisional application, were not possible
(according to some Parties).
Papua New Guinea said that the package of
amendments for the second commitment period
should also include AAUs, LULUCF and new
flexible mechanisms.
The Chair confirmed that there is no
impediment to continuing work on technical issues
in spin-off groups, in response to a question by Saint
Lucia.

are working on cleaning up the text, and hope that
only political issues will be left. Rocha expressed
hope that LULUCF will not stand in the way of a
positive outcome in Durban.
Macey again concluded that there was a need
for political signals, and that clean text options would
make political decisions easier.
On emissions trading and the project-based
mechanisms, there have been informal consultations.
The co-facilitator from Senegal reported that most
positions remain unchanged, and that most Parties
feel that options for the remaining issues have been
finalized at the technical level and are ready to be
presented to Ministers, possibly with minor
streamlining.
Macey concluded once again that there is a
need to elevate some issues up to the political level.
Saint Lucia, speaking for the Alliance of
Small Island States (AOSIS), said that the promise
of the second commitment period carries with it the
hope of vulnerable countries, and urged Annex I
Parties to show leadership in a credible way,
especially those that have shown leadership in the
past. QELROs are within reach, and single legally
binding QELROs can be adopted at this session. The
negotiating text should be updated. It is only political
will, not the rules that stand in the way, it said.
Saint Lucia reiterated the AOSIS position that:
(i) a decision that establishes a 5-year second
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol with
a single legally binding base year of 1990 as part of
a two-track outcome must be adopted; (ii) there
should be a mandate to negotiate a legally binding
instrument under the Ad-hoc Working Group on
Long-term Cooperative Action under the Convention
(AWG-LCA) by 2012, to ensure legally binding
commitments and actions by all major emitters by
2013; (iii) there has to be provisional application of
the second commitment period in order for the new
set of internationally legally binding commitments
for Annex I Parties to take effect from 2013; (iv) the
commitment must take the form of QELROs, in order
to enable comparison to the first commitment period;
(v) loopholes in LULUCF, AAUs, additional gases,
and extending share of proceeds must be closed; and
(vi) mitigation ambition must be increased, and
mitigation opportunities identified.
South Africa, speaking for the African
Group, said that on the issue of LULUCF, the
African Group had introduced an option for
accounting for forest management. The reference
levels approach cannot guarantee that net emissions
are decreasing. After the technical assessment that
was conducted on reference levels, it was clear that
Annex I Parties have pursued a diversity of
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Various Approaches Text to Go to Ministers
to allow discussions to continue so that
understanding of what type of mechanism will be
developed. Japan stated it has support from other
Parties.
Switzerland, speaking on behalf of the
Environmental Integrity Group (EIG), stated that
it wants to ensure environmental integrity and
flexibility. There have been several iterations of the
text that have weakened the application of standards
to various approaches. Originally the text called for
common rules and guidance, then assessed common
standards and finally voluntary use of standards that
may have no commonality. Switzerland further stated
that it does not want a strait-jacket that regulates the
smallest details, but a compromise solution to have
the greatest flexibility with a common framework
that is developed. Certain countries state that it is
premature to have standards, but approaches are
being developed anyway. The EIG finds that the draft
text of Option 1 from the 6 December 17.30 text
presents a balanced compromise and asked Parties
to reconsider the situation so that a draft text can be
forwarded to ministers that ensures environmental
integrity and mitigation, as well as a work
programme and no-decision option.
China stated that it has a positive attitude
toward mechanisms that shall be based on common
rules in order to compare efforts of developed
countries. But on this issue there are divergent views.
China reiterated that there cannot be bottom-up
approaches without common rules and that a process
is needed to discuss issues. It also suggested that no
decision at this time may be appropriate so that the
big picture is clearer.
Papua New Guinea stated that any text
forwarded to the AWG-LCA Chair should be seen
and endorsed by Parties beforehand. It also endorsed
the EIGs proposal of working with an earlier version
of the text , a no-decision option and a third option
which begins with paragraph 4 from Option 1. It also
stressed that it wants a rule-based approach that is
flexible.

Durban, 9 December (Payal Parekh)  With no
consensus in the Informal group tasked with Various
Approaches including opportunities for using
markets, to enhance the cost-effectiveness of, and
to promote, mitigation actions, bearing in mind
different circumstances of developed and developing
countries under the Ad-hoc Working Group on Longterm Cooperative Action under the Convention
(AWG-LCA), a text with options will be forwarded
to the ministerial level.
On 8 December the facilitator Mr. Giza Gaspar
Martins of Angola reported at the informal group
that there was no new text because he needed to hear
from the Parties on how to best reflect the divergence
of views. However Parties expressed their desire for
text that reflected their views.
The European Union stated that there are two
main issues; whether to establish a new market-based
mechanism or not and the issue of developing a
framework. With regard to a new mechanism the EU
outlined three options: agree to establish one now,
dont establish one, or postpone the decision and have
a work programme. With regard to the framework
there are divergent views on whether the framework
would be rule-based or loose and linked to a common
accounting system or Parties can do as they choose.
The EU expressed that it wants a rule-based system
and a wider accounting framework. The three options
that apply to a new mechanism also apply to the
framework.
Papua New Guinea asked the facilitator to
clarify what the outcome of the session would be.
He responded by saying that the comments will be
reported to the Chair. The Chair can then decide when
and how the discussions continue.
Japan stated that approaches are needed to
enhance cost-effectiveness and mitigation. Countries
should be able to make their own approaches and
apply their own standards. It further said that
common ground had emerged and that it submitted
text to make a new option with a work programme
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Saudi Arabia expressed that it is disheartening
to not have produced something more. There is a
compromise on developing a work programme. The
issue is political and affected by issues not moving
in other areas. It was not possible to produce
something that was independent of other tracks.
Norway stated that there is a great deal of
convergence but a need to go further. It supports New
Zealands suggestion to continue with the two
concepts. Norway also said that it supports the EU,
EIG and Australia. It doesnt want to miss another
chance to have international markets that are
connected and have standards. It is positive to know
that others want to engage on what is needed.
Colombia stated that it also supports a text with
clear options and finds that the EU has expressed
clear options.
India stated that although the world is warming
and time is running out to submit something to the
Ministers, getting text to the Ministers cannot be at
the cost of losing principles such as polluter pays.
Until there is a second commitment period, it cannot
agree on a market-based mechanism. The only option
it sees is the proposal of Saudi Arabia for a work
programme. If nothing is agreed, there should be no
text to the Ministers.
Ukraine stated that it would like to get all
options to the Ministers so that the various views in
the room are reflected and the Ministers have the
possibility to make an agreement.
The EU said that new mechanisms are a part
of its broader package and also stressed that there
has been progress, which is ready for a decision at
the ministerial level. It expressed that the options
are reflected in the version of the text from 6
December and subsequent versions. It agrees with
New Zealands outline of the options.
The facilitator summarized the views of Parties.
In the case of a new mechanism some say yes, others
no, and some maybe. In the case of a framework it is
similar, but some that want a framework want it to
be strict, others loose. There is some commonality
on what to do with the work programme.
He also stated that at this stage it is up to the
AWG-LCA Chair on how to proceed. As positions
are being repeated it is not possible to resolve the
issues.
The US stated that it is not comfortable with
text going forward to Ministers without this group
seeing it first. It is a huge problem for its delegation.
It said that refusing to allow us to see a text wont
work for us.
PNG also agreed with the US.
A revised text will be prepared by the facilitator
with options for Ministers to consider.

Brazil stated that it prefers an option of
continuing consideration. It is currently not prepared
to accept the establishment of mechanisms as
relevant issues need to be discussed including
consideration of common standards.
Australia stated the importance of markets in
reducing emissions and the necessity of deep and
liquid markets. It also said that there is much that
Parties agree on including a new mechanism for
developed and developing countries.
The United States was disappointed that there
is not a revised text and concurred with the EU, Brazil
and China regarding the options. It would like to see
a text for the Ministers that lays out options. The US
also said that it needs a system that reflects subnational programmes from the US, but is not ready
to determine how its programme is connected to other
mitigation options.
Grenada, speaking on behalf of AOSIS,
stated that common standards must first be
established to develop a new mechanism, there must
be eligibility requirements including the acceptance
of targets under the Kyoto Protocol, supplementarity
and share of proceeds.
South Africa stated that there has been
progress in the past year and Parties are close to
reaching common ground. It likes the text of 6
December 17.30 although work is still needed on
supplementarity, governance and equitable access.
It also said that the use of mechanisms is conditional
on a second commitment period of the Kyoto
Protocol and comparable QELROs (quantified
emission limitation and reduction objectives). South
Africa stated that it would like to discuss principles
and standards over the next year with a clear work
programme with a view to establishing a new
mechanism.
New Zealand stated that a market needs to be
credible and flexible. It is essential to discuss
frameworks and rule standards. While there are
divergent views on the latter, it should be possible
to move on the first and it suggested a work
programme for both. It challenged Parties to go for
something greater than a least common denominator
text. It also supported the call for an options paper
with the establishment of a new mechanism and
consideration of a framework, work programmes for
both and a no-decision option.
Bolivia stated that it has serious concerns
regarding various aspects of markets and that
virtually any mechanism can be approved. It doesnt
understand how a new mechanism can be created
when countries are not willing to agree to a legally
binding mechanism. Various approaches should be
discussed, but Bolivia is only focusing on one and
stated that Option 4 (no decision) from Panamas
text is its preference.
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Negotiations Intensify on Durban Final Outcomes

(i) Under the Convention
Option 1 is for a new protocol under Article 17
of the Convention or another legally binding
instrument. The forum under this option is a proposal
for a new Ad-hoc Working Group and the Ad-hoc
Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action
under the Convention (AWG-LCA) concluding at
COP 17 or COP x. The timeline is to adopt a protocol
at COP 18 or COP 21.
Option 2 (a) is to complete the Bali (Action
Plan) agreed outcome through a protocol under
Article 17 of the Convention or another legally
binding instrument under the Convention. The forum
under this option is the AWG-LCA through a
refreshed mandate and the timeline is for the adoption
of a protocol at COP 18 or COP 21.
[The difference between Options 1 and 2(a) is
that Option 1 is for a completely new treaty that is
not based on the Bali outcomes, while Option 2(a)
is based on the Bali outcomes.]
Option 2 (b) is to complete the Bali agreed
outcome through a legal outcome while Option 2(c)
is to complete the Bali agreed outcome through a
series of decisions. The forum for both these options
is the AWG-LCA and the timeline is to adopt a legal
outcome at COP 18, COP 19 or COP 21.
Option 3 is to complete the Bali agreed
outcome through a series of COP decisions, and
begin a process on post-2020. The forum is the AWGLCA to complete the Bali agreed outcome, and a
new Ad-hoc Working Group for post-2020. No
timeline is specified.
According to sources, around 50 countries were
present and represented by their Ministers when the
meeting first convened at around 10 pm, and there
were general statements from Ministers. Following
this, a smaller group setting for the process was
convened at around 1 am on Friday morning, which
had around 30 countries present to address matters

Durban, 9 December (Meena Raman)  On the final
day of the climate negotiations in Durban,
negotiations intensify over critical issues, which
include the future shape of the climate regime as
well as the outcome on the Green Climate Fund.
Green Climate Fund (GCF)  Disagreements over
interim secretariat
According to sources, a draft decision on the
GCF is close to agreement for Parties to adopt at the
17th meeting of the Conference of Parties (COP) to
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). However, a key issue that remains is
the host of the interim secretariat of the GCF. The
options are (i) the UNFCCC Secretariat, (ii) the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) Secretariat, or
(iii) the UN Office in Geneva, to take the
administrative steps necessary to host the interim
secretariat.
In Cancun last year, Parties agreed that the GCF
would be supported by an independent secretariat.
It is learnt that the G77 and China, in intense
negotiations last night, rejected the GEF Secretariat
as an option, while developed countries are insisting
otherwise. Negotiations will continue on Friday
morning to resolve matters.
Ministerial Indaba
In a Ministerial meeting convened late
Thursday (8 December) night around 10 pm, the
South African COP/CMP President Ms. Maite
Nkoana-Mashabane presented options in a table on
the form of the legal outcome under the UNFCCC
as well as another table on options relating to the
second commitment period for greenhouse gas
emission reductions of Annex I (developed country)
Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (KP).
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The meeting ended around 4am and is expected
to resume this morning.

at a technical level to identify which options could
work and this was attended by some Ministers and
lead negotiators.
It is learnt that the European Union expressed
a preference for Option 1 while the Alliance of Small
Island States expressed a preference for Option 2(a).
The Least Developed Countries were also in favour
of Option 2(a).
Sources say that many developing countries
preferred Option 3 with some expressing that the
form should not prejudge the outcome. One
developing country, while supporting the 3rd option
also suggested a 4 th option with the AWG-LCA
continuing its work.
The United States, it seems, was not prepared
to commit to a legally binding outcome but expressed
that there could be scope for a process under Option
3. It could not support options that are structured to
reflect the Bali Action Plan categorization of
countries (as developed and developing countries).

Ministerial consultations
Meanwhile, following the appointment of some
Ministers to lead ministerial consultations on a
number of issues from the AWG-LCA, according to
sources, some of the Ministers have been having
bilateral consultations with Parties on issues such
as shared-vision and mitigation. It seems that
as of Thursday, consultations were yet to be held on
the issue of review.
The Ministers who are assisting the COP
Presidency on the various issues are as follows:
Minister Onkokame Mokaila of Botswana for
shared vision, Minister Tim Groser of New
Zealand for developed and developing country
mitigation, Minister Maria Fernanda Espinosa of
Ecuador for the Adaptation Committee, Special
Envoy Claudia Salerno of Venezuela for response
measures, Minister Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet of
France for sectoral approaches, and Minister Chris
Huhne of the UK for review.
Some developing country Parties were
complaining in the corridors that they did not know
what was going on and where the meetings were
being held and who was being consulted.

(ii) Second commitment period of the Kyoto
Protocol
Options were also presented for discussions in
relation to the Kyoto Protocol second commitment
period (2CP).
One option is for the numbers expressed as
quantified emission limitation and reduction
objectives (QELROs) as single numbers in Durban
with amendments to Annex B (of the Protocol) and
provisional application and open for full ratification
with rules for the 2CP to be decided in Durban.
Another option is for the numbers to be
expressed as targets in percentage in Durban,
QELROs as single numbers in 2012 and the form to
ensure continuity by decisions on targets; finalize
QELROs in 2012, with amendments at CMP 8 open
for full ratification and for a decision in Durban on
rules for the 2CP.
A further option was for the targets expressed
as percentage in Durban, QELROs as single numbers
in 2012, for the form to be a decision or declaration(s)
in Durban, with no amendments and for the 2CP rules
to be decided in Durban.
According to sources, some developing
countries asked how the ambition level was going
to be achieved in relation to the options proposed
under the KP and if the declaration option was legally
binding.
Following feedback from Parties, the COP
Presidency informed Parties that she would advance
further discussions with draft proposals in the form
of decisions.

AWG-LCA
Meanwhile, huge disagreements continue to
persist over issues in some of the informal groups.
In the technology transfer informal group,
developed countries were united in firm opposition
to a proposal by Bolivia (supported by the
Philippines) to request the Technology Executive
Committee to consider issues related to intellectual
property rights (IPRs) related to the development and
transfer of technologies.
The US said that there should be no language
on IPRs as this was not the appropriate forum to
discuss this topic. The EU and other developed
countries echoed the US sentiment.
The Philippines also made a proposal on the
need for the Climate Technology Centre and Network
(CTCN) to provide advice and support to developing
countries on the conduct of technology assessments
on new and emerging technologies subject to
technology development and transfer on a needs
basis. This was also resisted by developed countries.
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Major Clash of Paradigms in Launch of New Climate Talks
Chairs (officials from the US and New Zealand
respectively) and by the COP President herself.
However, the basic differences were most
evident in the discussions on the reports of the
working groups, and on the draft COP decision on
the Durban Platform during the plenary meetings on
Saturday night and Sunday morning that preceded
their adoption.
At the informal plenary discussion on the
Durban Platform that launched the new round of
talks, the highlight was a lengthy and eloquent plea
by the Indian Environment Minister for equity to
underpin any future regime, following a call by the
European Unions chief climate official to alter the
draft decision to ensure that the outcome of the new
talks would be legally binding.
It was a long, intense and dramatic ending at
the Durban climate talks which concluded only
around 7am on Sunday, 11 December, when it was
scheduled to finish on the evening of Friday, 9
December.
Negotiations were particularly intense over the
push mainly by developed countries, led by the
European Union, for a launch of a new process to
develop a legally binding instrument aimed at
mitigation efforts by all Parties, but without the usual
reference (so prominent in previous such resolutions)
to the principles of equity or common but
differentiated responsibilities (CBDR). According to
diplomatic sources, the United States was especially
adamant that there be no references to these
principles in the decision.
The draft decision proposed to the plenary by
the South African Foreign Minister Ms. Maite
Nkoana-Mashabane, in her capacity as President of
the 17th session of the Conference of Parties (COP)
to the UNFCCC was to launch a process to develop
a protocol, another legal instrument or a legal
outcome under the Convention applicable to all
Parties, through a subsidiary body under the
Convention hereby established and to be known as

Geneva, 13 December (Meena Raman)  The main
outcome of the two-week Durban climate change
conference was the launching of a new round of
negotiations known as the Durban Platform aimed
at a new regime (whether a protocol or other legal
instrument or an agreed outcome with legal force)
under the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change and involving all countries.
The draft decision on this was provided at an
informal plenary late on the night of Saturday, 10
December, long after the Conference was scheduled
to end and when many Ministers and senior officials
had already left Durban.
It was given to participants as part of a package
of four decisions on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, with
little time for the members to consider or discuss
among themselves, in an unusual and unprecedented
set of procedures.
The decision on the Durban Platform and how
it was reached will be debated for a long time to
come. It was also unusual how a decision to launch
such an important negotiation was made with very
little terms of reference to frame the talks or the
outcome that will come from it.
The details of the terms of reference are now
scheduled to be worked out in the coming year. Given
the circumstances in which the Durban Platform was
launched, these talks on the framework to underpin
the new regime can be expected to be tough and
lengthy.
This is especially because different Parties have
different paradigms on the substance and shape of a
fair and effective climate change regime.
Many of the differences were papered over in
the take-it-or-leave-it decision-making mode of the
final plenary meetings, and the objections of
developing countries, especially to many parts of the
report and decision from the Ad-hoc Working Groups
on Long-term Cooperative Action under the
Convention (AWG-LCA) and Kyoto Protocol
(AWG-KP) were simply brushed aside by their
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negotiations for a new regime. The US in particular
was opposed to any reference on equity and CBDR
in the decision to launch the new process.
At the plenary, following the plea by the Indian
Minister to retain the legal outcome option, the
EUs climate change Commissioner Hedegaard
proposed discussions with India on how to
accommodate her concerns over the issue of equity.
The COP17 President Ms. Nkoana-Mashabane
then proposed a suspension of the session (at around
3.30 am on Sunday morning) for an informal
huddle between the EU and India to discuss this
issue. This huddle soon saw many other Parties
joining the discussions, including the United States,
China, and Brazil.
According to one source who witnessed what
took place, India was willing to take out the words
legal outcome if the principles of equity and
CBDR were incorporated in the document.
According to the source, the EU was willing to accept
this but US chief negotiator Mr. Todd Stern opposed
this and said that the equity and CBDR will never
fly for the US and thus blocked an agreement
between the EU and India.
Following further wrangling, in the final
compromise, the words legal outcome were
replaced with agreed outcome with legal force,
which was suggested by Brazils chief negotiator,
Ambassador Luis Figueiredo Machado.
Despite the explicit absence of the words
equity and CBDR in the text, several lawyers
and senior negotiators were of the view that a
protocol, legal instrument or agreed outcome with
legal force under the Convention must be consistent
with the existing principles and provisions of the
Convention and therefore the principles of equity
and CBDR can be implied to apply. However, this
view can be expected to be challenged, especially
by the United States, when the negotiations start.
The EUs strong push for a new mitigation
treaty came as a quid pro quo for it to undertake a
second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol
for emission reductions. A decision was also adopted
on the Kyoto Protocol on Sunday morning. It
however fell short of confirming a second
commitment period of the Protocol.
According to one expert observer, the language
of the Kyoto Protocol decision was only of the nature
of taking note of the intention of Parties to
convert targets to real commitments with a view
to adopting them at the next climate conference in
December 2012. It thus remains to be seen if the
commitments will be made, and if so what the
numbers and substance will be.

the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform
for Enhanced Action.
This draft had been the outcome of a series of
closed-door talks over the last few days and nights
among 20 to 30 Parties. The EU and other European
countries and several developing countries including
the Alliance of Small Island States were insistent on
a legally binding regime (thus the terms protocol
or other legal instrument) whereas India and China
wanted to add the third option of a legal outcome.
The third option was included in the final draft
put by the COP17 Presidency to the plenary.
Although an appeal was made to accept the texts of
the four decisions as a whole, the EUs chief climate
official Ms. Connie Hedegaard asked for re-opening
the Durban Platform decision to cancel the third
option of a legal outcome.
Indias Environment Minister Ms. Jayanti
Natarajan then made a strong plea for all options in
terms of the legal form of the new process to remain
on the table, including a legal outcome (instead of
only a protocol or legal instrument as possible
options) in the new process of talks, stressing the
need for equity and the principle of CBDR to be the
centre-piece of the climate change debate.
In a strong and impassioned plea, the Indian
Minister appealed to Parties not to push aside equity
in the Durban outcome, as this would be the greatest
tragedy. The Minister was not prepared to give a
blank cheque and sign away the livelihoods of the
poor when she did not know what the document
(from the new process) would contain.
Indias position was supported by several
developing countries including China, Pakistan,
Bolivia, Egypt, the Philippines and El Salvador.
In the draft given to the final plenary, the new
process of negotiations is to commence work in the
first half of 2012 and is to be completed no later
than 2015 in order for the adoption of a protocol,
legal instrument or legal outcome under the
Convention, applicable to all Parties, at the 21st
session (in 2015) of the COP and for it to come into
effect and be implemented from 2020. The option
of a legal outcome was the bone of contention. It
was eventually changed to an agreed outcome with
legal force after on-the-floor negotiation by key
Parties during a half-hour break. This left many
wondering what was the difference, if any, between
legal outcome and outcome with legal force.
What was most worrying for Ministers and
senior officials from several developing countries
who were interviewed, was that the Durban climate
talks were marked by an attempt by developed
countries to push aside the principles of equity and
CBDR, especially on the issue of launching the
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Colombia supported the call by the EU and
wanted a legal instrument under the Convention by
2018. Switzerland also expressed similar views,
saying that this was a new page in history.
Indias Minister of Environment and
Forests, Ms. Jayanti Natarajan, in a passionate and
strong response to the EU said equity was a centrepiece in the debate on climate change not only for
India but also for the entire world. She said many
Parties came to her in different tones and voices and
told her that unless she dropped the option of a legal
outcome (in relation to the Durban Platform) India
would be blamed (for blocking the negotiations). She
asked what the problem was in adding one more
option.
The Indian Minister said that she will not be
threatened by intimidation. Referring to calls for a
legal instrument, she asked how she could give a
blank cheque and sign away the livelihoods of the
poor (and not lifestyles of the rich), when she did
not know what the document will contain. She asked
where the principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities (CBDR) was reflected and had no
doubt that efforts were being made to shift the entire
burden of climate change on countries that did not
contribute to the problem.
Referring to the Durban Platform document,
she said it was weak on the CBDR as it refers to
launching a process to develop a protocol or another
legal instrument or a legal outcome under the
Convention applicable to all Parties. Natarajan
emphasized that she represented 1.2 billion people
and that India had a tiny per capita carbon footprint
of 1.7 tons and its per capita GDP was also low.
She said that India must not be made a
scapegoat of the multilateral process. Referring to
the Durban Platform document, she said that it was
a product of 6 days of talking and all ideas were put
forward and what was captured in the document was
the sense of the Chair.
She reminded Parties that India had placed the
issue of equity on the agenda of the COP but this
was pushed somewhere else and was not in the main
text (of the AWG-LCA outcome document).She
made a plea for the issue of equity not to be held
hostage and said that it would be a grave tragedy if
equity was put aside in Durban.
She appealed to Parties to allow the word
outcome to remain in the Durban Platform
document as a further option. She asked how this
could be a crime or for India to be accused of
collapsing the talks.
Mr. Xie Zhenhua, Vice Chairman/ViceMinister of the National Development and
Reform Commission of China, in a very strong

In return, developed countries succeeded in
securing a new process of climate talks on mitigation
efforts by all Parties, without explicit reference to
equity and CBDR.
The often-heated exchange on the Durban
Platform took place at a joint informal meeting of
COP17 and the 7th session of the Conference of
Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the
Kyoto Protocol (CMP) which was convened by COP/
CMP President Mashabane, late at night on Saturday,
10 December, following the closing sessions of the
AWG-KP and AWG-LCA.
Mashabane outlined the elements of what she
called the Durban package, which were (i) the
second commitment period (2CP) for emission
reductions by Annex I Parties under the KP; (ii) a
decision on the work of the AWG-LCA; (iii) a
decision on the Green Climate Fund (GCF) and (iv)
an agreement on the Durban Platform for enhanced
action.
Mashabane asked Parties to adopt each of the
decisions without further debate and amendments
when they are presented during the formal sessions
of the COP and the CMP respectively, saying that
Parties required assurances from each other to agree
to all the draft decisions, clearly suggesting a takeit-or-leave-it approach. She said that this was
needed to make history and strengthen
multilateralism.
Several delegations expressed frustration that
their concerns were not being heard when they were
first raised during the closing sessions of the AWGKP and the AWG-LCA prior to the joint informal
meeting of the COP and CMP.
The EUs Climate Change Commissioner,
Connie Hedegaard, said the EU had a point of
utmost concern on the Durban package. What was
within reach was a legally binding deal or a prospect
for such a deal. For the EU, there was a need for a
legally binding deal as voluntary means (in relation
to emission reductions) was not enough and
international legislation was needed. She said the
KP did manage to reduce emission reductions. The
EU wanted further progress through another protocol
or legal instrument but was concerned about the
words legal outcome (in the Durban Platform
which was suggested by India) as this puts in doubt
whether Parties were ready to commit (to emission
cuts). She said that the EU was ready to commit to a
2CP for another 5 years and was almost alone in the
KP. It was not too much for it to ask that after the
2CP, all Parties (including the US and developing
countries) would be legally bound to take emission
cuts and to call for a single legal instrument or
protocol by 2018.
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emissions, there is wealth, misery and poverty and
vested interests.
The Philippines was concerned that the
Convention and the KP were in danger of being a
relic of the past. It expressed deep concern that after
over 5 years of negotiations on further commitments
for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol, Parties
had again come short of arriving at a ratifiable
amendment to the KPs Annex B that would have
ultimately gotten the Kyoto Protocol out of intensive
care and back into life. It was deeply concerned that
Parties had come short of this and had once again
procrastinated. Parties were expected to send a strong
political signal to the world in the form of adopting
fully ratifiable amendments for the establishment of
the 2nd Commitment Period of the Kyoto Protocol.
It was heart-broken to see Parties divided and made
a plea for not pitting one against another. We are
against one real cruel enemy  and that is climate
change.
The Philippines was for environmental
integrity as well as for sustainable and equitable
growth. It stressed that equity is a fundamental
concept whose reflection in our processes will ensure
that we obtain a fair, just outcome that achieves the
objective of the Convention. It was open to a legally
binding instrument, as we agree that a legal regime
is important, but it should have been with the view
to save the Kyoto Protocol and has not gotten the
KP out of intensive care.
Pakistan also said that it stood behind equity
and CBDR. No matter how much the world has
changed, CBDR is still applicable. It said that it was
strange that there was no reflection in the document
on equity and CBDR. It said that real consensus was
when everyone was on board and that no single view
should force others to submit. True multilateralism
should have everyone on board.
El Salvador stressed the need to raise the level
of ambition and address the finance gap, the
mitigation gap and the equity gap. It hoped that the
process launched in Durban took Parties to where it
was necessary to go.
Brazil said that climate change is a huge
challenge as is fighting poverty and said that no
country has done more to reduce emissions than
Brazil. On a legally binding deal, it said Parties were
on the verge of approving potentially what was more
than the Berlin mandate (where the process towards
the KP was launched) and the adoption of the 2CP
under the KP. It was open to a new era of cooperation.
Egypt, in response to the EU on the need for
clarity (in relation to mitigation), said there was a
need also for clarity on the issue of financial support

response, supported India. He said that the existing
Convention and Protocol are legally binding but
questioned if Parties were implementing them. The
existing legal instruments spell out the principles of
CBDR, respective capabilities and equity. To deal
with climate change, all countries need to collaborate
towards common goals, in accordance with
respective capabilities, strengthen cooperation, and
respond collectively. Till now, some countries have
made promises, but have not fulfilled them. They
have not taken real actions. We are developing
countries. We need to develop. We need to protect
the environment and to mitigate climate change and
to eradicate poverty. Developed countries have to
fulfil their promises, take concrete actions, and truly
achieve the objectives in coping with climate change.
We do not care what they are saying but what we
need is to see what is being done. Many developed
countries have not fulfilled their promises. We have
done what we are supposed to do, whereas, they have
not done their part. What position are they in to judge
us, he questioned.
Grenada, speaking for the Alliance of Small
Island States, said that they wanted a 2CP with
meaningful numbers under the KP but did not get
that in Durban. Hence, the effort is to bring up the
ambition level through the legal form. Referring to
the options in the Durban Platform document, it said
that it was difficult to accept the option of legal
outcome as it appeared to be an option for climbing
down the ladder in terms of mitigation ambition by
allowing countries to continue the track that brought
climate change. If there was no legal instrument,
Parties would be relegating vulnerable economies
to death, with beautiful words such as access to
development. It said that if they develop we die.
It could not accept terms with no limits on emissions.
Bolivia in supporting India said there is a need
to think of commitments to emission reductions but
also to address the right to development, right to food,
right to eradicate poverty etc. The work of the new
working group for the Durban Platform must address
this. There is also the right of countries to participate
in the equitable access to the atmosphere which has
been used by a small group of countries. In an
apparent reference to the US, Bolivia said that it was
a paradox that a country with a large share of the
emissions is not in the KP. When a legal regime is
being built, Parties must be careful as to how the
atmospheric space is distributed as those who are
rich do not want to cut emissions while they want
others to do this. The notion of a legal instrument
applying to all must take into account poverty and
the right to development. Behind the issues of
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KP session, several developing countries wanted
amendments to be made to the outcome document
but none were entertained by the Chair, Mr. Adrian
Macey from New Zealand, except for an amendment
suggested by the EU on the duration of the 2CP from
a 5-year period (2013-2017) to an 8-year period
(2013-2020). Both these options are now on the table.
The report and the outcome of the work of the AWGKP was presented under the authority and
responsibility of the Chair, which was
unprecedented.
Likewise, in the case of the outcome of the
work of the AWG-LCA, the Chair of the working
group Mr. Daniel Reifsynder from the US ignored
calls by several developing countries not to adopt
the report and to allow for further work to be done
next year on the outcome document to rectify the
existing imbalances, especially when the document
was only presented to Parties late Saturday morning.
The Chair did not agree with the proposal and
proceeded to transmit the document to the COP
President under his own responsibility although it
did not receive consensus, which was also an unusual
move.
During and after the meeting, negotiators of
many developing countries expressed deep concern
about the procedures for adopting decisions at
COP17.
The conference had been extended for almost
two days, and Ministers and officials of many
countries had already left. The closed-door meeting
of about 30 Parties left many others that were not
invited in the dark.
The documents for the decisions in the final
plenary meetings were distributed late, and some
Parties complained they did not have the papers.
There was no time for the Parties to study the papers.
The Chairs of the AWG-KP and AWG-LCA did not
take into account the disagreements that most Parties
registered on the draft decisions but decided to
transmit their reports almost unchanged (the only
changes were to accommodate the EU on the Kyoto
Protocol) to the COP and CMP. When the COP and
CMP meetings were convened, there was little
opportunity to re-open the reports and some attempts
made by developing countries were ignored, while
the only opportunity to re-open was provided to the
EU over the legal outcome issue.
While COP17 and the CMP7 did not fall apart
as many had predicted on the last day of the
conference, the manner in which the decisions were
achieved may be debated including what it means
for the future of decision-making in a UN multilateral
setting for years to come.
(More reports to follow.)

with predictability, additionality and transparency.
It said that developed country Parties, who were
calling for a new legally binding instrument, did not
show the same passion for the KP. It also stressed
the importance of equity and CBDR. It said that the
form of the legal outcome should follow the function.
There was a need for flexibility in the Durban
Platform to allow for the form of agreement needed
according to what agreements are reached.
Senegal supported Egypt and the need for
CBDR. It said that the Durban package was weak.
Gambia, speaking for the LDCs, reiterated
the need for a legally binding instrument that must
provide a strong and binding force to address all the
pillars of the Bali Action Plan.
Bangladesh supported the Durban package and
a legally binding deal, in addition to the 2CP.
Although the texts (in relation to the decisions) have
been watered down, it was prepared to accept them.
Norway shared the view of India that equity is
important but wanted a legal instrument in 2015 and
did not support a mere legal outcome.
The US said it embraced the full Durban
package, including the need for a new legal
instrument.
The Democratic Republic of Congo for the
African Group said that in Durban, the KP did not
die; there were outcomes on adaptation, financing,
technology transfer and capacity building and the
operationalizing of the institutions of the Convention.
It regretted the lack of ambition and balance but could
support the move for further progress on increasing
the mitigation ambition so that Africa was secure.
Malaysia said that it was not clear on how the
outcome from the AWG-LCA was going to be
addressed when several Parties had expressed a
serious lack of balance and need for further work
before it could be adopted. It was looking for a good
package that allowed the AWG-LCA sufficient time
to restore the balance needed next year.
The COP President did not address Malaysias
concerns.
The formal sessions of the CMP and the COP
were then convened one after another. At the CMP,
several concerns were raised over the outcome of
work from the AWG-KP but these concerns were
not addressed by Mashabane, who proceeded to
gavel the adoption of the outcomes.
At the closing sessions of the AWG-KP and
AWG-LCA held before the COP/CMP joint informal
session on Saturday, many Parties raised several
concerns they had on the respective reports by the
Chairs of the two working groups, which reflected
the outcomes of the work. In the case of the AWG82
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AWG-LCA Chair Transmits Report for Adoption Despite
Strong Protests
needed by developed countries and there was no
provision for the comparability of efforts between
the Kyoto Protocol (KP) Parties and the non-KP
Parties (the US in particular). Some expressed deep
concern that a flexible mitigation regime for
developed countries was being set up in place of the
KP, and that it did not have any compliance regime
or common accounting framework.
The US was opposed to any attempt in Durban
to have any process to review its pledge or on how
to raise the ambition level of greenhouse gas
emission reduction. It also did not want a common
accounting framework or a compliance regime,
which was called for by many developing countries
and the European Union.
There were concerns also over long-term
finance where there was no clarity on how the
US$100 billion per year by 2020 as agreed to in
Cancun was going to be mobilized or for a roadmap
for that to be put in place to ensure predictable and
sustainable financial resources to developing
countries.
Some developing countries wanted the AWGLCA document to be worked on further to restore
the balance and proposed that this be done next year
and were not ready to support the adoption of the
outcome document in Durban.
The life of the AWG-LCA was extended for
another year through a decision by Parties in the
Durban Platform document which reads as
follows:
Decides to extend the Ad Hoc Working
Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under
the Convention for one year in order for it to
continue its work and reach the agreed outcome
pursuant to decision 1/CP.13 (Bali Action Plan)
through decisions adopted by the sixteenth,
seventeenth and eighteenth sessions of the
Conference of the Parties, at which time the Ad
Hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative

Geneva, 14 December (Meena Raman)  Despite
strong concerns raised by many developing countries
over the lack of balance in the report of the outcome
of the work of the Ad-hoc Working Group on Longterm Cooperative Action (AWG-LCA) under the
UNFCCC, the Chair of the working group, in an
unprecedented move, transmitted the report to the
Conference of Parties (COP) under his own authority.
Late morning of Saturday, 10 December (as
the Durban climate talks were extended beyond
Friday), the Chair of the AWG-LCA, Mr. Daniel
Reifsnyder of the United States, made available to
Parties his draft conclusions on the outcome of the
work of the Working Group, which comprised 56
pages including annexes.
When the AWG-LCA met for its final plenary
session late evening the same day, Reifsnyder
formally presented the document to Parties (referred
to as document L4). He also presented another
document reflecting the work undertaken in the
informal groups as a note by him (referred to as
Conference Room Paper  CRP 39), which he said
was to carry forward ideas and proposals in areas in
which continued discussions are envisaged next year.
Many concerns raised especially by developing
countries during the final session of the AWG-LCA
were brushed aside with the unusual procedure of
transmitting the outcome document to the COP under
the authority of the Chair despite it not enjoying any
consensus from the UNFCCC Parties.
Several developing countries raised concerns
over many specific issues and the lack of balance in
the text, especially in relation to mitigation actions
of developed and developing countries, with the
breaking down of the firewall between them, and
the absence of the recognition of historical
responsibility and the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities (CBDR).
Many countries were unhappy that there was
no expression of the level of mitigation ambition
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paragraph 41(f) of the AWG-LCA document (L4)
does not reflect that.
[Paragraph 41(f) states: That non-Annex I
(developing country) Parties shall submit a biennial
update report every two years, either as a summary
of parts of their national communication in the year
when national communication is submitted or as a
stand-alone update report; Least Developed
Countries and small island developing States may
submit biennial update reports at their discretion;]
Saudi Arabia said that there was no link to the
capabilities and national circumstances (of
developing countries), nor is there any reference to
the level of financial support.
It did not see the Chair giving the same
treatment on issues in trying to become more
ambitious, referring to the issue of economic and
social consequences of response measures. In the
Cancun decision, Parties agreed to strive to
implement policies and measures to respond to
climate change in such a way as to avoid negative
social and economic consequences. The language
in the document now urges Parties to give full
consideration to the positive and negative impacts
of the implementation of response measures, which
is a downgrading of the Cancun decision. It also
attempts to put together some considerations of other
issues, which go beyond the scope of the AWG-LCA.
On finance, Saudi Arabia asked how the
Standing Committee under the COP could just be an
advisory group. On long-term finance, in relation to
mobilizing climate finance, the AWG-LCA
document (in paragraph 125) refers to assessment
criteria in the report on mobilizing climate finance
for the G20. This (referring to the UNFCCC) is not
a G20 forum.
Saudi Arabia said there were many examples
apart from these concerns that show that more work
was needed on the document as it was presented for
the first time in the morning (of Saturday). It
reiterated the need for further work on the document
before it could be adopted and was flexible on the
process on how to deal with concerns raised.
Malaysia said that the approach advanced by
the Chair was to defer all issues in the CRP 39
document to next year as these issues were
controversial with divergent views, which developed
countries and some developing countries were
opposed to. These related to issues such as
intellectual property rights, unilateral trade measures,
and equity in the shared vision document. However,
in the AWG-LCA L4 document, in cases where
developing countries had strong views, their
proposals have been ignored especially in relation
to the mitigation of developed countries, on

Action under the Convention shall be
terminated.
The request to carry on further work on the L4
document next year was ignored by the Chair, who
proceeded to transmit the document to the COP under
his own authority.
There was deep frustration among many
delegations. The Venezuelan climate envoy, Ms.
Claudia Salerno, had to stand on the chair with her
countrys name plate to draw the attention of the
AWG-LCA Chair after he had gavelled the adoption
of the report of the meeting.
Salerno said that the AWG-LCA document had
serious deficiencies. Yet, it was being transmitted to
the COP. She disclosed that there were threats that if
Venezuela did not agree to the adoption of the text,
there would be no second commitment period under
the Kyoto Protocol and that the multilateral system
would not be preserved.
The Chair just ignored Venezuelas protest and
adjourned the meeting.
At the formal session of the COP plenary,
Reifsnyder informed the COP that Parties were not
able to reach consensus. The text, he said, was rich
and comprehensive and harvested important
progress. He hoped that it could be adopted by the
COP as part of the comprehensive Durban package.
The document was adopted as part of the Durban
package.
(The package comprises 4 decisions on: (i) the
second commitment period for emission reductions
by Annex I Parties under the KP; (ii) a decision on
the work of the AWG-LCA; (iii) a decision on the
Green Climate Fund; and (iv) an agreement that
establishes a new ad hoc working group on the
Durban Platform for enhanced action.)
When the AWG-LCA document was first
presented to Parties, many concerns were raised.
Saudi Arabia expressed its concerns in a
number of areas. The text puts more emphasis on
the mitigation elements for developing countries and
weakens those for developing countries. For
example, on the modalities on international
assessment and review (IAR) of developed countries,
the need for unified accounting rules is no longer in
the text. (Several countries, both developed and
developing, had called for common accounting rules
for developed country mitigation but the US was
opposed to this.)
In the case of biennial update reports (BUR)
for developing countries, the mandate from the
(2010) Cancun decision was for such reports to be
submitted consistent with their capabilities and the
level of support provided for reporting [paragraph
60(c) of the Cancun decision] but the language in
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further work under the AWG-LCA next year, along
with CRP 39.
The Democratic Republic of Congo for the
African Group was concerned that on mitigation
of developed countries, Parties were merely noting
and clarifying pledges with no clear process for
raising ambition or ensuring comparability of efforts.
The decision should go beyond merely urging
countries to do more. This view is held by many
including for those Annex I Parties under the Kyoto
Protocol. There was an apparent lack of balanced
text on the mitigation of developed countries and
that of developing countries. When reading the text,
one wonders if it was for developed countries or
developing countries and it does not reflect the
principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities (CBDR).
On long-term finance, there is no clear level of
commitment for financing when the so-called faststart finance ends (in 2012). The text had strong
obligations for developing countries without similar
appropriate provisions for developed country
mitigation. The text does not reflect that balance as
contained in the Convention.
Thailand also raised concerns over the
mitigation chapter and said that there was no number
for the aggregate emission reductions needed by
developed countries and the ambition level was
missing. There was no strong text on the need for
comparability of efforts among developed countries
who were Parties to the KP and those who were not.
It was unhappy that a strong compliance regime was
absent and found the document unacceptable and
called for further work at the next session of the
AWG-LCA.
The Philippines said it had difficulties with
the output of work. There was grave imbalance in
the text in relation to adaptation. Adaptation has been
regarded as a poor cousin of mitigation. Securing
resources for adaptation appeared to be a distant
reality. It said there was opposition to linking
adaptation to finance. This was a process of giveand-take but developing countries have been giving
and giving. On the issue of long-term finance, the
language is very weak in relation to the scaling up
of resources.
India said it shared the concerns raised by
developing countries. Two issues of concern for India
were agricultural emissions and trade. It said that
detailed discussions took place on views within the
scope of mitigation in agriculture as this sector
involved the livelihood of millions of people in terms
of employment and was not merely an issue of
CBDR. The agriculture sector still depended on

cooperative sectoral approaches, various approaches
including opportunities for using markets, and
economic and social consequences of response
measures.
The texts in relation to these aspects reflected
the proposals of developed countries and do not
reflect the positions of several developing countries.
In the case of mitigation by developed countries,
there are no numbers on the need for the aggregate
emission reduction target for Annex I (developed
country) Parties as called for by some developing
countries. This is a problem as the ambition level of
the Annex I Parties is completely missing. There is
only a reference in the preambular section
acknowledging that there is a gap between the
aggregate level of reduction to be achieved through
global mitigation efforts. Hence, the attempt here
is to avoid any Annex I aggregate number but to
make it a responsibility of all Parties (including
developing countries) to meet the mitigation gap.
The issue of comparability of efforts needed
among developed countries between those who are
KP Parties and those who are not, which was in
paragraph 1(b)(i) of the Bali Action Plan (mandate
for the AWG-LCA) is really missing with only a
weak reference in the preamble about recalling in
relation to the comparability of mitigation efforts.
In reference to the compliance of developed
countries, there is reference in the IAR section but it
is very weak as it says that  any revision of the
modalities and procedures for IAR and review should
take into account any future agreement on a
compliance regime for mitigation targets . This
really undermines the existing KP compliance system
and puts in place a much weaker regime which is to
be negotiated in a future agreement. This is
completely unacceptable and allows for a weak
mitigation regime for Annex I Parties and provides
for the great escape from the KP.
Malaysia said that to make matters worse, the
text has in effect made a decision for new marketbased mechanisms under various approaches when
this was an issue of controversy. Instead of this issue
being deferred for consideration to next year in the
absence of agreement in the informal group, the text
calls for new market mechanisms.
Further, on the issue of cooperative sectoral
approaches it was concerned that the proposals of
developed countries have been taken on board while
concerns of developing countries have not been
reflected.
In the circumstances, Malaysia could not accept
the L4 document as a balanced text and wanted the
document not to be adopted but to be transmitted for
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mechanisms established under the KP and
Venezuela was concerned if there would indeed be a
second commitment period under the KP. It did not
want a link on the use of markets and the undertaking
of mitigation actions.
Venezuela was concerned that once again,
Parties were in a take-it-or-leave-it situation (as
regards the text), which was given in the morning.
There was frustration and fatigue and Parties did not
have to accept anything just because it was late and
people were tired. This (L4) document was not
ambitious enough and there was a need to address
what the planet needs. It could not accept a document
that suits just one country (in an apparent reference
to the US for not wanting the level of ambition in
mitigation for developed countries to be in the text).
Referring to the Durban package, where Parties
potentially lose the KP due to a lack of ambition, it
did not believe that the document could be taken
seriously as the basis of a future legally binding
regime with pledges, flexibilities and market
mechanisms to serve a few. It wanted the Chair to
tell Parties how to move responsibly to resolve the
issues.
Egypt also had concerns over long-term
finance as there was a need for predictable and
sustainable support to enable developing countries
to undertake mitigation and adaptation actions. The
deal was not done in terms of long-term finance and
there was a need for further elaboration on the needs
of developing countries and on the sources of finance.
The Bali Action Plan work was not complete.
Gambia, for the Least Developed Countries,
said a decision on long-term finance was not reflected
in the text. However, it was prepared for the Durban
package to be adopted.
China shared the concerns raised by other
developing countries. It said that the work of the
AWG-LCA was not expressed in a balanced manner
especially that of the mitigation commitments of
developed countries as compared to that of
developing countries. There is no reflection of
historical responsibility and the level of mitigation
targets needed. On long-term finance, it was also
concerned that there is no clear vision and provision
for how the US$100 billion per year by 2020 was
going to be achieved as agreed to in Cancun. No
means have been provided in the text to do this. This
question needs further discussion.
Saying that this was not the last meeting of the
AWG-LCA, China added that Parties will need to
continue to make efforts to reach the outcome of
expectations under the Bali Roadmap (the Bali
Action Plan and the determination of the second
commitment period under the KP). The important

monsoons and was vulnerable to climate change and
is excluded from Indias mitigation targets. The
agriculture issue in the document is not mature
enough to receive a direction for a decision at COP
18 (in 2013). It wanted this excluded from the text.
On the issue of trade, India said that this was
left out of the section on economic and social
consequences of response measures when there
were 3 options from developing countries with one
option having the support of about 80 countries. This
issue was fundamental and further work needs to
take place next year as contained in the document
CRP 39 for elaboration.
The AWG-LCA Chair confirmed that this issue
was still on the table and will be forwarded for further
work next year.
Pakistan said while there was good work done,
progress had not been made to complete the work
(of the AWG-LCA). As regards the Adaptation
Committee, it said that the Committee should have
been given the right status as a subsidiary body of
the Convention with more prominence. It expressed
sadness that there was no consensus in this regard.
On the Standing Committee on finance, the
Committee should have had a strong oversight
mandate. On long-term finance, it was sad that
Parties were not able to achieve anything as there
was a need for a common understanding on how to
scale up adequate and predictable resources.
On mitigation, the document was definitely
skewed heavily against developing countries and
blurred the distinction between developed and
developing country obligations. There was a need
to insert the notion of national circumstances in
relation to the submission of BURs and there was
no link to finance. Pakistan said that it was at a loss
on how the process was going to unfold and would
like to see a way to work further.
Venezuela said that the process has
downgraded the level of ambition in relation to
mitigation and the text was seriously imbalanced. It
did not see how the clarification and understanding
of the emission reduction pledges of developed
countries will serve to improve the trust and
confidence in Parties when there is no real ambition
in the mitigation targets. The delicate balance
between the mitigation of developed and developing
countries was crossed when the principle of CBDR
has been taken out of the text. There has been a
redistribution of responsibilities and the
commitments of developing countries are higher than
that asked of developed countries. The world
appeared upside down and this was not acceptable.
On market mechanisms there was reference
in the text to building upon the existing flexibility
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this was done with great speed. If such resources
could be used to save the banking system, it asked
why this was not possible to save mother earth.
Ecuador said that on long-term finance, it had
made a proposal on the issuance of Special Drawing
Rights. It also had proposed financial transaction
taxes as well as taxes on imports of oil which could
provide the sources for financing. It expressed regret
that these proposals were not reflected in the
document and there was a lack of consistency in the
approach. It asked the Chair to find solutions that
did not cross redlines.
Paraguay expressed concerns that the
principles of historical responsibility and CBDR
should not be diluted. It called for the completion of
the Bali Roadmap.
Kenya said that the text fell short for Africa
and was weak in adaptation and low on ambition in
mitigation. It also stressed the importance of
comparability of efforts among developed country
Parties and the need to reflect a common accounting
framework. The submissions of BURs by developing
countries needed support and flexibility in reporting.
It called for further improvement to the document
before its adoption.
Bangladesh said that the text was watered
down and crossed some redlines of the LDCs but it
was prepared to accept the text with reservations. It
said that the Adaptation Committee was a good way
forward.
The European Union said it was disappointed
with the AWG-LCA document as it had weak
language on the (emission reduction) ambition gap
and wanted a process to address this but this was not
reflected in the document. The BUR guidelines for
developing countries were not strong enough.
Nevertheless, it did not want to run the risk of
reopening the balance reached in the document and
supported its adoption.
Switzerland said that the document was
insufficient in a number of chapters. On shared
vision, it was blind. The paragraphs on ambition
level and guidelines for reporting are insufficient.
The text on international consultations and analysis
(ICA) in relation to developing countries was weak.
However, it was prepared to accept the document.
The text is something Parties must continue with and
develop further.
The United States said that the negotiations
were difficult and Parties needed to move forward
on what was achieved and supported the adoption
of the text. It said that the guidelines on transparency
for the targets and actions were not perfect but if
there was delay, Parties would be reneging on the

questions were what the next steps are and how to
make the arrangements.
China asked the Chair to make clear
recommendations to the COP on the need for clear
arrangements for the work of the AWG-LCA since
this has not been made clear and many issues under
the Bali Roadmap need solutions. On the (L4)
document, China said that concerns have been
expressed and there was a need to decide how to
handle this. It asked how the document was going to
be submitted to the COP when it did not fulfil the
expectations of Parties and was far from being
comprehensive and balanced.
Bolivia also expressed concerns over the lack
of balance in the text, as the responsibility of
undertaking mitigation efforts was falling on the
shoulders of developing countries. As some countries
were withdrawing from their commitments under the
second commitment period of the KP, a weak and
flexible regime was being put in place with no
compliance regime. The pledges of Parties are not
yet commitments and were unfair to those Annex I
Parties who remain in the KP and who are upholding
the instruments and the KP systems.
It expressed regret that the obligations of
developing countries to do their national
communications (reporting every four years), the
BURs and participation in the registry were all
expected with their own resources.
Bolivia said the principle of CBDR is not
expressed in the text. It was also concerned that the
text was opening the door to market mechanisms,
which needed further analysis on the impacts of such
mechanisms. It said that the document was not
balanced and could not be adopted as it is but could
be part of the discussions next year and wanted its
concerns recorded.
Nicaragua said that the AWG-LCA document
on long-term finance was all about undertaking
further studies on options for the mobilization of
resources. There was no roadmap for the
mobilization of the US$100 billion per year by 2020.
It said that some Parties were proposing no resources
during this decade. The Green Climate Fund has been
created but it was a Fund with no funds. There is no
definition on the sources of finance and it was
concerned with references to the G20 report on
mobilizing finance when that was an ad hoc forum.
Nicaragua advanced the idea of the use of
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) for climate finance.
It said that in 2009, the G20 proposed the issuance
of US$ 250 billion in SDRs of which US$100 billion
was for developed countries. The International
Monetary Fund was responsible for its issuance and
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The climate envoy said that such threats were
supporting a weak regime which threatens the world
through a flexible system with no rules for mitigation
and for developed countries to make pledges as they
want and do as they want and when they want.
Referring to the goal of mobilizing US$100
billion for climate finance and (developed countries)
using this as a bargaining chip, the Venezuelan envoy
said that there could be no price for our future and
that of our children. She said that the farce has to
stop and there must be an end to a bad agreement.
Despite the strong reaction from Venezuela, the
Chair of the AWG-LCA simply adjourned the
meeting.
When the final formal plenary session of the
Conference of Parties convened early morning of
Sunday, the Chair of the AWG-LCA reported that
during the AWG-LCA session held earlier, Parties
exchanged views and many expressed support for
the outcome of the work of the AWG-LCA as
contained in the L4 document, while others said that
the document did not have balance. Parties were not
able to reach consensus. The text, he said, was rich
and comprehensive and harvested important
progress. He hoped that it could be adopted by the
COP as part of the comprehensive Durban package.
The AWG-LCA outcome was adopted as part
of the Durban package.

Cancun decision and would unravel the Durban
package which was significant.
Japan said that the document was not perfect
but was a compromise that it could agree to and
called for its adoption in its entirety.
Following the reactions of Parties, the Chair
of the AWG-LCA said that his sense was that there
was a great deal of disappointment with the text. A
number of Parties were against the adoption of the
document and wanted it forwarded for further work
next year. Despite this, he was going to forward the
document to the COP with a recommendation for its
adoption under his own authority.
He asked Parties to consider the report of the
meeting of the AWG-LCA for adoption and quickly
gavelled, not recognizing Venezuela who had asked
for the floor before the gavel.
Venezuelas Special Envoy for climate change,
Ms. Claudia Salerno, had to stand on her chair to get
the attention of the Chair when her repeated waving
of her country plaque was to no avail. She said that
she had asked for the floor before the gavel came
down. Salerno said that the AWG-LCA document
had serious deficiencies. Yet it was being transmitted
to the COP. She disclosed that there were threats that
if Venezuela did not agree to the adoption of the text,
there would be no second commitment period under
the KP and that the multilateral system would not be
preserved.
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Decision on Green Climate Fund Adopted

The United States and Saudi Arabia, as
members of the TC, had withheld consensus to the
adoption of the report in the final meeting of the TC
in October, while several developing country TC
members had also expressed concerns over many
parts of the GCF instrument.
At the plenary session of the COP on 30
November, the G77 and China called for an open,
transparent and inclusive process through a contact
group to draft the decision necessary for the COP in
relation to the GCF.
South African COP President, Ms. Maite
Nkoana-Mashabane, proposed to conduct informal
consultations based on the report of the TC, which
led to negotiations over the draft decision.
Parties through intense negotiations arrived at
a near-consensus over the draft decision on 8
December, except over a key issue as to who is to
host the interim secretariat of the GCF.
The options on the table were (i) the UNFCCC
secretariat, (ii) the Global Environment Facility
secretariat (GEF), or (iii) the UN Office in Geneva.
The G77 and China rejected the GEF
Secretariat as an option, while developed countries
were insisting otherwise.
Following intense wrangling, a compromise
was reached at Ministerial-level informal
consultations on Saturday for the UNFCCC
secretariat jointly with the GEF secretariat to take
the necessary administrative steps to set up the
interim secretariat of the GCF as an autonomous unit
within the UNFCCC secretariat premises in Bonn.
Another issue that saw much squabbling was
the issue of how the GCF is to have legal personality
and legal capacity. Parties managed to arrive at a
decision over this, which is reflected below in
paragraphs 11 and 12 of the decision.
A further issue of concern for many developing
countries was the provision in the governing

Geneva, 15 December (Meena Raman)  One
significant outcome of the Durban climate talks was
the adoption on 11 December of a decision by the
UNFCCC Conference of Parties (COP) on the Green
Climate Fund, thus clearing the way for further
development of the fund that had been established
at the Cancun conference a year ago.
The COP decision agreed to approve the
governing instrument for the Green Climate Fund
(GCF) as transmitted to it (although without
consensus) by the Transitional Committee to design
the Fund, without any changes to the instrument.
However, the accompanying decision that agreed to
the instrument contained several important points
that clarified or elaborated further on the instrument
as well as on transitional arrangements for the initial
work and operation of the Fund.
Through a decision adopted by the COP early
morning on Sunday, 11 December, the COP
welcomed the report of the Transitional Committee
(tasked to develop the instrument by the Cancun
decision) and approved the governing instrument for
the GCF, which was annexed to the decision.
In Durban, while some countries did not want
a renegotiation of the governing instrument of the
Fund, others wanted their concerns to be addressed.
These concerns were addressed via the decision of
the COP. Among the key points negotiated at Durban
were the legal personality of the Fund, the role of
national authorities in agreeing to activities financed
by the Fund (including via the private sector), and
the location of the transitional secretariat.
The decision concerning the GCF was one of
the outcomes of the so-called Durban Package and
was the subject of intense negotiations, given that
the report of the Transitional Committee (TC), which
included the governing instrument, was transmitted
to the COP without consensus by the Chairs of the
TC.
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eligibility criteria and matters related thereto, taking
into account the Boards annual reports to the
Conference of the Parties on its activities;
6. Requests the Board to operationalize the
Fund in an expedited manner;
7. Also requests the Board to develop a
transparent no-objection procedure to be conducted
through national designated authorities referred to
in paragraph 46 of the governing instrument, in order
to ensure consistency with national climate strategies
and plans and a country driven approach and to
provide for effective direct and indirect public and
private sector financing by the Green Climate Fund.
Further requests the Board to determine this
procedure prior to approval of funding proposals by
the Fund;
8. Further requests the Board to balance the
allocation of the Green Climate Fund resources
between adaptation and mitigation activities;
9. Stresses the need to secure funding for the
Green Climate Fund, taking into account paragraphs
29 and 30 of the governing instrument, to facilitate
its expeditious operationalization, and requests the
Board to establish necessary policies and procedures,
which will enable an early and adequate
replenishment process;

instrument in paragraph 46 that allowed the private
sector to directly access the GCF funds without the
need for their funding proposals to be approved by
the national designated authorities.
Paragraph 46 of the governing instrument
reads: Recipient countries may designate a national
authority. This national designated authority will
recommend to the Board funding proposals in the
context of national climate strategies and plans,
including through consultation processes. The
national designated authorities will be consulted on
other funding proposals for consideration prior to
submission to the Fund to ensure consistency with
national climate strategies and plans.
Following negotiations in Durban, this concern
was addressed with the following compromise in
paragraph 7 of the decision which reads:  .requests
the Board to develop a transparent no-objection
procedure to be conducted through national
designated authorities referred to in paragraph 46 of
the governing instrument, in order to ensure
consistency with national climate strategies and plans
and a country driven approach and to provide for
effective direct and indirect public and private sector
financing by the Green Climate Fund. Further
requests the Board to determine this procedure prior
to approval of funding proposals by the Fund.
The decision adopted by the COP as regards
the GCF is as follows:
The Conference of Parties
1. Welcomes the report of the Transitional
Committee (FCCC/CP/2011/6 and Add.1), taking
note with appreciation of the work of the Transitional
Committee in responding to its mandate given in
decision 1/CP.16, paragraph 109;
2. Approves the governing instrument for the
Green Climate Fund annexed to this decision;
3. Decides to designate the Green Climate
Fund as an operating entity of the Financial
Mechanism of the Convention, in accordance with
Article 11 of the Convention, with arrangements to
be concluded between the Conference of the Parties
and the Fund at the eighteenth session of the
Conference of the Parties to ensure that it is
accountable to and functions under the guidance of
the Conference of the Parties to support projects,
programmes, policies and other activities in
developing country Parties;
4. Notes that the Green Climate Fund will be
guided by the principles and provisions of the
Convention;
5. Decides to provide guidance to the Board
of the Green Climate Fund, including on matters
related to policies, programme priorities and

(Paragraphs 29 and 30 of the governing
instrument relate to financial inputs and
provide as follows:
29. The Fund will receive financial
inputs from developed country Parties to
the Convention.
30. The Fund may also receive financial
inputs from a variety of other sources,
public and private, including alternative
sources.)
10. Invites Parties, through their regional
groupings and constituencies, to submit their
nominations for the members of the Board to the
interim secretariat by 31 March 2012, in accordance
with paragraph 11 of the governing instrument;
(Paragraph 11 reads:
The members of the Board and their
alternates will be selected by their
respective constituency or regional group
within a constituency. Members of the
Board will have the necessary experience
and skills, notably in the areas of climate
change and development finance, with
due consideration given to gender
balance.)
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transparent process for the selection of the host
country, and decide on a host country for
endorsement by the Conference of the Parties at its
eighteenth session, in accordance with paragraph 22
of the governing instrument;

11. Decides that the Green Climate Fund be
conferred juridical personality and legal capacity and
shall enjoy such privileges and immunities related
to the discharge and fulfillment of its functions, in
accordance with paragraphs 7 and 8 of the governing
instrument;

(Paragraph 22 reads:
The selection of the host country of the
Fund will be an open and transparent
process. The selection of the host country
will be endorsed by the COP.)

(Paragraphs 7 and 8 on the Legal status
of the Fund read as follows:
7. In order to operate effectively
internationally, the Fund will possess
juridical personality and will have such
legal capacity as is necessary for the
exercise of its functions and the protection
of its interests.
8. The Fund will enjoy such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the
fulfillment of its purposes. The officials
of the Fund will similarly enjoy such
privileges and immunities as are
necessary for the independent exercise of
their official functions in connection with
the Fund.

14. Requests the Board and the host country of
the Green Climate Fund to develop, in accordance
with paragraphs 7 and 8 of the governing instrument,
the legal and administrative arrangements for hosting
the Fund and to ensure that juridical personality and
legal capacity are conferred to the Fund, and
privileges and immunities as are necessary are
granted to the Fund and its officials in an expedited
manner;
15. Also requests the Board to establish the
independent secretariat of the Green Climate Fund
in the host country in an expedited manner as soon
as possible, in accordance with paragraph 19 of the
governing instrument;

This was one of the most controversial issues
in the Durban negotiations. The issue was how the
GCF is to have juridical personality and legal
capacity and whether such legal status was sufficient
to be conferred by a decision of the COP or whether
there was a need for other legal arrangements.)
12. Invites Parties, in line with the objectives
set forth in paragraph 11 above, to submit to the
Board expressions of interest for hosting the Green
Climate Fund by 15 April 2012, based on the
following criteria:
(a) The ability to confer and/or recognize
juridical personality and legal capacity to the Fund
for the protection of its interests and the exercise of
its functions, to give effect to paragraphs 7 and 8 of
the governing instrument, including but not limited
to the ability to contract, acquire and dispose of
immovable and movable property, and institute legal
proceedings;
(b) The ability to provide privileges and
immunities to the Fund as are necessary for the
fulfillment of its purposes, and to the officials of the
Fund as are necessary for the independent exercise
of their official functions in connection with the
Fund;
(c) Financial arrangements, administrative and
logistical support to the Fund;
(d) Any other information that the host country
wishes to provide;
13. Requests the Board, following the receipt
of expressions of interest, to conduct an open and

(Paragraph 19 provides as follows:
The Fund will establish a secretariat,
which will be fully independent. The
secretariat will service and be accountable
to the Board. It will have effective
management capabilities to execute the
day-to-day operations of the Fund.)
16. Invites the Board to select the trustee of
the Green Climate Fund through an open, transparent
and competitive bidding process in a timely manner
to ensure there is no discontinuity in trustee services;
17. Requests the Board to initiate a process to
collaborate with the Adaptation Committee and the
Technology Executive Committee, as well as other
relevant thematic bodies under the Convention, to
define linkages between the Fund and these bodies,
as appropriate;
18. Recognizing the need to facilitate the
immediate functioning of the Green Climate Fund
and ensure its independence, requests the UNFCCC
secretariat jointly with the Global Environment
Facility secretariat to take the necessary
administrative steps to set up the interim secretariat
of the Green Climate Fund as an autonomous unit
within the UNFCCC secretariat premises without
undue delay after the seventeenth session of the
Conference of the Parties so that the interim
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experience, experience in or working with
developing countries, and policy expertise;
23. Requests the interim secretariat to make
arrangements for convening the first Board meeting
by 30 April 2012;
24. Welcomes the offers of Switzerland and
the Republic of Korea to host the first and second
meetings of the Board respectively, and invites
Parties to host subsequent meetings;
25. Invites Parties to make financial
contributions for the start-up of the Green Climate
Fund, including administrative costs of the Board
and its interim secretariat;
26. Welcomes the generous offer of the
Republic of Korea to contribute to the start-up cost
of the Green Climate Fund.

secretariat can provide technical, administrative and
logistical support to the Board until the independent
secretariat of the Green Climate Fund is established;
19. Decides that the interim arrangements
should terminate no later than the nineteenth session
of the Conference of the Parties;
20. Decides that the interim secretariat shall
be fully accountable to the Board and shall function
under its guidance and authority, and that its head
shall report to the Board;
21. Urges the Board to move promptly to
appoint the head of the interim secretariat;
22. Decides that the criteria for the selection
of the head of the interim secretariat shall include,
inter alia, expertise in the design or management of
funds, relevant administrative and management
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Kyoto Protocol Second Commitment Period Remains Uncertain

consensus in the AWG-KP on the draft decision on
the second commitment period prepared by the
AWG-KP Chair, Adrian Macey of New Zealand.
After a heated debate at the closing plenary
session of the AWG-KP on Saturday night (10
December), with several developing country Parties
expressing frustration and disappointment, Macey
decided to transmit the draft decision under his own
responsibility for approval by the Conference of
Parties to the UNFCCC serving as the Meeting of
Parties to the Kyoto Protocol at its 7th session (CMP
7).
During the AWG-KP plenary, Nicaragua, on
behalf of the Bolivarian Alliance of the Peoples of
Our America (ALBA), Bolivia and Kenya proposed
specific amendments to strengthen the draft decision,
expressing deep concerns over the weak operative
paragraphs through the use of terms such as takes
note (rather than acknowledge) and invites
(rather than mandate). The paragraphs concerned
and later adopted by the CMP 7 without any change
are as follows:
Para 3: Takes note of the proposed
amendments to the Kyoto Protocol developed by
the AWG-KP contained in the Annexes of the
Decision;
Para 4: Further takes note of the quantified
economy-wide emission reduction targets to be
implemented by Parties included in Annex I as
communicated by them
and of the intention of
these Parties to convert these targets to quantified
emission limitation or reduction objectives
(QELROs) for the second commitment period under
the Kyoto Protocol;
Para 5: Invites Parties included in Annex I
listed in Annex 1 to this decision to submit
information on their QELROs for the second
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol by 1
May 2012 for consideration by the AWG-KP in its
17th session in 2012.

Beijing, 16 December (Chee Yoke Ling)  The Kyoto
Protocol was given a political boost in a decision on
the Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working
Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties
under the Kyoto Protocol at its sixteenth session
adopted on 11 December.
However, what emerged from Durban were still
pledges by developed countries that have indicated
their intention to take on a second commitment
period under the Kyoto Protocol (KP) to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Even these are conditional
on the domestic processes of some developed
country Parties or a new legally binding agreement
on greenhouse gas emission reduction that would
effectively replace the KP.
Several developing country Parties were
concerned that there is still no legally binding second
commitment period as envisaged under the KP; the
ambition level is too low compared to what is
required by science; there is no aggregate number
for the overall reduction; and the length of the
commitment period is uncertain (can be 5 or 8 years,
to be decided in 2012). Some expert observers are
of the view that the essentially voluntary nature of
the Durban decision, with no political support for
any more commitment periods, will mark the
effective end of the KP.
The Ad-hoc Working Group on Further
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto
Protocol (AWG-KP) was mandated at the end of
2005 to to consider further commitments for Parties
included in Annex I (of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change) for the period
beyond 2012 in accordance with Article 3, paragraph
9, of the Protocol. The specific mandate is to agree
on the reduction targets in aggregate and individually
or jointly of Annex I Parties (developed countries
and countries with economies in transition as listed).
Up until the end of the Durban conference that
was extended by a full day and night, there was no
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new process of negotiations to commence work in
the first half of 2012 and to be completed no later
than 2015 in order for the adoption of a protocol,
legal instrument or agreed outcome with legal force
under the Convention, applicable to all Parties, in
2015 and for it to come into effect and be
implemented from 2020. See TWN Durban Update
No. 25: Major clash of paradigms in launch of new
climate talks.)
The EUs other amendments were to delete part
of a paragraph relating to units acquired from
emissions trading under Article 17 of the KP and to
include a paragraph on land use, land-use change
and forestry.
Japan and the Russian Federation also had
proposals for amendments.
Saudi Arabia had some proposals but the Chair
did not allow the delegate to proceed, stating that,
we have passed the time for amendments. Any
amendments that Parties really want to propose will
have to be done in the plenary.
When Saudi Arabia retorted that the Chair had
accepted from other Parties proposals that went into
brackets (referring to the EU), the Chair responded
by saying that he had not accepted proposals from
other Parties. They were read out quickly. I listen
to other proposals. It is unlikely that any of the
proposals can achieve consensus and that remains
my view. We are past the stage to listen to long lists
of amendments, Macey said.
The only change that was allowed was the
proposal by the EU to include the option of 2020 as
the end of the second commitment period.
The adopted decision now reads: Decides that
the second commitment period under the Kyoto
Protocol shall begin on 1 January 2013 and end either
on 31 December 2017 or 31 December 2020, to be
decided by the AWG-KP at its 17th session (in 2012).

Other Parties including Venezuela and Saudi
Arabia also spoke strongly on the weakness of these
paragraphs as a way forward for the KP.
Bolivia also pointed out the weakness of
preambular paragraph 9 that states, Aiming to ensure
that aggregate emissions of greenhouse gases by
Parties included in Annex I are reduced by at least
25-40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020 
It expressed concern that this range (25-40%)
is too big; it does not give a clear answer of how
much of the greenhouse gases should be reduced for
the next years. What is needed are single numbers
of intention of how much reduction will be made,
Bolivia said.
Kenya proposed the insertion in the preamble
para 8 the words: to ensure no gap between the first
and second commitment periods of the KP. It asked
for replacement of preamble para 9 with
Reaffirming that immediate action shall be taken
by Annex I Parties to ensure that the emissions
reduction commitments are science-based and
sufficient to contribute in an equitable manner
towards limiting the global average temperature
increase to well below below 1.5 degrees Centigrade
above industrial levels in a time frame that protects
the ecosystem, food production and sustainable
development.
It concurred with those who find the language
in paras 3, 4, 5 and 6 weak and this should be
strengthened. It also proposed para 6bis: Decides
that the second CP shall apply to all Parties
immediately upon the conclusion of the first
commitment period
and shall apply on a
provisional basis until entry into force of the
amendment of each Party.
Nicaragua made several proposals that it
repeated at the CMP 7 final plenary (see below).
The European Union made three amendment
proposals. The first was to include the option of
ending the second commitment period in 2020
(Maceys text stated 2017) and this was accepted
even though several countries including Grenada,
Bolivia, Gambia, Kenya and Colombia had spoken
against the change.
Connie Hedegaard, the EUs Climate
Change Commissioner, said it had been raised in
the ministerial consultations and that there is a
general understanding that there has to be a symmetry
between what we do in the KP and the LCA (longterm cooperative action under the UNFCCC that is
addressed by a separate ad hoc working group), and
so it must be 2020.
(The year 2020 relates to the decision
subsequently adopted by the UNFCCC COP on a

Only pledges with QELROs deferred to 2012
In addition to the weak nature of the operational
paragraphs 3 to 5 of the decision that developing
countries had raised, what currently exist are only
pledges and even then, not all Annex I Parties have
submitted those.
Annex I to the CMP 7 decision contains a table
that is to be the new Annex B to the Kyoto Protocol
setting out the greenhouse gas emission reduction
targets of developed countries and countries with
economies in transition that are Parties to the
Protocol. Annex B is designed to contain the
quantified emission limitation or reduction objectives
(QELROs) of each Party concerned.
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Weak decision adopted

[The QELRO, expressed as a percentage in
relation to a base year (1990 for the first commitment
period), denotes the average level of emissions that
an Annex B Party could emit on an annual basis
during a given commitment period. Pledges represent
the end point of a trajectory of emissions that a Party
sets itself to achieve. The transformation of pledges
into QELROs situates the pledges in the context of
a commitment period and related accounting of
emissions and removals under the KP. In practical
terms, it involves calculating the average annual
emissions relative to a base year that would fit the
emissions trajectory leading to the pledged target.
Source: UNFCCC Secretariat.]
The EU has inscribed its 20% emission
reduction pledge in Annex I of the CMP decision,
which is already legislated as its own internally
agreed emission reduction target. As part of a global
and comprehensive agreement for the period beyond
2012, the EU makes a conditional offer to move
to a 30% reduction by 2020 compared to 1990 levels,
provided that other developed countries commit
themselves to comparable emission reductions and
developing countries contribute adequately
according to their responsibilities and respective
capabilities [footnote (g) in Annex I of the
Decision].
Australia and New Zealand have not inscribed
any numbers and indicate they are prepared to
consider submitting information on their QELRO
pursuant to the CMP Decision following the
necessary domestic processes and taking into
account the rest of the Durban package and the new
decisions on the accounting and other rules under
the KP [footnotes (a) and (l) in Annex I of the
Decision].
Whether there will be QELROs from all Annex
I Parties by 1 May 2012 (the deadline for submission)
remains to be seen.
Meanwhile on 8 June 2011, Canada had
notified the UNFCCC Secretariat that it did not
intend to participate in a second commitment period
of the Kyoto Protocol. This was followed by an
announcement on 12 December (the day after the
Durban conference ended) by Environment Minister
Peter Kent that Canada is invoking its legal right to
withdraw from the Protocol. Kent was in Durban.
(Canada is not able to meet its first commitment
period reduction target by 2012 when the period
ends.)
In December 2010 the Russian Federation and
Japan were the first to inform the UNFCCC
Secretariat that they did not intend to take on a second
commitment period.

Despite the continued efforts by some
developing countries to strengthen the decision
during the final formal CMP 7 plenary, the take-itor-leave-it approach to the adoption of all the key
decisions in Durban also played out for this one.
In her opening remarks when the plenary
convened in the early hours of Sunday, 11 December,
South African Foreign Minister Ms. Maite NkoanaMashabane, in her capacity as President of the COP/
CMP, reminded Parties of the undertaking that was
made on the work of the AWG-KP.
[At an informal joint plenary of the COP and
CMP shortly before, the Durban package was
presented to Parties comprising (i) the second
commitment period for emission reductions by
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol; (ii) a
decision on the work of the AWG-LCA; (iii) a
decision on the Green Climate Fund; and (iv) an
agreement on the establishment of a new ad hoc
working group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced
Action. The Durban Platform document triggered
strong statements, disagreements among developed
and developing countries and considerable
frustration and confusion.
Mashabane asked Parties to adopt each of the
decisions without further debate and amendments
when they are presented during the formal sessions
of the COP and the CMP respectively, saying that
Parties required assurances from each other to agree
to all the draft decisions, clearly suggesting a takeit-or-leave-it approach. [See TWN Durban Updates
No. 25 on Major clash of paradigms in launch of
new climate talks, and No. 26 on AWG-LCA Chair
transmits report for adoption despite strong
protests.]
Macey as Chair of the AWG-KP reported on
the work during the past year on other issues and
said that unfortunately the group was not able to
agree on the text (on the second commitment period)
which he had presented under his own responsibility
and based on his best assessment of what is a
balanced and achievable outcome. He then said he
was forwarding that text to the CMP for its
consideration.
He said further that during the closing plenary
of the AWG-KP Parties indicated a number of areas
where they would like changes made. He reviewed
these carefully aiming to assess which changes could
be agreed and whether these could impact on the
delicate political balance needed to be achieved.
Macey said that a primary issue of concern to
Parties was the length of the commitment period.
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between May 2012 and 1 January 2013. This would
open up the issue of a gap. So we had requested an
amendment to eliminate the gap because there was
a consensus of all concerned to avoid a gap.
It was also concerned in the preamble about
noting the importance of developing a
comprehensive global response to climate change 
we see this as contradictory with Article 10 (of the
KP on common but differentiated responsibilities).
It added that language needs to be introduced to
reinforce that we are not abandoning under any
circumstances the CBDR nor should this be
interpreted as leading to merging both tracks (the
KP and LCA) or erasing everything from the
blackboard and starting again. So instead of global
response there should be language to reflect the
CBDR.
Nicaragua stressed it was disconcerted that
after the 2 presentations (at the ministerial and AWGKP) not one of ALBAs proposed changes had been
introduced into the text. Nor were we given any
explanation why they were not. So we raise once
again for the third time the serious concerns we have.
The purpose is to get to an agreement, we want to
reach an agreement, but under conditions that we
can all accept.
The EU said it was a little bit surprised by this
discussion because in the light of the package that
we have adopted why are we spending so much time
on this? Of course I can also make a little change
dear to our heart on page 9 para 12 ter to delete If
these units are acquired under Art 17. I am happy
to take that back if we all stick to the package that
we just approved a few moments ago.
At this point the COP President said she thought
questions were asked for clarity which she was going
to give to the AWG-KP Chair to quickly respond to.
I intended to remind without sounding like we will
no longer be inclusive, frank. Weve spent hours on
this in the joint informal plenary on the package. If
you are to open one side of the package we are
inviting other delegations to go back to open  and
we start tit for tat and then back to chicken and egg
and then we will get ourselves back to where we
started which will not be correct.
She repeated that the AWG-KP Chair will
respond for clarity, which she did not think was
intending to open the document.
Macey said that in the course of the last few
days and most recently at the plenary of the AWGKP Parties would be very well aware of the major
concerns of Parties on parts of our text. It is a difficult
process to reach consensus here. He said Parties had
been working on issues for 5 and a half years and

You will see in the text that the option of 5 or 8 years
has been left in brackets  2017 and 2020. There are
consequential brackets to the rest of the text. He
added that since the text was issued, his
understanding is that the length would be decided at
the next session of the AWG-KP.
Bolivia said that in the AWG-KP plenary it had
supported a Party (Gambia on behalf of LDCs) that
suggested the deletion or bracketing of para 12bis
(to be added to Article 3 of the KP). This had not
been done and Bolivia asked for an explanation.
(Para 12bis reads: Any units generated from
market-based mechanisms to be established under
the Convention or its instruments may be used by
Parties included in Annex I to assist them in
achieving compliance with their quantified emission
limitation and reduction commitments under Article
3. Any such units which a Party acquires from
another Party to the Convention shall be added to
the assigned amount for the acquiring Party and
subtracted from the quantity of units held by the
transferring Party.)
Papua New Guinea said that it was very
comfortable to work with Bolivia on non-market
options and we will expect that they will work with
us on market options. It is not about vetoing one
countrys ideas against anothers. It did not accept
deletion.
Bolivia replied that its observation on
paragraph 12bis was not because it is linked with
market mechanisms of the KP but because it makes
a linkage with future market-based mechanisms
under the Convention. It implies the possibility 
that is a question  to have those mechanisms in the
context of the LCA. We still have to consider those
documents in the context of the LCA; it is written in
future terms, market-based mechanisms that we have
not designed yet. We have not approved it yet. We
suggest to put that paragraph in brackets.
Nicaragua (on behalf of ALBA) said the
group had proposed amendments in both the
ministerial meeting and on the floor in the AWGKP. Para 4 takes note of intentions, and to have a
truly binding second commitment period it should
be acknowledges commitments rather than taking
note of intention. Furthermore if we have
amendments to the KP, para 3 that states takes note
of the proposed amendments should be approves
the proposed amendments.
On para 1 that decides that the second
commitment period shall begin on 1 January 2013
and end on 31 December 2017 and para 5 where
QELROs will be decided by 2012, Nicaragua said
ratification would not be available for all Parties
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rather than having a wholesale elimination of all the
proposals. This is essential so that the approval by
the (Parties) is done with full information and that
our queries and our preoccupations, our concerns
can be addressed in a spirit of frank, open and
fraternal dialogue looking at producing a real
consensus and not an apparent consensus.
It said that when our concerns here have not
been clarified  we have had no dialogue on them 
this even becomes a matter of whether the
consultation processes are real when we present
something two times and they are ignored. It does
not mean every recommendation is going to be
approved. Quite obviously, you win some and you
lose some. But to lose them all, and you do not get
any explanation really does not seem to be
appropriate.
As for the package that the EU mentioned 
how can this be the case  not all of us were in on
the package. There are not two classes of sovereign
states here those in the package and those outside.
Our opinions are just as worthy in international law
and just as worthy in reaching these decisions as
those inside the package.
Nicaragua said that the AWG-KP Chair does
not have to waste time and could dialogue with us
on our proposals. We could do so in the spirit of
improving and fortifying the document as well as
addressing our concerns.
Mashabane said she would allow the AWGKP Chair to dialogue with Nicaragua and went on to
say, with your permission I ask that we continue,
and I thank you for your contribution and your
understanding.
Japan said that in the AWG-KP meeting it
proposed amendment to para 5 (of the decision in
L3/Add.1) but it was not amended in the document
we are looking at. We are in a position to follow the
consensus but I like to make sure we are not in a
position to submit our QELRO and we will send a
letter to the Secretary to make sure our position is
respected.
With that the CMP 7 plenary was ended.

we have made more progress in a space of 2 weeks
than we have in the previous 5 years on some of
them. So it is going to be difficult for some Parties
to give up on their strongly held proposals.
He reiterated that he did review very carefully
all proposals and suggestions heard at the (AWGKP) plenary and he needed to assess if any of the
changes could be agreed and whether this could
disturb the very delicate political balance that we
have achieved. He reiterated that the text before the
CMP was his assessment of where consensus could
be found.
The President then continued to read the other
elements of the decision (on matters related to
emissions trading, greenhouse gas inventories etc)
and proposed that these decisions be a part of our
comprehensive Durban outcome.
She gavelled and in the midst of applause
Bolivia asked to speak.
Bolivia said it asked for the floor and waited
respectfully for the President to finish. I was referring
to the document to make observations and suddenly
it is approved. We as Parties have the right to make
observations. We do not want to be an obstacle to
that but we have the right to present observations.
We want an outcome. Please register that Bolivia
does not agree with para 3, 12 bis of the last document
that you have approved. It has to be registered that
we do not agree with that. We are a Party and we ask
you please to respect our opinion.
Mashabane told Bolivia its request would be
noted and immediately proceeded to resume the 10th
meeting of the UNFCCC COP at its 17th session to
adopt COP decisions.
The Secretariat at this point drew her attention
to Nicaragua that had also asked to speak.
Nicaragua said it also had asked for the floor
previously. It clarified that the ALBA group had made
its proposal twice, once in the ministerial and the
second time in the AWG-KP meeting. Therefore we
would expect that if the (Chair) had his observation,
that (Parties) could receive an explanation for why
the Chair of the working group was not in agreement
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Movement of Technology Mechanism in Durban Outcome

Africa resolve the following: (a) the relationship
between the TEC and the CTC&N and their reporting
lines; (b) the governance structure and terms of
reference for the CTC&N and how the CTC will
relate to the Network, drawing upon the results of a
workshop authorized by the Cancun decision; (c) the
procedure for calls for proposals and the criteria to
be used to evaluate and select the host of the
CTC&N; (d) the potential links between the
Technology Mechanism and the financial mechanism
of the Convention; and (e) consideration of additional
functions for the TEC and CTC&N.

Manila, 20 December (Elpidio V. Peria) 1  The
technology transfer discussions in the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) in Durban, South Africa under the Ad
hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative
Action (AWG-LCA) may have been the least
reported of all the topics and may not have gotten
the attention of international media and activists.
However, government negotiators slogged through
the entire two-week duration of the Conference of
the Parties (COP), to come up with a clear decision
on the various pending issues about technology
development and transfer, all aimed at making the
Technology Mechanism fully operational in 2012.
The Technology Mechanism is the institutional
entity created by last years climate talks in Cancun,
Mexico, meant to address the lack of compliance by
developed country Parties of their obligations to
undertake technology development and transfer of
environmentally-sound technologies under the
Convention. This was the result of years of persistent
demands with various proposals by developing
countries to implement a crucial part of the
Convention.
It is composed of two entities, a policy-making
body called the Technology Executive Committee
(TEC) and the Climate Technology Centre and
Network (CTC&N). The CTC&N, which currently
exists only on paper until it is hosted by another preexisting organization, will get to implement actual
transfer of technologies and perform its functions as
mandated by the Conference of Parties of the
UNFCCC.
Paragraph 128 of Decision 1/CP16 from
Cancun mandated that the COP in Durban, South
1

Durban outcomes
The technology negotiation group of the AWGLCA in Durban did not come up with a clear
articulation of the relationship between the TEC and
the CTC&N.
The governance structure agreed upon for the
CTC&N is an advisory body, the details of which
are to be decided in the next meeting of the
Subsidiary Body on Implementation (SBI), one of
two permanent bodies of the UNFCCC and its Kyoto
Protocol.
The selection process for the call for proposals
for hosting the CTC&N is that the TEC will nominate
from within itself the six-person panel who will do
the initial technical evaluation of the proposals and
ranking of the bidders who want to be the host. The
shortlist ranking of the bids will be submitted to the
SBI which in turn will agree on a ranked list of up to
three proponents based on the outcome of the
assessment conducted by the evaluation panel and
to recommend the host of the CTC&N for approval
by the COP at its 18th session in Doha, Qatar in 2012.
The Durban meeting sketched out the link
between the Technology Mechanism and the
financial mechanism, though not to the satisfaction
of the developing countries negotiating under the

Member, Philippine Delegation to UNFCCC COP 17, in
Durban, South Africa from 27 November to 10 December,
2011. The views presented here are his own and do not
represent the views of the Philippine Delegation.
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the host organization, but governance, as a function,
is not a service that can just be given out to those
who may aspire to abide by it. At best, the Cancun
mandate should have been worded as governance
arrangement and not governance structure to suit
this kind of proposed set-up;
(iii) If a host organization agrees to take on the
tasks of being the host of the CTC&N and agrees to
constitute such a board, it will change the character
as well as the primary and secondary purpose for
the establishment of the host organization, which preexisted before the hosting assignment or task is taken
on. If the host organization agrees to such change,
then such change would have to come at a certain
price or consideration which the UNFCCC may not
be able to provide;
(iv) Assuming the host organization constitutes
such a board, the constituted board will just then be
a mere creation or appendage of the host
organization, putting more doubt into the
independence and integrity of such a constituted
organization, which is the CTC&N of the UNFCCC.
It will be difficult then for the UNFCCC to exact
accountability from this organization as it will have
to pass through the pre-existing board of the host
organization which constituted the board of the
CTC&N.
There were no significant and substantive
explanations or responses to these questions save for
the US saying that the technology group or the Parties
for that matter, should not be hung up on governance
issues and that this can be dealt with in the hosting
agreement. Norway said that it is just the question
of the name of the entity which should not be a board,
while Japan said that it is a matter of clarifying the
reporting lines from the host organization which has
constituted the board and to the COP, to which it is
accountable.
Since these serious legal issues needed a proper
response, the compromise was that there is already
this advisory body, which from a G77 and Chinas
point of view is already a half-won battle, as at least
it has spelled out there will be a distinct entity that
should be governing the CTC&N, and this is not the
same as the host itself.
However, the fight is not yet over until the next
SBI meeting, since it has not yet been clearly spelled
out how the advisory body links to both the TEC,
the CTC&N and the host organization.
It could still be argued by those who want to
wrest control of the CTC&N away from the COP
that the host organization can do a better job of
exacting accountability for the operations of the
CTC&N.

umbrellas of the Group of 77 and China and the Least
Developed Countries (LDCs).
The consideration of additional functions of the
TEC and the CTC&N approved during the informal
session of the technology group that came out in
CRP.39, was not reflected in the final outcome
document produced by the Chair of the AWG-LCA,
especially on the giving of advice and support,
including capacity-building on the conduct of
technology assessments of new and emerging
technologies by the CTC&N and the request to the
TEC to consider issues related to intellectual property
rights related to the development and transfer of
technologies.
The final outcome document of the AWG-LCA
was prepared by the Chair of the Working Group
and transmitted for the approval of the COP under
his own authority, following various objections
raised by Parties as to its lack of balance in several
areas. The final outcome document was approved
as part of the Durban package.
The consideration of issues relating to
intellectual property rights as part of a new set of
functions for the TEC was also not in the final text
presented for adoption by the Conference of Parties
but is contained in a separate document for further
work next year.
Governance structure of the CTC&N
The decision on having an advisory body that
will sit atop the governance structure for the CTC&N
is a half-won battle from whichever perspective one
takes.
For the two weeks of the negotiations, the US,
supported by Canada, Japan, Norway and Australia,
and sometimes, the EU, insisted that this body be
constituted by the host organization itself.
The Philippines repeatedly hammered on,
during several informal informal sessions, the
serious legal issues arising from this set-up, from
several levels:
(i)From the UN side, how can a UN body be
governed by an entity which is from outside the
UNFCCC itself? This does not appear possible under
existing UN rules, especially when the lines of
accountability and fiduciary duties are melded in the
host organization, who is supposed to be providing
hosting services to the CTC&N;
(ii) How can it be that the governance structure
of a UN body, in this case, the CTC&N, be
outsourced to an outside entity and the terms of the
governance reduced to the terms and conditions of a
hosting agreement? Hosting agreements usually
detail the specifics of the services to be provided by
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Eventually, for practical purposes, it may be
useful for the AWG-LCA next year to separate the
advisory body from that of the host organization in
order that the lines of accountability and fiduciary
duty are clarified, and they are separate from the host
organization.
Composition of the advisory body of the Climate
Technology Centre
The composition of this advisory body is
expected to be another potential flashpoint in the
subsequent stages of the negotiations.
In fact, during the last negotiating session of
the technology group in Durban, prior to forwarding
the informal groups text to the AWG-LCA Chair,
the groups facilitator Jukka Uosukainnen (Finland)
walked out of the discussions when the G77 and
China (in retaliation for the US proposal of eight
government representatives that will sit in the thencalled CTC Board), suggested 22 such
representatives comprising 4 representatives each
from the five UN regional groups and 1 each from
the small island developing states (SIDS) and the
LDCs.
The facilitator came back later when the
negotiating groups were about to compromise on a
US offer of 19 representatives. In making this
proposal, the US reversed from its earlier position
that this body should just be small and efficient.
According to some observers, the idea here was to
set up the advisory body as a competitor to the
Technology Executive Committee (which is another
twenty-person entity).
All through the negotiating sessions, the US
supported by Australia, Canada, Japan and
sometimes the EU, consistently questioned the
competence of the TEC on dealing with issues related
to technology development and transfer, arguing that
the TEC was not created for the purpose of
implementing technology development and transfer
projects.
The G77 and China, on the other hand, argued
that the TEC is well positioned to be such a body
that will exercise oversight and provide guidance to
the CTC&N. It will already save the COP time since
the lengthy process of selection of its members was
already over and done with.
Selection process of the Climate Technology Centre
At last, after several contentious exchanges in
the course of the duration of the COP, the Parties
agreed on a two-step process for selection viz. the
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technical evaluation phase and then the selection
phase.
The G77 and China wanted originally a process
similar to the conduct of a double-blind study on the
initial technical evaluation of proposals composed
of four experts who will evaluate the proposals
independently without meeting each other, but this
was opposed by the US and the EU arguing that this
is not actually scientific even if it may appear to be
that and it is difficult to check how these independent
experts understood and applied the criteria. After
several sessions, Parties have come around to tasking
the TEC to do the selection of these experts, even
designating its own members to do this evaluation.
The next stage of the process, the selection
phase, is what became contentious but the group
settled on the SBI to make the selection. It was not
clear what will happen if the SBI could not come to
a compromise on this item. Thus the technology
group asked the SBI to agree on the recommendation
to the COP on who will eventually be the host of the
CTC&N, as can be found in para. 138(a) of the LCA
outcome document, which reads:
138. Requests the Subsidiary Body for
Implementation:
a) To agree on, at its thirty-sixth session, a
ranked list of up to three proponents based on the
outcome of the assessment conducted by the
evaluation panel referred to in paragraph 132 (d)(i)
above.
Relationship of the TEC and the CTC&N
While this has not been explicitly spelled out,
how this will eventually unfold is seen by how the
two entities comprising the Technology Mechanism
 the TEC and the CTC&N -will render its report to
the COP.
The G77 and China wanted the Climate
Technology Centre to report to the TEC, but the EU,
as well as the US, insisted that the CTC should also
be able to report directly as both of them are
accountable to the COP.
In one negotiating session, the US even said it
did not want the TEC to have any role at all in the
governance or management of the CTC&N.
The potential links between the Technology
Mechanism and the Financial Mechanism
Financing is another key issue that was hardfought, but references to the Green Climate Fund
and the Standing Committee were deleted during one
informal group meeting on 8 December, and the

property rights issues related to development and
transfer of technologies came out in document
CRP.39 on 9 December as prepared by the AWGLCA Chair under his own authority, they are nowhere
to be found in the final LCA outcome document.
Whether this can be considered again by the AWGLCA when it resumes its further work on this issue
is an open question, which is up to the country
proponents to raise so this can be resolved by the
AWG-LCA Chair at that next session.

Parties came around to the compromise wording that
does not really amount to much though it appears to
broaden the sources of funding of the CTC&N2.
Uganda was the last country to insist on the
relationship between the Technology Mechanism and
the Standing Committee, which was then in para.
11alt, but even that was deleted, given that there was
already a late-night compromise wording on how
funding for the operations of the CTC&N is to be
provided.
Without clear sources of specific amounts of
core budget and short and long-term funding, there
is a possibility that the CTC&N will be hampered in
its early stages of operations.

Looking forward to the next SBI meeting
The advisory body will continue to be
contentious, but hopefully, Parties should have a
clearer notion of the relationship between the
advisory body and the host organization and the legal
limitations of fusing the lines of accountability
between the host organization that they will agree to
make the advisory body an intermediate body
between the COP and the host organization. There
is no other way around this since the COP, which
convenes only once a year, will have to designate an
entity, not the host organization itself, which will
deal on a regular basis with the host organization.
This is how accountability is ensured, it cannot be
left to the host organization, which constitutes such
a board, to determine these things.
The financial aspects of the operations of the
CTC&N are another topic for discussion. Things will
get clearer when the bidders will make their own
proposals on these activities that will also be
participated in by the Network members.
The final question relates to whether the earlier
proposals for considering additional functions to the
TEC and the CTC&N can be revived in the next
session of the AWG-LCA. It remains an open
question that can be tested during the next intersessional period.
According to one developing country
negotiator, to answer the question of who won and
who lost, the Durban duel between developed and
developing countries on the matter of technology
transfer resulted in the following:
 The G77 and China originally wanted the
TEC to be the entity that will exercise oversight and
provide guidance to the CTC&N. At the start of the
negotiations in Durban, they modified their stance
to a kind of a board, which is an intermediate body
between the COP, the TEC and the CTC&N, leaving
some items for the TEC, such as the giving of
strategic guidance on some key issues like
prioritization and selection of network members,
among others. The advisory body created by the

Consideration of additional functions for the TEC
and the CTC&N
The Philippines fought to have the giving of
advise and support as well as capacity-building for
the conduct of technology assessments of new and
emerging technologies as part of the regular functions
of the CTC&N, supported by Bolivia which had
numerous repeating texts on this item, including IPRs
during the Panama inter-sessional period.
Haiti and Iceland, which were supposed to be
fighting for gender considerations, which could have
been made part of the technology assessments, did
not anymore speak crunch time perhaps they were
not as convinced that the technology assessments
would include gender considerations, though they
earlier suggested that gender considerations be made
a regular basis of the work of the CTC&N.
While the Philippine proposal on the
consideration of an additional function for CTC&N
on the giving of support and advice and capacitybuilding on technology assessments for new and
emerging technologies and the Bolivian suggestion
on the request to TEC to consider intellectual
2

The LCA outcome document on the chapter on technology
development and transfer has the following paragraphs on
the financing of the activities of the CTC&N:
139. Decides that the costs associated with the Climate
Technology Centre and the mobilization of the services of
the Network should be funded from various sources,
including the financial mechanism of the Convention,
bilateral, multilateral and private sector channels,
philanthropic sources as well as financial and in-kind
contributions from the host organization and participants in
the Network;
140. Requests the Global Environment Facility to support
the operationalization and activities of the Climate
Technology Centre and Network without prejudging any
selection of the host;
141. Invites Parties in a position to do so to support the
Climate Technology Centre and Network through the
provision of financial and other resources.
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Durban COP appears to be something similar, in a
general sense to what the G77 and China wanted,
though the role of the TEC over this advisory body
is not clearly spelled out as the TEC will remain
exercising its own mandate on its own concerns, not
that of the CTC&N.
 The US, supported by Canada, Australia,
Japan, and to a certain extent, the EU, wanted the
TEC out of the way in the running of the affairs of
the CTC&N. It was agreed that how this relationship
will evolve or how they will relate to each other, to
promote coherence and synergy as called for by
paragraph 127 of Decision 1/.CP16 of Cancun COP.
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It is a matter of time and the test of such a relationship
in how the two will agree on the modalities of their
reporting to the COP.
 The selection process for the host organization
is a partial achievement for the G77 and China, as
the TEC got to play a role in doing the technical
evaluation of the bids for hosting of the CTC&N
though the US prevailed in having the Subsidiary
Body on Implementation do a ranking of the list of
who may be recommended as the host of the
CTC&N.
The final form, shape and functions of the
Technology Mechanism will continue to be fought
out in 2012.
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Ecological Agriculture is Climate Resilient
By Lim Li Ching (Third World Network) and Doreen Stabinsky (College of the Atlantic, USA)

Introduction
Agriculture is the most important sector in many developing countries and is central to the survival of
millions of people. Most agriculture production in these countries involves small land holdings, mainly
producing for self-consumption. Women are the key agricultural producers and providers. Hence agriculture
is critical for food and livelihood security, and for the approximately 500 million smallholder households,
totalling 1.5 billion people, living on smallholdings of two hectares of land or less (De Schutter, 2008).
Smallholdings account for 85 per cent of the worlds farms.
However, climate change threatens the livelihoods and food security of billions of the planets poor and
vulnerable, as it poses a serious threat to agricultural production. Agriculture, in the dominant conventional
and industrial models that are practised today, is also a major contributor to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
At the same time as they pose a huge climate threat, industrial agricultural systems are highly vulnerable to
climate change. The industrial model and the crop varieties designed to work well within it depend on
energy- and water-intensive irrigation as well as other fossil fuel-intensive inputs such as mechanized
harvesting, fertilizers and pesticides. Highly vulnerable to reductions in the availability of fuel and water,
and in the long term economically unsound, the model will not survive (Vandermeer et al., 2009). Nothing
less than a system change is needed in the face of the climate change threat.
A focus on the climate challenge to ecosystems and livelihoods is therefore needed, particularly as the
adaptation needs of developing countries are paramount. As such, we should heed the call of the International
Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development1 (IAASTD, 2009) to the
international community and national governments to systematically redirect agricultural knowledge, science
and technology towards sustainable, biodiversity-based ecological agriculture and the underlying
agroecological sciences.
This is because the ecological model of agricultural production, which is based on principles that create
healthy soils and cultivate biological diversity and which prioritizes farmers and traditional knowledge, is
climate resilient as well as productive. Ecological agriculture practices are the bases for the adaptation
efforts so urgently needed by developing country farmers, who will suffer disproportionately more from the
effects of climate change. Many answers lie in farmers fields and farmer knowledge, for example, how to
create healthy soils that store more water under drought conditions and how to grow a diversity of crops to
create the resilience needed to face increased unpredictability in weather patterns.

1

The IAASTD is a comprehensive assessment of agriculture and was co-sponsored by the World Bank, FAO, UNEP, UNDP, W
HO, UNESCO and GEF. Its reports, which drew on the work of over 400 experts, were approved by 58 governments in 2008.
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Ecological agriculture to meet the climate challenge
Climate change will require a range of adaptation approaches across many elements of agricultural production
systems, from small changes in the crop varieties grown to decisions to abandon cropping completely. For
example in some rainfed regions in Africa, there just will not be enough predictable moisture to continue to
grow crops; in these areas, agriculturalists may change to livelihood strategies based entirely on pastoralism,
or they may need to move to other regions or to cities. In other areas more animals may be integrated into
the farming system to reduce dependency on crop production (Jones and Thornton, 2008).
In all areas, farmers working to adapt to climate change will need to adopt new practices that help to
increase the resilience of their cropping systems  through building healthier soils, increasing the biological
diversity of the system and, particularly in rainfed regions (where most poor farmers farm), incorporating
more water harvesting and water management techniques. These are practices that governments and other
funding agencies must prioritize as they promote transitions to climate-resilient agricultural systems.
Building healthy soils
By increasing the health of soils, farmers can increase the water-holding capacity of the soil and the infiltration
capacity  augmenting the speed at which water can percolate into soils and thus the ability to take more
advantage of heavier rains that are expected under climate change (Tirado and Cotter, 2010). Moreover, by
building healthier soils, farmers can increase productivity. Given that climatic changes will likely significantly
reduce yields over time, any increase in productivity through better soil health and fertility will serve to
moderate the productivity reduction expected. For example, research from 30-year side-by-side trials of
conventional and organic farming methods (involving leguminous cover crops and/or periodic applications
of manure or composted manure) at the Rodale Institute in the USA has shown that organic corn yields
were 31 per cent higher than conventional in years of drought2.
Many well-established agroecological practices increase soil health and fertility, and with these, productivity.
Prominent among these practices is the addition of manure or compost. At the same time that these additions
bring necessary nutrients into the system, they also improve the structure of the soil, making it better able to
hold onto both nutrients and water. And by improving the soil structure, water is able to infiltrate better,
capturing more during periods of intense rainfall. Evidence from the Tigray region in Ethiopia shows that
compost can increase crop yields significantly; on average, composted fields gave higher yields, sometimes
double, than those treated with chemical fertilizers (Edwards et al., 2009).
Other ecological agriculture practices that can improve soil structure and increase fertility include growing
green manures (crops that are tilled into the soil after they are grown to add nutrients and structure), cover
cropping to add nutrients and keep soil covered during a fallow season, mulching, and crop rotation (Magdoff,
1998). These are all standard practices in agroecological systems, which work to increase fertility naturally,
and use the diversity of the system to control pests and diseases, while increasing habitats for pollinators
and other beneficial organisms.
Building resilience through diversity
System resilience can be built through increasing biological diversity (Altieri and Koohafkan, 2008). Practices
that enhance biodiversity allow farms to mimic natural ecological processes, enabling them to better respond
to change and reduce risk. Experience suggests that farmers who increase diversity suffer less damage
during adverse weather events, compared to conventional farmers planting monocultures (Altieri and
Koohafkan, 2008; Ensor, 2009; Niggli et al., 2009).
In cropping systems diversity can be increased through increasing the variety of crops grown at one time on
the parcel of land, and by adding trees and/or animals into the system. Farmers can also increase the diversity
of the system by increasing crop diversity itself  growing different varieties of the same crop that have
different attributes, for example shorter season varieties that may be beneficial if the season is shortened by
inadequate rainfall, or varieties that provide more nutritious forage for animals. Supporting soil health
increases the diversity of organisms in the soil, which are responsible for benefits such as increased access
to nutrients and reduction of overall disease burden. Diverse agroecosystems can also adapt to new pests or
increased pest numbers (Ensor, 2009).
2

http://www.rodaleinstitute.org/fst30years/yields
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It is important to note here the role of women, as they play a key role in managing biodiversity, and thus in
adapting to climate change. For example, women in Rwanda produce more than 600 varieties of beans; in
Peru, Aguaruna women plant more than 60 varieties of manioc (CBD, 2009).
Emphasizing water management and harvesting techniques
Adapting to climate change will require even more emphasis than is currently given to improving water
management and water harvesting in rainfed regions. Many traditional techniques already in use to improve
rainwater-use efficiency can be shared using farmer-to-farmer methods.
For example, the zaï techniques of the Sahel have received much attention: water pits used by farmers in
Burkina Faso and Mali to reclaim thousands of hectares of degraded lands in the last decades. Farmers have
become increasingly interested in the zaï as they observe that the pits efficiently collect and concentrate
runoff water and function with small quantities of manure and compost. The practice of zaï allows farmers
to expand their resource base and to increase household security. Yields obtained on fields managed with
zaï are consistently higher (ranging from 870 to 1,590 kg/ha) than those obtained on fields without zaï
(average 500-800 kg/ha). There are many other successful traditional water-harvesting techniques in active
use around the world by farmers in rainfed environments, a number of them described in detail by Altieri
and Koohafkan (2008).
Increasing productivity in the face of climate change
Given the threats of climate change to crop yields, it is important that agriculture practices are able to
maintain and even increase productivity. Fortunately, the practices that enhance climate resiliency that are
found in ecological agriculture also work to raise productivity, primarily because they improve soil structure
and increase fertility.
For example, in a comprehensive meta-analysis, Badgley et al. (2007) examined a global dataset of 293
examples and estimated the average yield ratio (organic : non-organic) of different food categories for the
developed and developing world. On average, in developed countries, organic systems produce 92 per cent
of the yield produced by conventional agriculture. In developing countries, however, organic systems produce
80 per cent more than conventional farms. The data also suggest that leguminous cover crops could fix
enough nitrogen to replace the amount of synthetic fertilizer currently in use.
Many other specific examples exist of ecological agriculture practices increasing productivity. These are
summarized in Lim (2009). Some examples that focus on ecological agriculture practices particularly
important for increasing climate resilience are highlighted:
 Soil and water conservation in the drylands of Burkina Faso and Niger have transformed formerly degraded
lands. The average family has shifted from being in cereal deficit of 644 kg per year (equivalent to 6.5
months of food shortage) to producing an annual surplus of 153 kg.
 Projects in Senegal promoted stall-fed livestock, composting systems, green manures, water-harvesting
systems and rock phosphate. Yields of millet and peanuts increased dramatically by 75-195 per cent and
75-165 per cent respectively.
 More than 1,000 farmers in low-soil-fertility areas in the North Rift and western regions of Kenya increased
maize yields to 3,414 kg/ha (71 per cent increase in productivity) and bean yields to 258 kg/ha (158 per
cent increase in productivity) as compared to traditional agriculture, by incorporating soil fertility
management, crop diversification and improved crop management.
 Forty-five thousand families in Honduras and Guatemala have increased crop yields from 400-600 kg/ha
to 2,000-2,500 kg/ha using green manures, cover crops, contour grass strips, in-row tillage, rock bunds
and animal manures.
 The states of Santa Catarina, Paraná and Rio Grande do Sul in southern Brazil have focused on soil and
water conservation using contour grass barriers, contour ploughing and green manures. Maize yields
have risen from 3 to 5 tonnes/ha and soybeans from 2.8 to 4.7 tonnes/ha.
 The high mountain regions of Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador are some of the most difficult areas in the world
for growing crops. Despite this, farmers have increased potato yields by threefold, particularly by using
green manures to enrich the soil. Using these methods, some 2,000 farmers in Bolivia have improved
potato production from about 4,000 kg/ha to 10,000-15,000 kg/ha.
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Towards climate resilience through ecological agriculture
Adaptation of agricultural systems to changing climates is an enormous challenge that will take the concerted
effort of governments, researchers and farmers, working together and starting immediately. Because
temperatures will continue to rise over the coming decades, we find ourselves in a race against time, to an
unknown destination. The effort to create climate-resilient agricultural systems must be prioritized at all
levels  from the local to the global, with an important role for national governments to coordinate efforts.
Lack of well-coordinated and well-funded adaptation strategies threatens the lives and livelihoods of millions.
An essential component of climate-resilient agriculture, as explained above, is ecological agriculture. To
move on the road to a climate-resilient agriculture, agricultural practices and policies, at the national and
international levels, must be systematically and urgently redirected towards ecological agriculture, in order
to ensure it can reach its full potential, especially in addressing this enormous challenge.
Farmers, in particular women who make up the majority of the worlds small producers, must play a key
role on the road to climate-resilient agricultural systems. To do so, they must be integrated into the research
and development systems and given tools to do their own on-farm research and the capacity to share their
knowledge with other farmers in farmer-to-farmer networks. The challenges facing agriculture are too
great to ignore the important potential of farmers, their knowledge and their innovation skills to contribute
in the creation of climate-resilient agricultures.
In stark contrast to the positive role that farmers will play in creating climate-resilient systems are the few
transnational companies that make up the world seed, agrochemical and biotechnology markets. These
companies have a vested interest in maintaining a monoculture-focused, carbon-intensive industrial approach
to agriculture, which is dependent on external inputs (Hoffmann, 2011). In 2004, the market share of the
four largest agrochemical and seed companies reached 60 per cent for agrochemicals and 33 per cent for
seeds, up from 47 per cent and 23 per cent in 2007 respectively (World Bank, 2008). Efforts are needed to
address the challenges this situation raises.
Five essential elements are crucial to move towards climate resiliency:
1. Increasing investment in ecological agriculture
Ecological agriculture practices contribute to resilience and increase adaptive capacity through: improving
and sustaining soil quality and fertility; developing and supporting communal water conservation and water
catchment systems; enhancing agricultural biodiversity; and developing and supporting agroforestry systems,
including conversion of degraded lands to perennial small-scale agroforestry. Governments must specifically
reorient agriculture policies and significantly increase funding to support climate-resilient ecological
agriculture.
2. Managing climate risks and reducing vulnerability
Public financing and transfer of appropriate technologies by developed counties are needed, not only for
the adoption of ecological agriculture but also to put in place the required infrastructure, communications,
and other enabling conditions to ensure that developing countries can adapt to climate change. Governments
and funding agencies must focus on building adaptive capacity and resilience, thereby reducing vulnerability,
as well as improve social safety nets to enable farmers and the rural poor to be able to cope with climaterelated disasters. This includes implementing a range of policies that support the economic viability of
small-scale agriculture and thus reduce their vulnerability. Special attention and specific support should be
given to women farmers.
3. Stopping climate-destructive agriculture by dismantling perverse incentives and subsidies that
promote unsustainable and high-emissions agriculture
Current agriculture policies are geared to promote conventional agriculture practices that are responsible
for the bulk of agricultural greenhouse gas emissions. Perverse incentives, including those perpetuated
under the current international trade regime governed by the World Trade Organization and bilateral free
trade agreements, entrench this unsustainable system. Agricultural incentives and subsidies therefore need
to be redirected away from climate-destructive monocultures and climate-harmful inputs (e.g., synthetic
fertilizers) towards climate-resilient practices of the small-farm sector.
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4. Implementing a research and knowledge-sharing agenda towards ecological agriculture and
climate resilience
Too often, national and global agricultural research agendas have been dominated by conventional agriculture
approaches and the promise of new technologies. Ecological agriculture has been sidelined; yet it has
thrived and has proven successful despite the lack of public support (Pretty, 2006). Farmers knowledge is
a basic and important component of the research/development continuum and research from the scientific
community should complement and build on this knowledge. Research and development efforts must be
refocused towards ecological agriculture in the context of climate change, while at the same time strengthening
existing farmer knowledge and innovation. Moreover, current agriculture research is dominated by the
private sector, which focuses on crops and technologies from which they stand to profit most and which
perpetuate climate-vulnerable and GHG-intensive industrial, input-dependent agriculture, rather than
solutions for the challenges facing developing-country farmers.
5.
Building supportive international policy frameworks
A range of international institutions can make positive contributions by supporting and enabling the adoption
of climate-resilient, ecological agriculture, including the Food and Agriculture Organization, the World
Food Programme, the International Fund for Agricultural Development, the CGIAR centres, the World
Meteorological Organization and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. These institutions
should support the range of efforts to be undertaken at national and regional levels described above, and
cooperate and coordinate efforts to mobilize necessary resources at the international level.
Conclusion
The world needs climate-resilient agriculture.
Agricultural adaptation and food security in a changing climate will provide the world with a Red Queen
challenge  it will take all the running we can do just to keep in the same place, just to continue to produce
the same amount of food as we do currently.
Prioritizing agricultural adaptation and the link to food security then must be paramount. This necessary
emphasis should be explicitly reflected in the UNFCCC approach to and work on adaptation, both within
the context of the recently established Adaptation Framework and within consideration of the means needed
for implementation: financial resources, technology transfer and capacity building.
Clearly, ecological agriculture is and should be central to agricultural adaptation. Ecological agriculture is
climate resilient, and the benefits to farmers in developing countries in particular would be manifold.
Concerted effort is therefore needed to facilitate the transition to ecological agriculture. Anything less
would put the lives and livelihoods of millions at risk.
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Lessons Learned from the Financial Crisis  A Cautionary Tale
for the Green Climate Fund
By Friends of the Earth USA
As policymakers and civil society organizations debate the design, purpose and modalities of the Green
Climate Fund (GCF), they should closely consider some key lessons of the financial crisis. This issue brief
provides a short recap of the beginnings of the crisis, and then applies key lessons to the GCF.
Since the financial crisis, it has become clear that capital markets have become extremely complex,
interconnected and financialized. In the past, a home mortgage was a matter between a local bank and a
homeowner. Not anymore. In 2008, the world saw how a housing bubble in the US had massive effects,
triggering a banking meltdown, a global recession, and fiscal calamity in many countries. According to
many scholars, even the current euro zone crisis is not so much a problem of sovereign over-borrowing as
it is a continuation of the 2008 financial crisis, which is now laying bare the structural weaknesses of the
European monetary union and its fragile banks.
I.

A short story of the financial crisis

Conventional wisdom holds that the financial crisis was the fault of irresponsible consumers in the US who
borrowed more than they could afford. Although that undoubtedly was one aspect of the problem, there
was a deeper driver: after the US lowered interest rates after 11 September 2001, it not only made borrowing
very cheap, it reduced bond yields, which caused institutional investors, such as pension funds, hedge
funds, insurance companies and sovereign wealth funds, in the capital markets to seek new investments.
To meet this demand, Wall Street bankers  through financial innovation  produced mortgage-backed
securities (MBS). This new financial instrument bundled together thousands of home loans and sold them
to investors around the world. These became so popular that financial intermediaries started underwriting
more and more of these securities to satisfy what seemed like an unending appetite for these products. Wall
Street played an enormous role in inflating the housing bubble; as too much investment money chased too
few good assets, homes became dangerously overvalued and it spurred the build-up of bad assets.
This build-up of bad assets was made possible by a misalignment of incentives, which led to recklessness
throughout the value chain. Mortgage brokers falsified loan applications, banks ignored lending standards,
underwriters created risky securities that no one could understand, credit rating agencies provided faulty
advice, and insurance companies overpromised on credit default swaps. The allure of short-term profits 
especially when someone else had to take the risk  made it easy for everyone involved to turn a blind eye.
Of course, poor financial regulation  in no small part due to Wall Streets influence over the US Congress
 was a critical factor as well. Financial regulators failed to supervise the massive growth of the shadow
banking sector. Financial entities such as hedge funds, special purpose investment vehicles, private equity
firms, and others operated under very little regulation. Many employed very risky strategies, for example,
using short-term borrowing to invest in longer-term investments, or speculating in the unregulated overthe-counter derivatives markets.
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II.

Lessons from the financial crisis  and its application to climate finance

Many analysts and financial regulators understand that the US housing market did not cause the financial
crisis, but simply sparked it. Instead, drivers such as financialization, misaligned incentives, and poor
regulation were the real culprits, and unless regulators address these underlying problems, policymakers
will face similar crises in the future.
In this sense, it is important for the GCF to closely consider how similar dynamics may impact the integrity
and efficacy of climate finance, which should be treated as a global public good.
The tyranny of the markets
Globally, institutional investors manage some $90 trillion in assets. Underwriting, asset management, and
other services for institutional investors are a lucrative Wall Street business, and this giant pool of money
is seen as the source of capital to fund everything from home mortgages, to corporate expansion, to
government borrowing.
Institutional investors are also being viewed as the source to leverage climate finance. For example, the
GCF could raise money from institutional investors by issuing bonds. Or the GCF could transfer money to
fund managers, and require them to find matching funds. Whether institutional investors help capitalize
the GCF or disburse GCF funding, their involvement will likely require a commercial rate of return
at the very least. Some investors, such as certain hedge funds, seek much more than commercial
rates, they seek profit maximization.
Allowing commercial interests to guide GCF financing decisions would likely mean that non- or lowrevenue generating activities, such as most adaptation efforts, would get short shrift. It would also mean
that the very poorest countries, which currently do not attract private finance, would continue to be bypassed.
After all, it is likely that a pension fund would put money into an Emerging Asia power fund, but not very
likely that they will fund a programme to resettle climate refugees.
Financial innovation  and the dangers
Financial innovation can be a good thing, but as Lord Taylor of the UK Financial Services Authority has
pointed out, it also has produced some products of very dubious social value. In the run-up to the financial
crisis, financial innovation became over complicated, we had securitization and re-securitization, we had
the over-development of the credit-derivatives swaps market  somehow we just created this empire of
activity.1
A climate fund of some $100 billion per year could very well attract an empire of activity as Wall Street
firms seek to access or manage GCF funds. But outsourcing GCF funding decisions to the financial markets
creates the risk that financial engineers may create inappropriate and ultimately ineffective financing
structures to deliver climate finance. Perhaps the best example of this in current practice can be found in
the international carbon markets.
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) should be viewed as a prime example of how inefficient
carbon markets can be for funding projects in developing countries. One study found that only about 31 per
cent of total funds received for CDM credits capitalize mitigation projects, with the rest going to carbon
traders and middlemen.2 In forest offset projects, intermediaries often capture even more, over 50 per cent
of REDD financing.3 (Moreover, in any case, since carbon credits are used to offset developed country
emissions, they should not be considered as climate finance.)

1

2
3

Interview with Adair Turner, 29 August 2011 in The Prospect, at http://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/2009/08/how-to-tameglobal-finance/
The efficiency of carbon offsetting through the Clean Development Mechanism, Carbon Retirement, 2009.
Corbera et al., 2009; as quoted in Hajek, F., et al. (2011): Regime-building for REDD+: Evidence from a cluster of local
initiatives in south-eastern Peru. Environ. Sci. Policy doi:10.1016/j.envsci.2010.12.007
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Misalignment of incentives
The 2008 financial crisis was characterized by a massive misalignment of incentives and, in many cases,
pure conflicts of interest. But there are countless other examples of how the motivations of short-term
capital have clashed with the interests of those in the real economy, particularly with those looking to
protect or promote the public interest. In the 1990s, speculators rent-seeking behaviour crashed Asian
economies with hot money flows, and undermined governments. Ten years later, derivatives traders flooded
agricultural commodities markets, pushing up food prices and introducing volatility for farmers and buyers.
Shareholders pursuit of short-term profit has long prevented responsibly-minded corporations from
considering long-term sustainability.
If the Green Climate Fund allows too many decisions and priorities to be set by capital markets, this would
create a gross misalignment of interests and undercut key UNFCCC policy goals, such as providing
developing countries with adaptation funds, and ensuring that particularly vulnerable areas receive priority.
A Green Climate Fund bent on leveraging private capital, as some negotiators are advocating, is certain
to attract financial engineers with more experience in intermediation than in ensuring climate effectiveness
in developing countries. In the worst cases, this can result in the creation of risky products and services that
are not only irresponsible from a fiduciary perspective, but also may take away resources from worthy and
effective adaptation and mitigation efforts.
Over-excitement about leveraging the private sector has pervaded the discourse on climate finance. Many
questions remain as to what extent public money has actually leveraged private finance and whether such
investment would have happened anyways. As the Overseas Development Institute notes, Increased
transparency in the use of international public finance would elucidate the current and potential role of
public finance in leveraging private finance, and would increase understanding of the effectiveness and
success rates of such efforts. Metrics to measure leverage and to count the impact of public sector finance
in leveraging private capital need to be developed and agreed (AGF, 2010).4
One key strategy used to leverage private capital is the development of risk sharing or risk reduction
instruments, such as loan guarantees or political risk insurance (in some countries). While risk sharing
products can be valuable and legitimate in some cases, they always carry the danger of misaligning incentives
and creating moral hazard. They may have the perverse effect of weakening due diligence processes and
stimulating investment in unsuccessful projects that fail to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions or provide
genuine adaptation benefits. Certain risk sharing instruments could also give rise to accusations that climate
funds serve to privatize profits, while letting the public shoulder financial losses, making communities bear
the brunt of any environmental or social harms.
Weak regulations
Finally, a massive failure in financial regulation played a major role in the financial crisis. Unfortunately, in
the last few years, efforts to reform the financial sector and bring more of it under regulatory scrutiny have
been lacking, particularly at the international level.
Therefore, the GCF should strive to uphold the highest standards in good financial governance, and, at the
very least, refrain from practices that frustrate financial regulation. Areas of particular concern include the
unregulated over-the-counter derivatives market, the proliferation of offshore tax and secrecy jurisdictions,
and the persistent lack of transparency that characterizes much of the financial sector, particularly non-bank
financial institutions.

4

Brown, J. and Jacobs, M., Overseas Development Institute, Leveraging private investment: The role of public sector
climate finance, April 2011, at http:/www.odi.org.uk/resources/download/5701.pdf.
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For example, asset managers such as hedge funds and private equity funds still operate as part of the
shadow banking sector. Unless they are willing to be subject to financial regulation; subordinated to
developing country government priorities, strategies and requirements; and willing and able to implement
environmental and social safeguard standards, these shadow banking institutions should not be involved in
GCF financing. Similarly, the GCF fund should not be involved in risky, unregulated derivatives.
III.

Recommendations

In light of these lessons learned, the GCF should approach the private sector with a high degree of caution.
In particular, the GCF:


Should not establish a private sector facility that would allow corporations and financiers to have
direct access to GCF funds. Rather, the role of the private sector in the GCF must be decided, managed,
regulated and incentivized at the national and sub-national level in line with countries preferences
and needs and in accordance with robust safeguards.



The GCF should only engage private finance to the extent that private financiers can guarantee the
implementation of robust due diligence processes designed to address financial, social, and
environmental risks, and produce effective mitigation and adaptation outcomes.



Since the purpose of climate finance is not to help Annex I countries meet their own mitigation
obligations, no GCF funds should be used to finance carbon offset projects.



The GCF should uphold best practices in financial oversight and governance practices, including, but
not limited to, prohibiting the use of tax havens for all GCF-related investments and financing.
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